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The original objective of this study was to identify the quantity, 
uses and types of energy used in low-income houses in the winter 
rainfall area of the Cape Peninsula and to estimate the effect income 
has on energy consumption. 
The key questions were framed as: 
(1) What are the determinants of the choice of energy used in urban 
dwellings? 
. (2) How does income affect the energy used in urban dwellings? 
(3) What are the exhibited income elasticities of the energy used? 
(4) How does energy utilization in South Africa compare with that in 
other countries? 
(5) Does the type of housing affect energy consumption? 
(6) What is the energy used for, in what volume and what cost? 
(7) What is the total energy use and cost per fuel type used in 
second~orld (sic) dwellings in the Cape Peninsula. 
Questionnaire surveys were conducted to answer the last three key 
questions. A literature survey provided information for the 
international comparison (key question 4). Analysis of the 
questionnaire data soon revealed that very poor income elasticities 
in energy consumption patterns (key questions 2 & 3) and in order to 
answer the first key question on the determinants of energy use it 
was necessary to explore wider socio-economic parameters. 
The most useful explanatory framework was to look at . the effect of 
urbanization on the process of energy transition or shifts in energy 
choices. Rather than presenting a simple static picture of energy 
consumption patterns, the study aimed instead to develop a dynamic 
model which accounts for energy use patterns. 
This report thus deals essentially with the domestic energy 
transition process of populations that are urbanizing rapidly. 
Specific attention is paid to the black population component of South 
Africa, in particular those residing in the Cape Peninsula, although 
data from elsewhere in the country is also examined. In addition the 
process is analyzed in some fourteen Sub-Saharan African countries. 
The energy transition process is defined as the process whereby the 
energy consumption patterns of fuels used by a population change over 
time. The urbanization process is defined as the process whereby'the 
population of a nation or geographical unit becomes progressively 
more concentrated in urban places and progressively less rural, and 
in so doing undergoes a process of modernization that is rapid in 
relation to the rural periphery. 
2. LITERATIJRE SURVEY 
The literature survey indicates that the link between urbanization 
and modernization, originally considered to be both causal and 
axiomatic, is now being questioned -particularly in Africa. Third 
World urbanization is being increasingly interpreted in terms of the 
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"underdevelopment paradigm" whereby it is postulated that Eu~opean 
expansion from the sixteenth century onwards transformed the Third 
World. 
African urbanization is considered to be a special subset of Third 
World urbanization. Sub-Saharan Africa is historically one of the 
least urbanized regions of the world but is now urbanizing extremely 
rapidly. African urbanization is unique in that "most migrants in 
cities intend to return eventually to their rural homelands, in sharp 
contrast to the situation in many other world regions" (O'Connor, 
1983:68). In addition, the demographic transition of falling 
fertility rates, associated with urbanization elsewhere, is not yet 
happening. Mabogunge (1986) points out that in Africa urbanization 
has failed to improve the lot of the majority of the population and 
coins the term "backwash urbanization" to explain the process which 
is driven by inappropriate economic policies of the countries in 
question. 
In South Africa the process has been influenced by the policies of 
influx control and industrial decentralization. An underlying 
hypothesis in much of the literature on the process is that the 
process is dependent on in-migration to the cities whereas natural 
increase is the dominant factor in urban growth. Focussing more 
narrowly on informal settlements it appears that these will be the 
dominant element of urban growth in the future. The permanency of 
these settlements is revealed in the few studies in these areas in 
South Africa, as is the major role played by the informal sector. At 
present migration appears to account for only one third of the growth 
rates of'these areas. Intra-urban migration however results in high 
growth rates in certain areas. The spatial aspects of the demand for 
energy will be largely dictated by the patterns of growth of these 
settlements. In terms of electrification the Brazilian example should 
be noted where some 70% of the informal settlements are electrified. 
The literature survey indicates that the domestic energy transition 
process has only recently become the subject of investigation. The 
importance of the process to developing countries is due to the share 
the domestic sector has of total commercial energy demand (up to 
three quarters in the poorer countries). the rapid increase in fossil 
fuel usage and the high income elasticity of electricity. In spite of 
this. -perceived transition, macro-level studies of several countries 
reveal the intransigence of the subsistence sector to change in fuels 
used. This 1s particularly a problem in Sub-Saharan Africa which 
contains the countries with the highest proportions of traditional 
fuel use. 
At the macro-level the link between economic development and the 
energy transition process is reasonably clear. Certain broad 
indicators of development, notably levels of industrialization and 
urbanization, are well correlated with energy consumption. The choice 
of fuels is however at the core of understanding the energy 
transition process. Some understanding of the number of factors that 
influence choice of fuels is gleaned from the micro-level studies. 
Household economic characteristics - income, expenditure and wealth; 
household social characteristics age/sex composition, sex of 
household head, labour divisions; built environment factors - size 
and type of dwelling; climatic factors, characteristics of the fuels 
- convenience, safety, odour and the stoc~ and characteristics of 
appliances are one set of factors. Another set of factors relates to 
the prices of fuels. Here it is unclear whether actual prices, prices 
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per useful energy unit or perceived relative prices are domin~t in 
the price signalling mechanism. The number of factors accounts for 
the large variability of energy consumption among households reported 
in the literature. 
In Africa, at ~he micro-level, there are indications that an energy 
transition process is underway. This process is largely confined to 
the cities where the lack of access to traditional fuels is as 
significant factor 1n the process and is thus linked to the 
urbanization process. The transition is away from traditional fuels 
to paraffin, gas and electricity. In South Africa traditional fuels 
still supply a large proportion of the rural household energy budget. 
The degree of commercialization of woodfuel is however high 
indicative of shortages. In addition there is a high penetration of 
paraffin in the rural areas. In the peri-urban areas of South Africa 
the incidence of woodfuel usage is still high but in the urban areas 
it is low. In these areas the dominant fuels are coal and paraffin. 
The literature survey reveals an underlying economic determinism in 
the approach to the analysis of the energy transition process. At the 
macro-level ,fuel price and income levels are the two factors used 
almost universally. At ~he micro-level additional factors are often 
introduced but the model is still economic. The spatial dimensions 
for the demand for energy are rarely mentioned, or subsumed under the 
general heading of "urbanization". The underlying demographic 
variables that influence energy demand are often dealt with in the 
same way. 
3. TIIIDREfiCAL FRAMEWORK, RESEARai MimDOOLOOY AND SURVEYS 
Consumer theory offers a theoretical framework within which energy 
transition may be explained. Consumer theory has two components - the 
economic and the behavioural. Both components of consumer theory 
attempt to explain acts of choice, of a consumer or household, at a 
given time or over a period of time. Consumer theory however has 
significant drawbacks when applied to the Third World. 
To analyze the domestic energy transition process three fundamental 
questions have to be answered. Firstly which fuels will be used. 
Secondly what guantity of these fuels will be used. Thirdly, at what 
rate will fuels be substituted. 
Cross-sectional data both at the macro and micro scale, adequately 
answers the first two questions. The third question however 
introduces the element of time which is effectively only dealt with 
by time-series data. TI1e short span over which data for this 
dissertation was collected ruled out obtaining time-series data. As a 
result, the rate of fuel substitution has to be inferred from 
comparisons of micro-level cross-sectional data and correlations with 
time related socio-economic variables. In addition this rate may be 
obtained by broadening the scope to include the use of macro data to 
allow comparisons between countries, and by using time-series market 
research data within South Africa. 
The broad hypotheses tested in this study are as follows;-
1) 11lere is a process of change of fuel usage by the black population 
that can be discerned over time and space and this energy transition 
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process can be partially explained in terms of a variety of socio-
economic variables. 
2) The energy transition process is a function of-modernization and 
not simply the geographical aspect of urbanization. i.e. The process 
is not a function of population movement alone. 
3) The energy t~ansition process differs between rural area, town and 
metropolitan area. 
4) The energy transition process is a function of choice within a 
given budgetary and behavioural framework. 
5) The role of economic factors in the process gives way to social 
and behavioural factors as incomes increase. 
6) The commercialization of energy resources and the efficacy of the 
distribution systems of these resources play a fundamental role in 
determining the nature of the transition process. 
The research methodologies adopted were the collection and collation 
of existing data at the macro-scale, and the study of specific areas 
by means of structured interviews at the micro-scale. A project 
entitled "Energy use in low income dwellings in the winter rainfall 
area was commenced (not by the author) under the auspices of the 
Energy Research Institute at the University of Cape Town in 1987 and 
1988. This project consisted of a sample of 553 interviews conducted 
in 1987 and 1988. This sample formed the initial basis of the micro-
scale investigation but much of the data could not be used due to 
substantive errors revealed in the follow-up survey. 
The "follow-up" survey consisted of 67 interviews conducted in an 
informal settlement 1n the Transvaal in 1988, and 180 interviews 
conducted in the formal and informal areas of Greater Cape Town in 
1988/89. In addition the distribution networks of woodfuel, paraffin 
and gas were the subject of three brief questionnaire surveys. 
Finally the electrified households of Langa and Gugulethu formed the 
basis of an in-depth survey of electricity consumption patterns. The 
experimental design of this survey was constrained by the necessity 
of backchecking the original survey. As a result the questionnaire 
used in the initial survey dictated a core of questions to be 
followed in the subsequent surveys to allow for the validation of the 
1nitial data. This meant that the research method of structured 
surveys was adopted partially by default. 
4. ENERGY OONSUMPTION AND TilANSITION IN OOUiliEllN AFRICA: ANALYSIS OF 
EXIST!~ DATA 
A. SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA 
The macro-economic indications of the energy transition process in 14 
Sub-Saharan African countries were investigated. Both fuel related 
and socio-demographic data were used. While the sample is small the 
results suggest that in Sub-Saharan Africa there are indications of 
an energy transition process. This process is the shift away from 
woodfuel to the use of paraffin and electricity. The process is 
influenced by both urbanization level and the level of economic 
development of a country (as measured by GNP/capita) but does not 
appear to be influenced by the rate of growth of the GNP per capita. 
The population growth rate and the urban growth rate are closely 
linked and high rates of these variables stimulate the further 
consumption of woodfuel. 
The results must be seen in the light of severe data limitations on 
the one hand, and a period of general economic decline ih Sub-Saharan 
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Africa on the other. At this level of analysis the expected sh~ft to 
transitional fuels, in this case paraffin, is not as significant as 
expected. A deeper analysis focussing on the domestic sectors of 5 
countries (Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Zambia and Zimbabwe) suggests that 
the indications of energy is erratic. Firstly, woodfuel consumption 
increased in all the countries in question. Secondly, electricity is 
the fuel that posts the highest growth rates. Thirdly, of the 
transitional fuels, gas shows positive growth rates in only two 
countries. Paraffin shows no growth and in fact shows a decline in 
Nigeria, an oil producing country. This suggests that, 1n the 
domestic sector, where energy transition is occurring, electricity is 
the dominant substitute for traditional fuels. Even in Nigeria the 
growth in the consumption of electricity is greater than that of 
liquid fuels. 
To further uncover the process an analysis of Zimbabwe was 
undertaken. In that country a large survey at the level of the 
household and corrected for population growth was available (Hosier, 
1986). Huge differences in patterns of energy consumption between 
rural and urban areas are evident. In 1984 some 24% of Zimbabwe's 
population lived in urban areas but consumed only 6,7% of the 
domestic sector total net energy. There was also a striking 
difference in average net household consumption of energy between the 
affluent "low-density areas (31GJ) and the poorer "high-density 
areas" (18GJ). Woodfuel is critical throughout the domestic sector. 
Energy transition is an urban phenomena with coal as the transitional 
fuel in "high-density urban areas and electricity in the "low-
density" areas. The consumption figures of paraffin and gas are very 
low. Based on frequency and consumption figures from a different 
source (Harlen & David, 1983) however there are indications that a 
major unnoticed transition to paraffin could be taking place. 
B. SOUIH AFRICA 
The major data sources within South Africa were Bureau of Market 
Research (BMR) reports and various energy studies. 
The BMR studies report household expenditure in a "fuel & light" 
category which is however not inclusive of electricity. As certain 
areas have been sampled over a number of years time-series data 
analysis is possible which indicates that although erratic, there has 
been a decline over time in the relative expenditure on fuel and 
light in the urban areas. In addition the relative budget share in 
this category is higher in rural areas in any one time period. In the 
homelands the expenditure on wood decreases in relation to the level 
of urbanization of these areas. Paraffin is the major fuel in the· 
wholly rural areas while coal is the dominant fuel in the towns and 
metropolitan areas. There is an relationship between paraffin and 
coal use in the metropolitan areas. A BMR survey of Cape Town in 1972 
disaggregated fuels by end use and income. This study indicates that 
the use of fuels for cooking and heating is strongly influenced by 
1ncome. 
The last decade has seen an increasing number of South African energy 
studies which focus attention on the use of energy by the populations 
in question. In all the studies reported use is made of several 
fuels simultaneouslY. The broad pattern revealed by these,energy 
studies is that of widespread commercialization of fuel wood in the 
rural areas and widespread use of paraffin. In the urban areas 
paraffin and coal are the dominant fuels and commercial fuelwood and 
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gas minor fuels. Taken as whole these energy studies confirm the 
rural urban differences and the regional differences highlighted by 
the BMR data but no time-series analysis is possible. Indications of 
the energy transition process are thus unexplicit. 
From the study of domestic energy transition in South Africa at the 
national scale a number of tentative conclusions may be drawn. 
Firstly, a division between coal and paraffin dominated regions may 
be made. This gives rise to the question as to whether the cost of 
coal in relation to paraffin, or some other variable, dictates the 
relationship between the use of these two fuels. As the relative 
share of coal in the household fuel budget.falls in re~ation to the 
distance from the Transvaal coal mines, reflecting the high transport 
cost component of the fuel, a strong case can be made that the price 
variable is dominant. 
Secondly, while there are wide ranges in the data, there are definite 
differences between rural and urban energy use patterns. In the 
former areas fuelwood plays a large role although it is not generally 
the dominant fuel in terms of expenditure. In the urban areas 
paraffin and coal are dominant. 
Thirdly, the domestic energy transition process has developed further 
in the black population of South Africa than in other Sub-Saharan 
African countries. In the rural areas of South Africa 
commercialization of woodfuel and the use of paraffin is extensive 
while in the urban areas transitional fuels are dominant. 
5. ANALYSIS OF mE FOll.DW-UP SURVEY: &X;IQ-~IC DATA 
the older formal areas of Langa, 
new formal areas of New Crossroads and 
informal areas of Old Crossroads and 
and the various new informal areas are 
The follow-up survey covered 
Gugulethu and Nyanga, and the 
Khayelitsha village. The old 
sites Band C of Khayelitsha, 
also covered. The data was disaggregated into these area groups 
wherever possible. 
The socio-economic data collected indicates significant differences 
in-family size, average age, income, expenditure and employment, and 
in fact in all the variables listed, between the four categories of 
areas (and also the Transvaal). In terms of urbanization and the 
urban economy the areas have different functions. The informal areas 
are acting as the overflow for the growth and family formation of the 
black population of Greater Cape Town. In addition the "influx" of 
migrants from rural areas is to these informal areas. The evidence 
relating to poverty is somewhat contradictory. The household incomes 
are lower in the informal areas but the per capita incomes are 
similar to their formal counterparts. In the informal areas the ratio 
of expenditure on food and clothing to total household expenditure is 
higher, and car ownership per household is lower - both indicative of 
a higher degree of poverty in these areas. Paradoxically, 
discretionary income per household appears to be higher in the 
informal areas. This also calls the reliability of the income and 
expenditure data into question. 
These differences are vital in the search for clues to the energy 
transition process as they allow cross-sectional comparisons between 
different groups of the sample population to be made. However, a 
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correlation analysis of socio-economic 
multi-collinearity is a major problem as 
dependent on the others to some extent. 
variables indicates that 
each of the :variables is 
6. ANALYSIS OF 1liE FOIJ.DW-UP SURVEY: FUEL RELATED DATA. 
The survey revealed that multiple fuel use is the norm. In terms of 
incidence of use and average household expenditure per fuel paraffin 
is the dominant fuel in the Cape while coal is dominant in the 
Transvaal. The usage of wood was almost absent in the Cape while in 
the Transvaal it is used as kindling for coal. The high proportional 
expenditure on gas in the new formal areas of the Cape and the high 
usage of gas generally is significant. The percentage of household 
income devoted to fuel ranges between 7% and 11% but as a percentage 
of expenditure the range is much wider - from 7% to 22%. 
On a per capita basis substantially more paraffin is used in the 
informal areas while more gas is used in the formal areas. There is a 
marked difference in useful energy used per household, ranging from 
424 MJ per week in the old formal areas to 175 MJ per week in the new 
informal areas. An analysis of useful energy costs of each fuel 
indicates that there are only smal~ differences in these costs; 
paraffin averages 3,2 c/MJ, electricity 3,5 c/MJ and gas 3,6 c/MJ. 
The analysis suggests that if there is a relative shift of population 
from informal to formal areas an energy transition process will occur 
with a substitution of electricity and gas for paraffin and coal. Gas 
appears to have a special role as it allows continued consumption in 
spite of the use of electricity. 
7. INTERRELATIONSHIPS BliTWEfN FUEL VARIABLES AND ~IG-EXX>OOMIC 
VARI.ABLES 
The relationships between the fuel and socio-economic variables that 
are revealed are complex. The multi-collinearity of the socio-
economic variables is partly the cause. The small sample sizes and 
the limitations of using mainly non-parametric techniques reduce the 
clarity with which relationships can be distinguished even further. 
In spite of this a fundamental conclusion, that fuel expenditure is 
not generally influenced by income, may be drawn. Fuel expenditure, 
which is an element in the energy transition process, appears to be 
influenced-primarily by modernization, of which time urbanized and 
residential mobility are two components. 
Disaggregating the whole Cape sample into groups allows the 
examination of the behaviour of each fuel (exclusively) in more 
detail by controlling the grouping variable. When grouped by dwelling 
type the most significant variable in the informal areas is 
residential mobility which is a measure of social stability. When 
broken down further into the area groups the pattern becomes 
confused. Total household expenditure however does emerge as an 
important variable for the lower income group when grouping by 
income. Income itself becomes important for the newly urbanized when 
grouping by time urbanized. Only in the last mentioned grouping is 
there a pattern .of increasing fuel expenditure for all fuels. 
Throughout all groupings household size has a pervasive influence, 
suggesting that per capita fuel consumption within households is an 
important factor. This variable should however be seen as a component 
of household type which 
the family as well as 
head. 
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is also influenced by the 
the sex and marital status 
ages and sexes of 
of the household 
The analysis of multiple fuel use is attempted by forming multiple 
fuel groups that are defined on the basis of the dominant fuel having 
more than 75% of total household fuel expenditure. A clear pattern of 
increasing values for all the socio-economic variables across the 
groups is found suggesting that the energy transition process may 
best be explored in term of multiple rather than individual fuel 
usage. The paraffin group emerges as a group solely dependent on 
paraffin and making up more than half the whole Cape sample. This 
large group can be described as the newly urbanized urban poor. A 
dramatic increase in expenditure between the paraffin group and all 
three other fuel groups suggests that the energy transition process 
is one of rapid adoption of new fuels and the slow abandonment of the 
old ones. 
From the correlation analysis it is evident that fuel expenditure can 
be determined by ascertaining changes in covarying socio-economic 
variables with varying levels of accuracy depending on the group and 
sample chosen. Due to the close relationship of expenditure on fuels 
and consumption of fuels, corroborated by the brief analysis of 
consumption variables and consumption ratios, it is thus possible to 
forecast static demand within these limits of accuracy. However, the 
understanding of the energy transition process requires understanding 
the dynamics of the choice of mixes of fuels. The brief analysis 
conducted indicates that this choice of fuels cannot be accurately 
predicted in terms of the socio-economic variables used in the study. 
8. ATIITIJDES, APPLIANCES AND ADDITIOOAL SURVEYS 
The survey reveals a positive attitude towards the convenience of 
electricity and the economy of paraffin. Conversely negative 
attitudes towards the expense of electricity, the dirtiness of 
paraffin and the danger of gas prevail. While not necessarily so 
paraffin is perceived as being the cheapest fuel. 
In terms of appliances, lighting and cooking appliances are universal 
while.the ownership of fridges ranks lowest. In terms of cost there 
is an order of magnitude between the investment required for paraffin 
appliances as opposed to gas and electrical appliances. 
The short su_rveys of the vendors of some of the fuels used gives 
additional insight into the distribution networks. Wood is now used 
as a specialist fuel, for commercial cooking purposes, and some wood 
was for sale. The paraffin distribution system is large and extends 
from the level of the large supermarket, through.the shopping centre 
shop down to the shack shop and individual dwelling where small 
amounts are bottled for sale. The gas distribution network is the 
most commercial, with capital investment by the suppliers and 
indications of retail price maintenance. The price survey indicates 
that the effect of the distribution system on increasing the net 
energy price of fuels is substantial. 
The electricity survey reveals that income is not correlated with the 
amount of electricity used. There is however a correlation with 
income per capita and per employee and the outstanding balance owing, 
suggesting that the debt burden is income elastic. 
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9. mE ENmGY 'IRANSITIOO' ~ 
The domestic energy transition process seen as a whole is one of the 
complete substitution of biomass fuels and the progressive adoption 
and abandonment of transitional fuels before the final stage of 
complete dependency on electricity is reached. The process is dynamic 
and var1es both temporally and spatially. The process is driven by 
the search for greater amenity and economy within the framework of 
the family budget. While certain specific variables explain part of 
the process it is stochastic with a variable random component. 
The process can be described in terms of fuel$ used and the soclo-
economic characteristics of the population at a particular stage in 
the process. It should be noted that there is a discontinuity between 
the rural and urban components of the process, namely the 
urbanization process. Six distinct phases can be identified. These 
are a biomass dependency stage, a rural transition phase, three urban 
phases and a final stage of total dependency on electricity. 
Modernization governs both the economic and behavioural aspects of 
the energy transition process and the process may be ·measured in 
terms of a modernization index. As income appears to be only a 
secondary variable ·the standard approach of calculating income 
elasticities was not followed. 
The energy transition process has various policy implications. A 
rural policy to reduce the dependence of these areas on woodfuels is 
a necessary part of the general economic upliftment of these areas. 
An urban energy policy of domestic fuel price independence and an 
energy policy for formal and informal housing is suggested. In 
addition the leasing of appliances should be investigated, as well as 
technical assistance to the black local authorities. 
10. OONCLUSIOO'S 
The major conclusions of the study are as follows:-
1. Data and scope. 
With respect to the data collected at the micro-level in this study 
it is apparent that the sample is too small. Larger samples would 
improve levels of confidence and permit the use of . parametric 
techniques. In addition larger samples would permit grouping and sub-
grouping to be performed with sub-samples of reasonable sizes. Much 
could be learnt about the final phases of the energy transition 
process by broadening the scope to include other population groups. 
2. Urbanization 
South African urbanization as a type is akin to African urbanization 
generally. In spite of this the governing paradigms regarding this 
process are still Eurocentric. The "backwash urbanization" of 
Mabogunge (1986) could be used to explain the absorption of the urban 
growth by the informal sector but the vital questions as to how 
urbanization influences economic welfare and modernization are 
largely unanswered. Whether the existing high level of urbanization 
and economic development 1n South Africa will allow rapid 
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modernization and consequently rapid domestic 
remains to be seen. This presupposes a shift from 
dwellings and sectors whereas the opposite 1s 
metropolitan areas. 
energy transition 
informal to formal 
occurring in the 
The literature survey provides ample evidence that there is a link 
between urbanization and energy transition. The most profitable 
avenue of further research on the energy transition process is the 
identification and estimation of the spatial aspects of this link. 
Population shifts to the urban areas and natural growth are one 
aspect of this. The rates of movement between formal and informal 
areas within urban areas are another. 
3. Macro vs Micro 
From the literature survey the links between energy .transition and 
econom1c development at the macro-level are clear. The clarity at the 
macro-level is however not carried through to the micro-level. At 
this latter level there is a pervasive economic determinism in the 
face of much evidence that non-market forces are the dominant 
factors. The findings of this study are similar. Here the energy 
transition process is found to be more easily detectable by cross-
country and rural/urban comparison than at the micro-level. TI>e 
problem is not simply the variability of data at the latter level but 
the fact that only cross-sectional data is available. However, the 
case of Zimbabwe with huge differences in net energy consumption 
between three sets of data for the same year, indicates the basic 
unreliability of macro data in Sub-Saharan Africa. Until this 
reliability improves answers will thus have to be found at the micro-
level. Here again this abovementioned case indicates that elements of 
the energy transition ·may be ignored or misinterpreted from micro-
level investigations if attention is not paid to detail. 
4. The energy transition process in Sub-Saharan Africa. 
The linkage of economic development, as measured by GNP per capita. 
and type and consumption of fuels, is revealed in the macro-level 
investigation of selected African countries. It appears that the 
relationship between total population growth and the growth of 
woodfuel consumption will result in the inevitable increase in the 
dimensions of the "woodfuel crisis". In these countries energy 
transition is an urban process. The level of urbanization in these 
cOLmtries is positively related to the per capita consumption of 
paraffin and electricity, and negatively to woodfuel. The rate of 
urban growth is however associated negatively to the per capita 
consumption of electricity. The implication, that burgeoning cities 
cannot keep up with the requisite rate of electrification applies 
equally to the South African experience. 
5. A comparison with Zimbabwe 
Zimbabwe may represent phases of the energy transition process 
through which South Africa has already progressed and through which 
some regions (such as the homelands) may still have to go. Zimbabwe 
reveals large differences in energy consumption patterns between 
rural areas, high density and low density urban areas. In the high 
density areas, similar to the South African informal areas, 
electricity accounts for a 60% of the useful energy consumed by 
households while woodfuel still accounts for 20%. In the informal 
areas of the Western Cape paraffin accounts for 70% of the useful 
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energy consumed and gas the remainder but in spite of no elect~icity 
these areas consumed on average 50% more useful energy than their 
Zimbabwean counterparts. This suggests that useful energy consumption 
~s related to the level of economic development regardless of the 
fuels available. 
6. Domestic energy transition in South Africa - the existing data. 
An analysis of the Bureau of Market Research (BMR) of UNISA research 
reports 
since 1977 provides a cross-sectional and time-series picture of the 
domestic energy transition process. For the period in question the/ 
budget shares of household expenditure of the fuel and light category 
were always higher in the rural areas than in the urban areas. TI1ere 
was a relative decline in this category over time in all the urban 
areas while it remained static or even increased slightly in the 
rural areas. In addition, when disaggregated into fuel groups, there 
was an decrease in the use of wood as the relative urbanity of these 
rural areas increased. In these rural areas paraffin was in 1977 
already the dominant fuel in terms of expenditure. All of these 
indicate that a process of energy transition has occurred over time 
but that, unlike the rest of Africa, this not solely an urban 
phenomenon. The largely static rates of fuel and light budget shares 
in the rural areas suggest that the energy transition process there 
will be a long term process in relation to the urban areas. 
~ben dealing with these urban areas the ~ffi data indicates that there 
is a clear pattern of an inverse relationship in the average 
expenditure on paraffin to that on coal. As a result South Africa can 
be divided into a coal dominant region, a paraffin dominant region 
and an intermediate region where wood is still important. Although 
last available for 1972 for the Cape a disaggregation of expenditure 
by fuels and end use indicate that at that date wood was already a 
minor fuel and paraffin was dominant. Comparing this data to that of 
the follow-up survey the domestic energy transition in this area has 
b~en from coal to gas while paraffin has remained the dominant fuel, 
The BMR reports and various energy studies indicate that multiple 
fuel use is the norm and this is corroborated by the follow up 
survey. Tne energy studies, largely conducted in the rural areas, 
indicate that multiple fuel use extends to the rural areas where wood 
now forms between 20% and 50% of the household fuel budget. This 
indicates that a major transition to commercial wood purchasing has 
taken place but no rate of substitution can be calculated. 
7. The socio-economic data of the follow-up survey. 
The findings relating to the socio-economic characteristics of the 
sample populations of the follow-up survey are in many ways as 
important as those relating to fuel. Differences in age, household 
size, time urbanized, and other characteristics indicate a 
fundamental difference in function between the new and old formal and 
informal areas. The new informal areas that are the fastest growing 
are the catchment areas for both newly arrived rural-urban migrants 
and the overflow from the old formal areas. These wide differences in 
characteristics and function permit the regrouping of the sample but 
the correlations between most of the socio-economic variables reveal 
that multi-collinearity prevents the isolation of the influence of a 
single variable. Much more research is required to unravel the 
effects of these variables on each other. 
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8. The fuel data of the follow-up survey. 
A much greater usage of gas and electricity in the formal areas than 
in the infoi·mal areas is revealed by the study. This in itself is an 
indication of an incipient energy transition in the move from 
informal to formal. Also revealed is the difference in the budget 
share of fuels. In the formal areas these range between 7% and 8% 
while in the informal areas of the Cape artd the Transvaal the range 
is from 18% to 22%. On the other hand the share of energy 'as a 
proportion of household income had a small range of between 7% and 
10.5% with the formal areas being at the upper end of the range. This 
indicates the that the importance of fuel is best understood in terms 
of total household expenditure rather than income. The non-linear 
relationship between income and expenditure and the influence of 
family size explain these differences. Both these aspects require 
additional research as their influence is pervasive. 
The study reveals that useful energy consumption is a far more 
powerful analytical tool than net energy consumption. Large 
differences of this quantity between the areas were found. These 
reflect the different efficiencies of the appliance sets of these 
areas. Another aspect highlighted in this study is the close 
similarity of average costs of all major fuels when calculated on a 
useful energy basis. This raises the important question as to whether 
price plays a role in the choice between fuels. 
9. The interrelationship of socio-economic and fuel variables 
Unlike at the macro-level no strong relationships between the fuels 
themselves were found. apart from between coal and wood in the 
Transvaal samP,le. This suggests that the process of energy transition 
does not involve the simple substitution of one fuel for another. 
The heart of the analytical phase of this study is the establishment 
of the relationships bet,ween the socio-economic variables and the 
fuel variables. No simple pattern was immediately apparent, probably 
as the result of multicollinearity. However certain variables emerged 
repeatedly as different groups were formed, while others remained 
absent. An important finding is the lack of influence of income on 
fuel expenditure. This absence was most noticeable in the formal 
areas. The most pervasive variable is the time urbanized. When 
regrouped in terms of this variable there is an 1ncrease 1n 
expenditure with time urbanized for all of the fuel groups. 
When dealing with fuels as groups, it is apparent that on the basis 
of categorization by dominant fuels paraffin 1s the sole fuel for 
over half of the Cape sample with the mixed fuel group following. 
This is an indication of the extremely important role that this fuel 
plays in the region. 
10. Attitudes and preferences 
Electricity is seen as being convenient, paraffin as being economical 
and gas as being clean. Although electricity is perceived as being 
expensive it is the preferred fuel, particularly for those who do not 
have it. These attitudes and preferences are fundamental as the 
perceptions lead to choices of appliances and multiple fuel use, such 
as the general case of paraffin heating in electrified homes. As 
indicated the range of useful energy prices for various fuels is 
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small and hence it appears that perceived rather than actual prices 
are important in the choice between fuels. The cost of appliances is 
a another vital factor in the energy transition process. Stoves and 
lights, which are necessities used by all in the survey, cost less 
than a tenth if they are paraffin as opposed to gas appliances. 
Electrical appliances can cost even more. A further factor, not 
explored in this study, is the diffusion process with regard to 
appliances. 
11. The woodgatherers and fuel vendors 
The very low level of wood use 1n the Cape revealed by the survey is 
a significant finding. The survey of woodgatherers indicates that 
wood is now a specialist fuel for food merchants in the townships and 
that its use is not domestic. The survey also revealed that 
woodgathering was a hazardous, arduous, time consuming occupation 
that brought in very little revenue. In addition the theoretically 
free access to the undeniably extensive wood resource was in practice 
constrained by traffic police and land owners. In the light of these 
considerations it is small wonder that there has been a transition 
away from wood to paraffin. 
The brief surveys of the paraffin and gas merchants indicate an 
extensive formal and informal system distributing these fuels in the 
black areas of the Cape and the Transvaal. This distribution system 
plays a major role in determining not only the access of consumers to 
fuels but also the final retail prices. Investigation of these 
distribution systems is a profitable line for further research. 
12. The electricity survey 
An additional survey of the electrified households in the Cape sample 
indicates that the transition to electricity is by no means complete. 
The households in the sample consumed on average some 30% less 
electricity than the average for the whole Cape. Multiple fuel use 
was found in over half the sample and, on average, electricity 
accounted for only 66% of the total fuel expenditure. That the 
adoption of electricity is not unproblematic is highlighted by the 
fact that the households in the sample were 17 months in arrears on 
average. A •significant finding is t4at the income of households is 
not correlated with consumption. There is however a negative 
correlation between per capita income and the outstanding balance. 
This study reveals clearly that the energy transition process does 
not stop with electrification. This fuel has to go through an 
adoption phase and .the subsidiary fuels have to be abandoned before 
the final stage of sole dependence on electricity is reached. This 
study indicates that how long this takes is a function of the process 
of modernization rather than simply the increase in the level of 
income. 
13. The domestic energy transition process 
To synthesize the analysis a model of the domestic energy transition 
process is presented. Six phases of the process are identified - from 
biomass dependency through rural transition and three urban 
transitions to a final stage of sole dependency on electricity. The 
choices between fuels and increasing consumption of useful energy is 
explained in terms of the modernization paradigm presented. The level 
of modernization influences the attitudes and preferences towards 
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fuels and the rate of diffusion of new appliances. It also infl~ences 
the budgetary constraints of the consumer as a secondary effect 
through influencing income. 
Within the paradigm of modernization the domestic energy transition 
process cannot be adequately understood outside of the framework of 
the household ·budget. While expenditure on energy increases in 
monetary terms as incomes rise the relative importance of this item 
declines. Household budgeting decisions are not well understood, 
especially at the lower end of the scale, but require clarification 
before the domestic energy transition process can be adequately 
modelled. Dealing with the household budget as an entity will however 
increase the data to be collected with consequential increased cost 
and complexity. 
At this stage of the analysis, and with limited data, the descriptive 
model of the domestic energy transition process is the most complete 
model available. With further research socio-economic variables that 
correlate better with fuel choice and consumption could be found and 
a dynamic predictive model of the process developed. The outline of 
such a model is indicated in Appendix 5. The description of this 
hypothetical model suggests that at this stage the major improvements 
in quantifying energy demand are at the macro-demographic level 
concerning population shifts and housing. 
14. Implications 
From an understanding of the process a number of policy implications 
flow which are set out above. One overarching implication emerges. 
This is the urgent need for an urban energy policy that is part of a 
coherent national energy policy that considers ·all fuels on an egual 
basis. 
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1 . 1 I NTROCLCTI CN 
Urbanization involves fundamental shi-Fts and changes in the -fabric of 
countries and regions; not least in their economic, social and demographic 
structure. 
The metropolitan areas of South A-frica are visibly undergoing rapid 
expansion. This expansion now consists primari 1 y of in-formal black 
settlements on the periphery, inmediately recognisable by the ubiq.J.ita.ls tin 
shacks, and to a lesser extent -formal hoJsing - usually as extensions to 
existing black tcwnships. The process of urbanization within the context of 
which this urban expansion takes place is a c:cmplex and often misunderstood 
phenarenon. Even rapid urbanization is meaSUYed in decades rather than years 
and is an uneven process both temporally and spatially. 
Concomitant with urbanization is the process of energy transition whereby, 
as a society modernizes, energy r~.lirements ircrease and di-F-ferent energy 
sources are relied upon. Understanding this transition is essential -for 
-forecasting energy requirements and -fortrulating energy pol icy, as are an 
understanding of the determinants of the rates and -forms of urbanization. 
Little work has hc:JI..ever been undertaken, both international! y and locally, on 
energy transition among the newly urbanised and urban poor. A need th.Js 
exists in South A-frica -for a study of this prcx:ess within the context of 
rapid urbanization. 
1.2 PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
Both urbanization and energy transition are social processes that take place 
over time and within the context of a space ec:cnc:my. The length of time and 
size of the space eoorany may vary rut the core concepts of the de-Finitions 
given below remain valid. 
1.2.1 Energy .Transition 
EnaYgy tYarwi tion ia the PYOCISII ~ eey the __..gy ~tion ~tt.aYrw of 
T\..181• u.ed by & population change CV8I"' tinw. The population under study may 
vary in size -fran a country ci:Jwn to a small region or village. 
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Energy resources are used di~rently over time, with new fuels replacing 
tr ad it i ana 1 ores and, genera 11 y, the intensity of use of energy increasing 
over time. This trend is a-fTec:ted by a host of factors ranging fran macro-
economic conditions to the efficiency of energy using appliances. In addition 
to varying over ti.me the use of energy resources varies sectorially over the 
population and hence energy transition may also be studied as a parallel 
process of social change. 
Key problems with energy transition are the definition and measurement of 
"traditional" energy resources and establishing which societal factors 
influence the transition. The time-scale over v.t'lich the process is studied is 
of importance as the influence of short term phenanena and seasonality clc::x.Jd 
observations taken over a short period. As a result time-series observations 
over a longer period are likely to yield more information on the process than 
short term time-series and cross sectional data. The term 'energy transition' 
is preferred to 'fuel substitution' which has short term conrotations. 
1.2.2 Urbanization 
UYbanization is ~ined l'wr'•in u t.tw pi"~ whrtlby t.tw population of a 
nation Or' geogyaphical unit ~ pYogY-iv.ly mol"• c:onc8ntYated in w-ban 
place. and pYogY-iv.ly 1- YUI"'al, and in ao doing undrgoa a pYoc:aa of 
modltYnization that is rapid in relation to the YUI"'al ~YiptwyY. The 
definition th.Js embraces ooth a geogYaphical aspect and a social process. The 
smallest geographical unit to which the definition may be applied is that 
which encloses ooth the urban and rural canponents of a city-rural system. 
A key problem in the definition is the concept of 'urban places', i.e. what 
constitutes a 'town' or 'city' . This problem is of particular relevance to 
Sa.J.th Africa where sane rural densities in the 'homelands' are higher than 
sub...trban densities. A -further problem is the popular col'l'fusion of urban 
growth with urbanization. High rates of urban· growth may be recorded while 
urbanization rates are low, and vice versa. 
"Rapid" or "accelerated" urbanization are twJ terms encc::1..1ntered with 
increasing frequency. Both terms are intended to convey a period wherein the 
geographical aspect of urbanization is more rapid than the rorm. Taken as a 
whole the rate of urbanization in Sc:uth Africa is low, sane ~1. per ann..un, in 
relation to the remainder of SJ.b-Sa.haran Africa where the rate ranges fran 5"1. 
to 15"1. per anrum. Urban growth however is rapid in South Africa. 
1.2.3 Formal and Informal Areas 
The rapid growth of South African cities has taken place largely in v.t'lat were 
unti 1 recent! y termed "Squatter Camps". Of late the term has gone c::x.Jt of 
vogue and been rep laced by the sonewhat less per jar ati ve "informal" area, 
with echoes of the word as used to describe the "black" econany in SA. The 
antonym "formal" is used to describe the older areas with precbninantly brick 
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dEll ings. The word "peri~ban" is scmetimes used in the Cape rut_ J"Dt in the 
Transvaal where the term is syronymcus with the Transvaal Board for the 
Development of Peri-urban Areas. 
The rapidity of tt'le gra,..,th of the informal areas of the Western Cape are 
dealt with in chapter 5 rut it should be borne in mind that this growth has 
outstripped the provision of both housing and services, of which electricity 
is rut one. The dynamics of this gra,..,th have a major bearing on the spatial 
and quantitative demand for energy, both of which are the subject of this 
dissertation. 
1.3 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this dissertation is the study of the process of energy 
transition in South Africa in the context of rapid urbanization. 
1.4 OCOPE 
The scope of this dissertation is 1 imi ted to that sector of the Sc:uth African 
population that is undergoing the process of rapid urbanization at present; 
viz. the African population. The scope is further redJc:ed to focus on the 
domestic -fuel sector of the abovementioned population group. Spatially the 
study .focusses at the micro-level on the Western Cape rut also includes data 
-from the Transvaal. At the macro-level Sc:uth Africa is the focus rut the 
scope has been broadened to cover selected S.lb-Saharan African countries -for 
purposes of comparison. 
As in all studies of this nature the scope has also been limited by the 
exigencies of time and money. 
1 • 5 OBJECTII.£8 
The practical objectives of this study are as follows:-
i > To research local and national 1 i terature on the energy transition 
process. 
ii> To research national and local literature on the urbanization 
process. 
iii> To research available data and investigate the macro-economic 
dimensions of the energy transition process. 
iv> To undertake primary research to investigate patterns of cbnestic 
energy usage amongst urban black households, with particular reference 
to the Western Cape. 
v> To investigate the gra,..,th in energy amongst urban black haJseholds. 
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vi> To investigate the determinants of the various fuels used by the 
abovementioned ha..rseho 1 ds. 
vii> To investigate the intensity of energy usage in the abovementioned 
domestic sector. 
viii> To investigate the distrirution systems of the fuels in question. 
ix) To describe the energy transition process in detail. 
x > To suggest policy implications of the -findings of this study. 
Central to achieving objectives iv> o~rd is the "-follow-up" survey. This 
interview survey, described in detail in chapter 3, was conci...lcted in the 
-formal and in-formal areas of the black townships of greater Cape Town, and an 
in-formal area in the Transvaal, in 1988/89. There were a total of 'Z57 
respondents in the survey. Data relating to both socio-economic 
characteristics and fuel usage was collected and analysed as a ~le and in 
groups, principally by non-parametric methods. 
1 • 6 ARRAN::B£NT CF T1-£ 0 ISSERTATICl'J 
This dissertation c:cmnences with an introci.lction and literature survey. The 
research methocblogy is then presented. A macro-economic investigation of the 
energy transition process in selected African countries -follows. The existing 
data avai !able in So...lth Africa is then analysed. This is -followed by the 
analysis of the socio-economic data of the -follcw-up survey. The fuel-related 
data of the -follow up survey are then analysed and correlations between the 
socio-economic and fuel-related data are then SOJ.ght. An investigation of the· 
attitudes of the respondents, the use of appliances and the results of the 
additional short surveys -follow. Finally the energy transition process is 
described in detai 1, a model of energy COnsLif'll)tion incorporating transition 





The shi-fts O'f population dudng the p~ocess O'f urbanization ~esu.lt in large 
spatial shi-fts in the demand .for erergy. The spatial part O'f the process is 
however not a simple ore. Urban areas grow by natural irc~ease as well as 
Y'U~al;Jrban and intra;Jrban migration, and certain areas (the metropolitan 
areas in So..lth A-frica> grow ~re rapidly that others. Even more subtle a~e 
the changes WY"ought by the modernizing influence O'f the city over time - the 
social aspect O'f urbanization. Aspirations, attitudes and standards change 
and so c:i:l the types and quanti ties O'f .fuels used. It is tt-us evident that an 
understanding O'f the process o-f urbanization is a precondition to 
understanding the process o-f erergy transition. As urbanization is a highly 
canplex process it c:i:les not yield to simple analysis. r-.br c:i:les the erergy 
transition process. As a result this literature survey is extensive and spans 
the range .frc:m international to local. 
2.1. 2 Overview 
On the subject o-f urbanization a large body O'f works exists by a disparate 
collection o-f discipl ires. This eclecticism is dJe in part to the lack o-f 
definitional Y'igcur- regarding the subject. As LanlJard ( 1957> wryly obseY"Ves, 
"Urbdnization is a bdlloon into which social scientists blc:u whatever 
meaning they wislt'. The disdpl inary ret is l"lClW cast wide since 
" ••• the urbdnization prcx:ess reFers to fTl.JCh more than simple pt:Jp.Jlation 
grcwth and involves an analysis oF the related ecarxnic, social and political 
trans-Formations" <Drakak i s-8mi th, 1986> • The dr'amatic nature o-f the 
post-war growth o-f cities and the urgercy o-f the problems imposed by this 
growth is another reason .for the prol i .fer at ion o-f 1 i terature. For an oveY"View 
o-f the process the reader is remmended the classic o-f Davis <1965) or the 
more recent Goldstein and Sly <19n>. 
The traditional approach to studying the urbanization process was within the 
disciplinary constraints o-f urban geography, sociology and economics and was 
irevitably Eurocentric in orientation. Until the early 60s the -focus o-f 
studies on urbanization was on western cities llli"lich have a long history O'f 
steady growth. There was good reason .for this as the cities o-f the "Third 
World" were as yet, with only a .few exceptions, insigni-ficant urban places 
enveloped by a sea o-f rural peasantry. The ireluctable change in the space 
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econc:mies of these co...mtries wrcught by urbanization, hardly noticeable in 
the 50's, had by the 60's becone impossible to ignore. Pioreer studies (eg 
Hauser, 1959> drew attention to the signi-ficant di-fferences between the 
develop-rent experiences of the inciJ.strial ized and developing countries. New 
paradigms -for the .understanding of the process in unfamiliar surra.mdings <to 
Western academics> were sought. The Latin American school of 
"underdevelopment" o-ffers one such paradigm. In general there has been a 
shi~t o~ analysis away ~rom the individual toward a class based 
interpretation of society and with increased attention to inequality. 
2.1.3 Modernization 
Dalton <1971:21> de-fines rrodernization as "a SBQ.~Bntial process oF 
cunr..tlative change over time, generated by the interaction oF econanic and 
cultural inrovations impinging on tradition.al ec:onany, polity, and society, 
with Feedback eFFects on the innovating activities." Grasping the 
ef-fects of change at the macro-1 eve 1 is one thing and rneasur i ng it in the 
~ield· is another. Adelman and Dalton <1971>, describing a village in · India, 
note that the three basic obstacles to Tield.«<Jrk are the heterogeneity of the 
convruni ties under study, the lack of statistical data and absence of theories 
of change and develop-rent at the micro level. 
Inkeles and Smith <1974> developed an operational scale of individual 
rrodernity. The role of the work place is stressed, "Employment in 
ccmplex, rational, techrocratic •• organizations has particular capabilities 
to change men so that they move Frcrn the more tradi tion.al to the more moc:Srn 
pole in their attitudes, values and behdviour' <p6>. The approach to 
rrodernization by these authors is socio-psychological v.tlerein the process is 
a "change in wa}'S oF perceiving, expressing and valuing' <p16>. 
Twenty -fa..lr dimensions of individ.Jal rrodernity are nc:minated and a measure of 
"overall rroderni ty" is developed. The measure was tested on 4 basic grc::ups, 
cultivators, new workers, noninciJ.strial workers and experienced workers, in 6 
developing ca.mtries. It is concluded that " individ..tt31 modernity is 
clearly a very broad, rru.lti-Faceted phetonena" <p105) and "/IJ::J 
single attribute oF the person, not even /'loti lfoBJl ioFonned he is, can stand 
alone as the indicator representing the lilllole syndranti' <p109). Irwin 
< 1974>, on the other hand, developed an operational definition of societal 
rrodernization based on an index using energy COIJSl..II!Ption and Gross National 
Prod.Lc:t. 
As will be 
originally 
seen be 1 c.w the 
considered to be 
link between urbanization and 
both causal and axionatic, 
questioned, particularly in Africa. 
2.1.4 Third World Urbanization 
rrodernization, 
is now being 
The term "Third World" originally encompassed a group of countries with 
similar political systems and alignments. Two important early works on 
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uYbanization· in these ca.mtY'ies, McGee <1967) and BYeese <1966) yeflect the 
pYevailing EuYocentYic appYoach at the time wheyein UYbanization is 
consideYed a function of incLstY'ialisation and it is assumed that the pYocess 
i s likely to fOllow that of WesteYn nations. 
The ThiYd LltJY'ld has ~ becane an economic gYouping of the poet"' ca.mtY'ies of 
the woY'l d with a pet"' capita i ncane of 1 ess than LS $3(X)() pet"' ann.un (and a 
1 He expectancy of less than 70 yeays). In spite of a SUYf"ei t of publications 
on the geneYal topic supYisingly few uYban YeseaYchers have explicitly dealt 
with contempoYayY pYocesses of uYbanization and urban gYowth in Third Llt:lrld 
ca.mtries. l"bst <eg IMyer, 1975; Drakakis-Smith, 1981> deal with the 
provision o1= ho..lsing at the intra-uYban scale, oY pYovide a general acca.Jnt 
of the political economy of urban development. <eg Santos, 1979). Hay <1977> 
pYovides an overview of the 1=actors inTluencing urbanization in the Third 
Llt:lY'ld and pYovides a statistical sunmayY of urbanization levels in the 
countYies in question. 
Gi 1 beYt and GugleY <1981> fOllow the political economy appYoach and acbpt the 
underdevelopment paradigm wheYeby, it is postulated, "The impact oF 
European expansion -from the sixteenth century Of"W3.rds transfOrmed urban 
structures in the Third /lbrld. The functions and Forms oF contemporary Third 
/lbrld cities cannot be uncierstood withaJ.t a consicieration oF this process" 
(p12>. The pYocess that results 1=ran this irrpact is termed "eependent 
urbanization", fueled by rural-urban migration v.tlich is the result of 
impoverishment of the Yural areas. The authors cb however not deal with the 
relative importance of migration to urban growth or the in1=luence of circular 
migration on modernizing rural areas. 
rn a recent work Armstrong and McGee ( 1985> coin 
aca..Jill..1lation" to emphasize the class nature of the 
the term "theatres of 
fuct ion of Third Ll.br 1 d 
cities. In a penetrating analysis of Asian and Latin American urbanization 
based on the underdevelopment paradigm the city is portrayed as the central 
place· Where 1=inancial, c:cmnercial and ind.Jstrial poer is concentrated as 
~.Ell as centres 1=ran which western rulture and values are di-f-fused. The 
growing convergence in the sphere of co~tion in Third Ll.brld cities is 
juxtaposed to the divergence in the sphere of prod.Lction. Empirical studies 
of, inter alia, Hong Kong, Ecuacbr and Malaysia, provide supportive evidence 
fOr the authors hypotheses that in the clash of tradition and modernity the 
urban setting plays a fundamental role in tilting the scale decisively toward 
the latter. 
PetteY (1985) provides a more prosaic analysis of the process and patteYn of 
urbanization in the Third Llt:lrld. Urbanization is analysed in terms of 
classical demogYaphic transition theoyY. l-ie states "Third /lbrld cities 
exempli-fy par excellence the combination oF pre-ind.Jstrial -fertility with 
post-indUstrial mortalitY' <p36). As a result extremely high rates of 
population increase are recorded and consequently " ••• very oFten, 
natural increase and in-migration contribute in broadly eq.J.al proportions to 
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the total grONth o-f urba.n fXJpulations" <p36>. Potter rates that _rates 
0'1= urbanization are beconing inversely related to levels 0'1= ecoranic 
development while urbanization levels are closely related to levels 0'1= 
ecoranic development. The rank-size rule 0'1= urban systems, so beloved by 
geographers, is invoked and tested empirically on the Carribean. As with all 
the above authors the inequalities of the Third World cities are emphasized. 
Squatter settlements are dealt with in some detail and attention is drawn to 
"the extreme socio-economic diversity which o-ften ch.aracterises 
sp:Jntaneous settlements •• " <p95>. One is also reminded that the Third 
Wor 1 d is rot hanogenea...lS. 
Tolec:b <1981>, in a work covering 20 squatter settlements in the -four largest 
Brazilian cities, refers to the transient character that the authorities <as 
in South A~rica> mistakenly attributed to the squatter settlements 
" •• assuming that as soon as the fXJpulation achieved a better socio-economic 
status, they wa..tld leave the precarious settlements'.' <p185>. As in the 
above studies the settlements are increasingly permanent, and the household 
heads earn Hxed wages. With regard to services he rates that, "as the 
JON incrme fXJpulation is reither able to pay the costs involved, nor 
constitute a signi-ficant d=ma.nd fOr d...trable r;pods, their chance to heive urba.n 
services available are logically red.J.ced. The only exception is the 
electricity connection which is relatively JON cost - thus a~rdable by a 
considerable part oF the fXJpulatiorl' <p185>. In Sao Paolo -for example 
only ~1. 0'1= the squatter dwellings are rot served by electricity. In part, 
this proli-feration is ciJe to the development of in-formal electrical networks. 
At present, on average, some ~1. of the recent growth in the Third World's 
urban population is caused by internal migration <mostly rural-urban>, with 
the Hgure rising to 70"1. in some of the biggest cities <Ecoromist, 3 December 
1983). This is in spite of attempts by nearly all of the c:o..mtries in 
question to stop the dr Ht to towns. 
2.1.5 ~rican Urbanization 
Urbanization in Sub-Saharan ~rica is a special subset of Third World 
urbanization <fOr a short introduction to ~rican urbanization see Peil, 
1984). It is historically one of the least urbanized areas of the world but 
is urbanizing at an astounding rate <some 76"1. between 1950 and 1967 - l\la.l 
Scientist 4 A.J.gust 1988:60>. Conditions on this continent are such that ~d 
production and GIF levels have declined in almost all c:o..mtries since 1960 
<Ecoranist 2 February 1985:95 &c 10 September 1983:53 - see also Lays, 1987> 
while natural rates of population growth are among the highest in the world 
<Cleland and Hobcra~t, 1985>. In addition Sub-Saharan ~rica has more extreme 
seasonality of poverty than other continents <Lipton, 1986>, is more 
dependent on aid <Timberlake, 1985> and has a large and increasing debt 
burden <Ecoranist 27 February 1987:74>. In the ~ace of these conditions it is 
not surprising that the literature on ~rican urbanization is diverse and 
o~ten contradictory. 
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In a pioneering work Hance <1970> investigated urban grc:wth, and in 
particular migration, at a time when large African . cities were still a 
rarity. l-ie Telt that, in terms o-f urban grc:wth, "net migration is 
sti 11 the precbnin.ant Factor"' (p27>. The impact o-f migration in the 
-form o-f "disjunctions" between the urban and rural envirorments -for ~irst 
generation urbanites is treated in depth -for West African co..mtries. In 
Africa migration is o-ften a type o-f long term "COTm..lting" and the i~luence 
o~ returning migrants on rural areas has now attracted acedemic attention 
(see Skinner, 1985>. O'Connor (1983) -follc:ws a similar <largely 
nonparadigmatic> schema to Hance (1970> in his analysis o-f the African city 
<excluding South Africa>. He presents a taxonomy of six di~rent types o-f 
city o~ which the colonial city, the focal point of underdevelopment 
theorists, is only one. The components o-f urban grc:wth are dealt with in 
detail. These are natural increase, rural-urban migration, the engulHng o-f 
rural communities as cities expand and the transformation of villages into 
towns. With regard to natural increase he states, "t:l..J.ring the 1950's 
and even the 1960's migration accounted For a larger share in trrJSt cities, 
rut as demographic structures have changed n.atural increase has become the 
cbnin.ant element in more and more cities'' (p53). <Cairo now grc:ws at ~/. 
per ann..un, o-f which 2/3 is ~rem natural increase - Econanist 2 July 1988:44). 
O'Connor is unable to shed rruch light on the di~rential rates of natural 
increase between rural and urban areas in Africa rut attention is drawn to 
the vi tal ~act that in ~rica the demographic transition of ~all ing Terti li ty 
rates, associated with urbanization elsewhere, is as yet not happening. The 
spatial and temporal patterns o-f migration are dealt with at length and here 
he concludes that, in Africa, "1'1::Jst migrants in cities intend to . 
return eventually to their rural hcrrelands, in sharp contrast to the 
situation in many other war 1 d regions • • " ( p68) • Rosser < 1979) supports 
this view whereby the circulation o-f labour rather than its migration is an 
African characteristic. Ethnicity in African cities, both racial and tribal, 
is dealt with and the existence o-f "plural societies" of di~rent value 
systemS tn these cities is analysed. In spite of urbanization agriculture has 
the doninant share o-f the GOP of Sub-Saharan African econanies <Econanist 2 
February 1985>. As ~ar as the urban ecorony is concerned O"Conrcr rctes that 
urban populations are expanding rruch ~aster than employment opportunities 
and that the concentration of poverty in cities in Africa is because 
"urbclnization really involves a spatial shirt or such poverty rather than 
providing its ca.usEt' <p131>. 
Mabogunje <1986> , takes up this point o-f the ~ailure of the process o-f 
urbanization to seriously improve the lot of the majority o-f the population 
in a work that reappraises the process within the ~ramework o-f the colonial 
political economy and a~ter independence. He points a.Lt that, 
"Urbclnization, Far From being a correlate or econanic develo,:xnent, is today 
the very symbol or the rai lure or strategies aimed at achieving that fJ0<3l" 
<p271). l-ie coins the term "backwash urbanization" to e><plain the 
process. l-ie states, "Given the worsening ecorr:mic conditions or rural 
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Africa, the contirued gr0111th in the size of cities results more from the 
unexhausted potential of ocOJpational and trade involution than from the 
conventional type of economic grONth arising from functional specialization 
and higher 1 abour prod..lct i vi ty" < p268 > . The peasant in Africa thus 
finds an urban niche as a result of the informal sector rather than the 
-formal sector. The term "backwash" is used as the process results from the 
backwash ~ct of inappropriate economic policies in the co..mtries in 
question. 
Stren and Letemendia <1986> corroborate Mabogunje's view, "In the 
1980s, as national econcrnies stagnate and the 'parallel' econcrny accrunts For 
more and more en= the gross national prod.J.ct, inFormal transactions and 
exchanges are more central to econcrnic analysis. At this fXJint v.e begin to 
glimpse a 'rural isation• en= Mrican cities, as they interact more organically 
with their rural hinterland •• " (p vi>. 
2.1.6 Urbanization and its Elements in South Africa 
2.1.6.1 Urbanization 
Urbanization in SoJ.th Africa has a 
control of population movement and the 
special rreaning as it is thra.;.gh 
limiting of black urbanization 
the 
into 
"white" cities that the pol icy of racial segregation has been carried cut. 
8r0111ett <in Smith, 1982> traces the process of urban ccntairment and the 
evolution of unequal development. Hindson <in Tomlinson & Addleson, 1987> 
sets D..J.t the new approach of regional spatial ordering as opposed to 
traditional territorial apartheid. However, as yet no fUll re-examination of 
the process against the wider backgra.;.nd of the peculiar political economy of 
the co..J.ntry is available. 
Nattrass <1981> in her work on the SA economy deals in passing with the 
urbanization process. She notes that the contribution of blacks to the urban 
sector labour force is greater than it WC1.1ld seem from the level of 
urbanisation of that gra.;.p ciJe to the migrant labour system. She speculates 
" ••• urbanization levels would have been very ITl.lch greater had the 
Migrant Labc:xJr Systsm not been institutionalized First by custcxn and then by 
the InFlux Control Laws, li'K'lich were speciFically aimed at limiting Mrican 
urban settlarent" <p14>. She notes that after 1970 the system began 
breaking ro,.,n and urban grONth oca..trred in the form of informal areas and the 
increasing densities of tribal areas near the larger urban centres. Nattrass 
deals with migration in SA and the relationship to economic development in 
detai 1. She observes that the migrant labour system is age, sex and ed..lcation 
specific, all to the detriment of the source rural areas where male absentee 
rates are as high as 70%. The stimulus to urbanize is illustrated by the fact 
that the horrelands provided employment opportunities for only 28"1. of the 
anrual increase in work seekers in the period 1973-1975. A fUrther 37"/. were 
able to find jobs in the centre economy while the balance of ~!. WC1.1ld become 
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unemployed or migrant workers. 
Smit and 8ooysen <1981>, in the the most detailed work on urbanization in 
South Africa to date, take a traditional approach which is basically 
descriptive and Eurocentric. The legal system governing A~rican population 
mobility is covered in detail. The core-periphery model <see Fair and Browett 
1979> is the theoretical base, with centripetal economic fOrces "die 
samedrorrrning van prod...tksiefaktore in bepaalde kerngebiede o-F -sentrums" 
and centrifugal political fOrces, "die txJlitieke emansipasie 
van die ~rt tuislande en die staatkundige kqppeling van die stedelike ~rt 
bevolking in die 'Blanke' gebiede aan tuislan~' <p8). The historical 
development ~ Black urbanization between the poles of= these fOrces is traced 
and the changing spatial pattern ~ development outlined whereby the 
increasing concentration ~ black urbanites into the major metropolitan areas 
o~ South Africa can be seen. The authors are sonewhat unc:c:mfortable with the 
phenomenon~ in-formal settlements - "Dit is •n /'"lJJI#3 siekte • • " 
(p90), and make only passing reference to the influence of= natural increase 
on rates ~ urbanization. 
Kok and t'bstert (in van Vuuren et al, 1984> take the view that "Sa.tth 
A-Frica, althcugh not yet experiencing any urbanization problem ~rth 
mentioning, is already ~ighed d:::»H7 by its pop..t.lation problem" <p99). 
The view is taken that urbanization is essential fOr socio-economic 
development and the "abatement oF pop..t.lation increase" <plOO> 
which is in contrast to Mabogunje' s opposing hypothesis cited above. The 
rates of= urbanization ~ the various races are fOrecast, with that ~ the 
African population estimated at 2"1. per ann.JI'Il. A more detailed analysis ~ the 
above alternative migration scenarios is given in Mostert et al (1985>. 
The ~actors which influence migration in South Africa are analysed by Kok et 
al <1985> and Kok <1984> fOr Port Elizabeth. In the -former study it was fu..lnd 
that migration rates di~red signi~icantly in terms ~ occupation and 
literacy with the unemployed and illiterate having the highest ratios; 
" •• thoSe persons who are probably least eq..tipped to cie.31 with the rrodern 
urban envirorment" <p17>. The youth ~ migrants is apparent as 3()1. ~ 
all migrants migrated be-fore they were 18 years ~ age. Of the reasons given 
fur migrating social reasons <-Family/~riends) prec:bminate at about 38"1. ~ the 
sample, -follo.-ed by economic reasons (job/morey> at 24%. It was fu..lnd that 
some 9~1. ~migrants moved directly to the metropolitan areas in a pattern 
Kok terms "primary metropolitanization". A more recent work by 1-b-Fmeyer et al 
<1987> Ta..lnd the highest incidence of= migrant labour was -Fron those areas 
-Furthest ~rom the metropolitan areas. 
With reference to the influence of= urbanization on fertility levels the case 
~ the coloured population is investigated in a 1-SRC study <S--N-230, 1981> 
wherein the 'dramatic ~alls in these levels over the past two decades is 
brought to light. While contraception was the most important single ~actor 
the in-Fluence of= the social and cultural ~actors associated with UY'banization 
are alluded to. 
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In what was heralded as a turnaround in black urbanization policy_ the White 
Paper on Urbanization <April 1986> recommended a . positive urbanization 
strategy fur the country. Dewar and Watson (1986> analyse the implications of 
this strategy and conclude that, "The most disturbing Feature oF it, 
hc::w?ver, is the ~nstrCJired CJnd distorted w.iy in which the 'problem oF 
urbanizCJtion' is identiFied' and thus feel that the central question 
of what positive urbanization means has rot been addressed unambigucusly (on 
this rote see also Thanas, 1986>. Bernstein (1987> addresses the response of 
the private sector to the positive strategy and the Abolition of In~lux 
Control Act (1986> and states that events a~ter the publication lead one to 
conclude that "g:Jverrrnent's ilppro.ach to urbaniSCJtion is sti 11 based on 
essentiCJl ilpCJrtheid principles" (p48). These principles include the 
restricting of growth of existing Black urban settlements, the continued 
racial segregation of urban areas, and the continued "decentralisation" of 
industry to peripheral homelands. 
Graa~ (1986) analyses the state of urbanization in the homelands. f-Je states 
"CJny meCJning-Fu.l CJgria..t.lturCJl CJctivity hils eFFectively ceCJsed For 
JCJrger proportions oF the homelCJnd pop.;.lCJtions •• " (p6) and a three part 
classi~ication of urban areas is developed, viz; "urban", "seni~ban" and 
"peri-urban". This dramatically changes the picture of hew many blacks were 
in ~act "urbanized" in 1980, to 51.8"/. as opposed to the 41,6'1. of Simkins 
<1983> whose work is the standard reference in terms of black urbanization. 
In terms of projections of the black urban population Simkins <1983> projects 
a l.ow Hgure of 52,9"/. <18,4 mill> and a high Hgure of 61,2"/. <21,3 mill> by 
2(X)(). This is broad agreement with Kok and l"bstert <1984> who give a Hgure 
a~ 60'1. <20,7 mill). 
Figure 2.1 indicates the growth of the total urban and the total rural 
populations ~rom 1904 to 1985, based on census returns -For the years 
indicated <Central Statistical Services, 1988>. This ~igure illustrates that 
urbanization is based on two dynamic CCJrllXlnents - the rural and the urban. 
Figure 2.2 indicates the historical c:::o'TlJOSition of the urban areas in terms 
of the various population groups since 1904. The rising proportion of the 
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2.1.6.2 InfOrmal settlements 
Squatter <or infOrmal> settlements are being increasingly studied as it is 
estimated that about 7 million people live in these settlements in South 
A-fd can urban areas (Economist 1 October 1988: 70 quoting the Urban 
Fc:x...tndation). That rruch of new urban grDNth is taken up in the infOrmal 
settlements is illustrated by the ~act that the Urban Fc:x...tndation <Annual 
Review 1988) reports that tw::> thOJ.sand rew shacks are being b..li 1 t in Greater 
Durban every month. 
In this area <Natal> A'Bear (1981> studied settlement growth in the 
Pietermaritzburg-Durban region at both macro and micro-levels. In the tw::> 
cO"TYTUni ties studied in depth most of the ha.J.Sehold members <64% and 69"1.) li'Ere 
born in the settlements themselves and only a third of the population COJ.ld 
be classHied as in-migrants. The Inkatha Institute fOr South A-frica <1986> 
notes that in 1983 of the sore 3 million people living in the Durban 
fUnctional region some 1,34 million lived in shack or squatter areas. By 1987 
these Hgures lNE!re expected to be 3,6 and 1,73 million respectively. It was 
-found that the people of the settlements were permarent <86% wculd not return 
to the rural areas>, were an integral part of the region and had negligible 
services and ~acilities. Maasdorp and Pillay (1983> investigated in depth the 
socio-economic profiles of two infOrmal settlements in the Durban area. In 
these CO'TYT'Unities it was -found that sore three quarters of the population had 
migrated fOr economic reasons, and that about hal~ of the indJ.cement was the 
'push' ~actor in the fOrm of rural conditions. 
In an article in the Star <1 August 1988>, dealing with a study by Dr Frankel 
o~ the University of the Witwatersrand, it was estimated that sore 1,5 
million squatters lived in the Pretoria-witwatersrand-Vereeniging <PWV> area. 
Of these squatters the open veld shanty dli'Ellers were the minority. Most 
squatters 1 i ved in the backyards of the -formal townships in the PWV and the 
article stated "It is not uf"l...Sl...al to ht3ve 10 to 20 SQ,.Iiittsr ha.Jseholds 
in t3 single bt3ckyt3rd in the overcrc»Jdsd t3rsas oF Kt3tlshong, Tsmbisa t3nd 
Thokozt3 on the Et3st Rt3nd'. In ore township <Tembisa) 94% of the 
squatters declared themselves to be permarent tcw1speople. Other -features of 
the settlements reported in this article were that they housed the poor and 
very poor, were all overcraNded, had -few services and that unemployment was a 
permarent condition -for many rut that there was also a vibrant infOrmal 
economy. 
In an early study in the Western Cape Weichel et al <1978) investigated some 
aspects of social and economic activity in Crossroads and Nyanga. A striking 
di1=-ference in the two CO'TYT'Unities in terms of c:ormunity involvement was 
revealed. A sample of 200 interviews indicated a wide range of infOrmal 
activity, with many small shack shops which they note "sold only t3 few 
it9'TIS such t3S g.,ests, pt3rt3Hin or -Fruit t3nd vegstt3blss" <p26>. Ellis et 
al <1977> analysed the causes of the squatting phenomenon -for both blacks and 
coloureds in the Western Cape where the housing shortage and overcrDNding 
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~~'.Ere the major causes. Silk <1981> provided insights into the growth and 
demolition o1= the l"bdderdam settlement. This was a typical ex~le o1= a major 
removal that had the net eB=ect o-f none o1= the "removed" leaving the urban 
area. In this case, as in the destruction o-f Crossroads at a later date, 
there was a large intra-urban migration stream that resulted in higher than 
normal grcwth rates o1= other informal areas. Intra-urban migration o1= this 
type is a1=ten misinterpreted as rural-urban. 
The Urban Foundation Western Cape <1987) provides the most detailed resutre o1= 
urban informal settlements in South A-frica. They point out in terms o1= the 
:;ew controlled squatting rrechanisms, "It is hoped that once again, 
through controlling access to land and accomodation, albeit on a dirferent 
basis, the ur-banization process can be manip_ilated to confOrm to state 
policY' (p2>. The increase in the rumber and size o-f informal 
settlements is seen as inevitable as a result o1= the present ecoromic 
climate, the inability o-f the harelands to be sel-f-supporting, and the 
una-f-Fordability o1= conventional housing. Scrne -findings o1= the survey ~/'Ere 
that the settlements housed the very poor, services and -facilities were 
inadequate, rent or a service charge was paid to landlords or leaders, and 
that informal income generating activities constituted a signi-ficant section 
o-f the ecoromic base o1= the settlement. 
The growth o-f Khayelitsha, a largely informal settlement on the outskirts o-f 
Cape Town, is a phenarenon that is poorly documented. Here the &Lrplus 
Peoples Project <1984> deal with the early stages o1= grcwth and resistarce to 
-forced removals to this area. The subsequent rapid growth o1= the area is d.1e 
in part to rural-urban migration a-fter the scrapping o-f in-flux control 
rreasu.res and the Coloured Lal::la.lr Pre-ference Act in the early OOs, in part to 
intra-urban migration a-fter the destruction o1= Old Crossroads and in part to 
natural increase. This process has so -far been documented only in the press. 
2. 2 EI\ERGY TRANSIT! CJ\1 
2. 2. 1 Overview 
While the process o1= energy transition has been underway -for centuries its 
description has only recently been added to the intellectual arrroury o1= 
academics. Originally the preserve o1= historians (see -for instance chapters 
16, 17 and 22 o1= Derry ~ Will idl'llS, 1960> the energy transition process has 
becare o-f corcern to energy -forecasters and development planners. The reasons 
-for this concern are mani-fold. Energy is used in great quantities by the 
developed nations and the supply o-f energy to meet the growing demands o-f 
developing nations wi 11 tax the energy resource base of these countries and 
the world as a whole. Which energy resources are to be used by a particular 
country depends in part on the energy transition process though which the 
population is passing. It should be noted that the fOcus o-f this literature 
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survey is primarily an the cbnestic sector which can acc:a.mt fur between 30% 
to 70'1. of total erergy consumption in developing co..mtries <Leach et al, 
1986). It sha..tld also be rated that in these cevelaping COJ.ntries urban 
energy utilization has received little attention in literature compared with 
rural energy prabl.ems such as de-forestation. 
2.2.2 Energy Transition International 
Energy has had a changing role in human lHe as the ecanonic base of 
societies has changed ~ram agricultural to industrial <see Scienti~ic 
Arrerican, September 1971 and Cook, 1976). ll.hen viewed at the time scale a~ 
centur-ies and at a national scale the energy transi tian process a~ the 
industrialized nations can be perceived as a series of consumption curves of 
di~rent energy sources. When smoothed these curves take an the -form of a 
series of be 11-shaped rep 1 a cement curves as erergy SCl.lY'ces are rep laced by 
r19\Er ares as indicated in Hgure 2.3 <source Eden et al, 1981>. This Hgure 
illustrates the ~act that several fuels are in use at any one time. Energy 
transi tian is the changing mix of these fuels aver time. 
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There are wide disparities in erergy use between developed and developing 
COJ.ntries, 6,3 kv.h/day per capita primary energy use in the -former in 1900 
versus 1,0 kWh/day per capita in the latter. Galdernberg et al <1987> rote 
.further that only 55"1. of the energy in developing c:a.mtries was derived ~ram 
cc:mnercial fuels. (Roberts ( 1987> nates the defini tianal problems of the 
terms traditional and commercial). However the .future growth in the global 
demand fur energy will c:c:xne mainly ffam the less cevelaped co..mtries <Bassin, 
1900). This is ci.Je in part to the levelling of-f of erergy consumption in the 
developed countries, 
demography, and in 
developing countries 
due to reasons of ircreasing energy ef-ficiency and 
part to the increase in energy consumption in the 
as the energy transi tian process occurs. This process 
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depends in part on the urbanization process and is described by qunkerley et 
al <1981) as full01115:- "Typically, as inc:anes rise, _ agriculture and 
ind..lstry beccme more mechanized, relative prices or availabilities or 
traditional Fuels change, and urban pop .. dations grow rapidly. These changes 
tend to bring af:J?ut a shift in energy consumption fran traditional or 
'noncarmercial' Fuels, such as /IICJOd and d..lng, to corrmercial fi..J.els' 
(pl) . 
The 1 ink between energy and development, or stated di-Fferently, the in-fluence 
o~ economic growth on the energy transition process, is investigated at the 
macro-level by Goldenberg et al <1987> who rote, "The v.orld has 
a 1 ready wi tressed a decou.pl i ng or energy and econcrni c gn:::JWth" and that 
"The coupling or energy use and econcrnic growth can a.lso be lOCJSered 
in developing countries" <p7). The recipe fur this decoupl ing is by 
increasing the ef-ficiency ~ energy use by emphasizing the use of "high 
quality energy carriers" such as gas and electricity. Energy is ho.Ever still 
hugely important to Third World economies, viz., "On average, 
electricity c:crnpanies in poor countries eat up 20Y. or goverrrnent development 
l:::x...tdgets and their borrowing can atrrJU.nt to sare 40Y. or a country's -Foreign 
debt" <Economist 7 May 1988>. In the case of electricity "At 
present every 17. increase in a poor county's GDP p..tShes up its electricity 
consumption by 1,47.'' <Economist, ibid). 
A study by Cecelski et al <1979) -focusses on energy in pCXJr households in the 
Third World as household energy in the developing cc:x..J.ntries acCOJ.nts fur 
about 50% of total energy consumption. Sane broad conclusions are that energy 
is used with great il"''ef1=iciency in many parts ~ the developing I/I.Orld and 
that cultural and institutional ~actors are important in changing energy 
techrologies such as new appliances. A tentative conclusion is that, 
"energy consumption measured in Q...U3ntity terms rises by less th.an the rise in 
incane - at la..er inc:ane levels at least" <p4). The data analysed 
indicates that a~ter a certain threshold income, higher than that of the 
urban ·and rural poor, there may be a sharp increase in household consumption 
as access to new -fuels is achieved. With regard to policies, ti/I.O approaches 
to equalising the access of the pCXJr to energy are identiHed. Firstly credit 
policies which allow expenditures to be spread over time, and secondly 
technical • ~ixes' or price subsidies which loer the price of energy. 
In D..J.nkerley et al <1981> patterns of energy consumption and supply in 12 
countries, 8 ~ which were developing, were investigated. The vi tal role of 
biomass fUels in the poorest COJ.ntries, where it could account fur up to 
three quarters of total energy used, and the "fUelwood crisis" whereby the 
"price" in terms of increased times of collection, are rcted. The di-f-ficulty 
of deTining the "household" sector is that, "Household activities 
merge with a variety or agricultural, corrrnercial and v.orkshop activities'' 
(p51). Energy data fur developing countries ll.lll'P these activities 
together thereby making the hOl...lSehol d sector a • resi c1Jal' sector. With 
reference to the choice of fUels " • • ha..r.sehold sector Fuel choices are 
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influenced by overall costs of -Fuel, capital (stoves), labor (titnlj!JJ, rather 
than Fuel costs alone" <p56). The erergy transition process is broadly 
analysed -for a -feN co..tntries and it is concluded that convenience and the 
demand -for services such as lighting and appliances play a role in the shi~t 
~rom non-cO'M"ercial to cc:mnercial -fuels. In addition 11 Fuels such as 
kerosene may play a transitional role between ronccrrmercial -Fuels and 
electricitY'· In a footnote varying income elasticities fOr kerosene 
o~ bet~-.Jeen 0, 78 and 1,59 and even sane ~ zero and regative values are 
reported and the authors -feel 11 These results can all be acc:orrmodated 
within the hY(X)thesis that kerosene is a transitional Fuel". 
Energy transition in the rural areas has been much slower than that in urban 
areas and biomass is still extensively used in these areas. Massive 
de-forestation has resulted in sane c:o.mtries with the consequential increase 
i n the time taken to collect fUel, over six ho..trs per trip in the case ~ 
Nepal <New Scientist 10 Sept 1987:59>. The rural erergy transition process is 
investigated in detail by di-fferent authors in eight developing c:a.mtries and 
collated in Wionczek et al <1981>. Foley and van Buren <1981> note the 
contrast in the subsistence ecorany between the high and irefTicient 
consumption ~ energy fOr c:X:lmestic uses and the exterrely lON consumption -for 
prod.lctive purposes. As wood is the principal SCl..lrce o-f -fuel -for three 
quarters o-f the developing world the constraints on subsistence erergy use 
relate largely to the availability and depletion ~wood supplies. Attention 
is drawn to the ~act that subsistence societies are alrrcst imperviOJS to 
change as they are largely a cashless society and all fUels apart ~rom wood 
require sane cash o..ttlay. It is noted "The c:orrnercialisation of -Fuel 
canrot be entirely separated Frcrn the general transition Frcrn a subsistence 
to a cash econanY' <p5>. Of all the cases reported only in Korea has a 
series ~ rural energy transitions been planred and executed. Kim < 1981 >, 
analysing this co..tntry, notes the rapid urbanization, ~rom 44% in 1961 to 79"1. 
in 1979. At the beginning ~ this period Korea's main erergy source was 
fUelwood <571.> and at the end oil <~!.> and coal <~!.>. There is a sharp 
di-fference between the rural use ~ fUels - 82"1. Hrewood, and the urban areas 
- 82"1. coal and ?1. wood. This is surprising as by 1979, 98"1. ~ villages had 
electricity. The re-forestation scherres undertaken have allowed the absolute 
consumption of ~irewood to remain ~airly constant. The government actively 
enco..traged the transition ~rom fUelwood to coal even in the urban c:brestic 
sector. It is noted that the "second" erergy transition, ~rom coal to oi 1 
took place as a result ~ a shortage of coal ciJe to the rapid increase in 
demand caused by urbanization. The government response was to restrict coal 
supp 1 i es to the non-resident i a 1 sectors. In Seregal , reported by Sere < 1981> , 
a substitution programre ~ b.J.tare gas -for wood and charcoal ~ailed to red.lce 
the c3ITO..I.nt ~ charcoal used in urban areas as a result o-f the high price ~ 
gas. Also, " .• this progranme had ro eFfect htlatsoever on the rural 
subsistence sector energy balance" <p139>. The role o-f edlcation in use 
~ scarcer wooc:tfuels and an open mindedness to rew fUels is stressed. 
Mexico has important parallels with SOJth ~rica in terms of its GNP, 
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population size, growth, and the prevalence of a modern economy ~longside a 
large rural subsistence economy. Guzman ( 1981>, reporting on Mexico, 
describes in c:letai 1 the large subsistence -farming sector of that nation which 
reveals, " •• the limited capacity or su.bsistence prodJcers to break out 
or the apparent ec~.li 1 ibrium or the peasant ecorr:my and acCI.JITUlate a surplus, 
ht:JV.~ever small". While Mexico is a major oi 1 prod..lcer the share of the 
agricultural sector in national consumption -fell and indeed the demand -for 
oi 1 prod..lcts in this sector -fell in absolute terms. On subsistence -farms ron-
commercial -fuels still accounted -for 84% of delivered energy and human and 
animal energy are still predominant in the prod..lction of subsistence crops. 
In the 1 ONeSt i ncc:me groups cooking st i 11 takes p 1 ace over an open -fire. 
Energy pol icy measures in the rural areas of Mexico have been electri-fication 
and the subsidisation of para-f-fin -for cbnestic use. However. " .• even 
af=ter several decades or selF-su-FFiciency in oil, with abundant supplies and 
low prices, other Forms of= energy are still the precbninant fi.Jels among the 
peasantrY' <p62>. Guzman criticizes the -fact that these other -forms 
have been igrored in the -formation of an energy strategy. 
At the macro-1 eve 1 China may a 1 so represent a mode 1 of interest to Salth 
Africa. In that country there is l"leavy reliance on coal which accounts fur 
approximately hal-f of the total primary energy consumption ~ile bionass is 
second at about 25"1. of primary COn5l.IITlption <World Sank, 1985>. 
Stassen and van ~aj <1981>, on the question of rural energy policy, -feel 
that to counteract the outstripping of woodfuel supply by demand and the 
increasing reliance in these areas on cheap c:cmnercial -fuels, " the 
best approach is to pn:xrr:Jte rural selF-su-FFiciency in energy by increasing 
energy prod..t.ction, and by encouraging the substitution and more e-Frective use 
or indigenea..tS and, preFerably, ref'lE!Wtable resa...~.rces" <p21>. 
In a later study Leach et al (1986> investigated energy and economic 
structures in a comparison of 13 inci.Jstrial and developing c:cuntries. They 
note the: special role that bionass plays in middle and low-income countries 
and note, "by Focussing almost exclusively on fOssil fi.Jels and 
hydropatter schemes, planners in these camtries may get a seriously distorted 
view or energy growth prospects and planning priorities" (p4>. They 
also rote the international concern with energy use in the household sector 
of developing c:cuntries where there is a heavy dependency on biomass, and at 
the rapid growth of housho 1 d use of -foss i 1 -fue 1 s - often at 8"/. to 12"1. per 
anrum; "Urbanization, improved supply systems and rising inc:anes add 
to the basic attraction or these convenient and clean energy SCXJ.rces ••• " 
<p141l. These authors note that a characteristic of the household 
sector is its erorma..Ls variabi 1 i ty. In this study it was -found that the 
dependence on bionass ~ll very sharply with increased inc:ane over time fur 
most o-f the developing countries. It was also -found that there were striking 
di-f-ferences in terms o-f household energy sources between the urban and rural 
areas of the countries studied with energy use and biomass consumption being 
much lower in the -former. In addition, in the urban areas 11 C'Of'lmeY'C i a 1 
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fuels are used at relatively lav income levels and sf7cxN a very rapid increa.se 
at hi ifler i ncc:mes" ( p 152) . The ei=-fect of househo 1 d size was pi vota 1 in 
that it was -Fo.J.nd to largely explain the grONth of halsehold energy 
consumption with household income. A feature that both developing and 
developed countries shared was that household energy consumption grows much 
more slowly than income. This has important social implications as it means 
that the poor spend proportionately very much more of their 1=amily t:udget on 
energy than do higher income 1=amilies. An important conclusion is that, 
"This view that a tnd)Or transition in ha.Jsehold ererqy use acc:aneanies 
rising inccmes, urbanization and other aspects en= develoqnent, stands in 
almost ccrnplete contrast to proJections en= global -Firewood consumption •• " 
<p159). f-b...ever, they add that the determinants of energy consumption 
in households are not v..ell understood. 
Leach ( 1987) in a recent study o1= energy transitions in the hc:useho 1 d sector 
in South Asia sunmarises the process as -follows; "Families attanpt to 
move up the ladder o-F fuel pre-Ferences For cooking and heating tcwards 
greater convenience~ clea.nliness~ time saving and 'modernity"' (pl). He 
notes that the process is "driven by inc:ome~ but also by scarcity en= 
bioFu.els" <plO> and is strongly a-Ffected by fuel prices, the cost of 
appliances and the availability of fuel. Since the transitional fUels are not 
full substitutes of the biofuels they replace and because of irregular fUel 
and pONer su.ppl ies the multiple use of fUels is ccmnon. Leach's study is 
based on both cross-sectional and time series data -for India, Pakistan and 
Sri Lanka. In the 1=irst two countries, where premium fuels are more easily 
available, biofuel shares 1=all steeply with income. He notes that the 1=alling 
real prices of gas and electricity and the 1=act that kerosene has always been 
cheaper than wood on a useful heat basis has encouraged the urban energy 
transition. 
Pearson ( 1987 > considers medium and 1 ong term energy transitions in Asia. He 
notes " •• in order to understand and Forecast L1X erergy cJema.nd~ it is 
important to appreciate what kind en= transitions fir any) a ca.Jntry is tndking 
and at what stages it is in those transitions, since there is both long-term 
substitution and a degree en= short-term switching bet~~Een traditional and 
c:arrnerci al fi.te 1 s" p < 3 > • Both macro and mi era -factors in-fluence energy 
transitions t:ut at the latter level the processes of energy decision-making 
within ha..Lseholds are not well understood. Pearson states that ha..Lsehold 
energy demand is a function of fuel price, prices of substitutes, tastes, 
household socio-economic and physical characteristics, dwelling 
characteristics, season and temperature, characteristics of the fUels and 
characteristics of the appliances. Pearson investigates the energy transition 
process at the macro-level, using data 1=rom the Asian Development Bank and 
World Bank, and by regression analysis con-firms the expected relationships 
bet~Een energy consumption and broad development indicators. These are that 
conmercial energy as proportion of total energy consumption is related to 
development indicators such as the percentage living in urban areas, 
industrialisation, radio ownership, car ownership etc. 
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2.2.3 Energy Transition - A~rica 
Sa..J.ssan < 1987> notes that the decreasing share ~ bio-fuels in sane LCC" s 
11 oTten re-Flects increased consumption or ccxrmercial -Fuels in other 
sectors or the econcmy more than a move away rrcm the use CJ1= bicrnass -Fuels in 
households" <p4.1). Unlike Pearson above he -feels that 11 The pace 
or t his transition, is so siaN as to appear almost imperceptibleJ' 
<p4. 2 >. The main ~actors that precipitate energy transitions are ~irstly 
economic development - economic growth and income distribution, and secondly 
urbanization - 11 This is partly a q.;estion or supply, -Free bicrnass 
fUels are rarely available to the urban population, and partly one or 
prosperity. in most Third tbrld countries urban incc:mes are higherJI 
<p4.3>. A third ~actor is the increasing scarcity~ biomass fuel supply and 
the ~all in real costs ~ CO'TYTlercial fuels. Sou.ssan•s data is based on 
surveys in Kenya and Grenada. In the -former c:a.mtry he notes than the e-R=ect 
o~ income on energy consumption is linear, the use ~ more than one -fuel is 
the norm and that there is considerable variation in the quantity o~ each 
fuel used by hOJ.seholds within each inc:one grOJ.p. In addition energy 
transition in Kenya was an urban phenomenon. The author concludes 11 The 
crucial -Feature or these changes is that they occur over titre within 
individ..J.al ha.Jseholds, and d..J.ring the transition these hcuseholds will be 
extremely -Flexible in combining di-FFerent C1-Jt3ntities CJ1= di-Fferent -Fuels in 
response to -Fuel costs and availability, income availability and other 
household reeds" <p4.5>. It is suggested that past changes in fuel use 
are not irreversible. 
Elkan <1987> analyses alternatives to -fuel11'£XJd in African towns and notes 
that on this continent the urban poor rely almost exclusively on fUelwood. 
The major reason is that fuelwood continues to be cheaper than the 
alternatives, albeit as a result ~ its non-carmercial nature at present <and 
the arti~icial depressing ~ urban fuel11'£XJd prices by some African 
governnents>, and in spite ~ the subsidisation ~ kerosene. The author 
stateS that in the short to medium term para~in (kerosene) is the only 
alternative to fUelii'£XJd or charcoal. 1-brever, 11 The principal re.ason 
why kerosene has made no gre.at hea~y is that its use re~ires a ccoker that 
is very rruch more expensive than the three stores reeded to make an open -Fire 
11 (p3. 7>. For lighting ha.Ever, where hone---made appliances are 
possible kerosene is r'lOII widely used. Elkan dismisses the establishment ~ 
fUelwood plantations, noting that while indigeneo.JS 11'£XJd is available and 
used as a ~~~ree 11 good, cr:mrercial wood will not be canpetitive. He cautions 
that while a fuelwood solution to the fuelwood problem may not be feasible 
the switch to conventional fuels will depend on stable oil prices, a marked 
red..tction in the cost ~ conventioncil fuel appliances and the rise ~ the 
incomes ~ the poor to the level ~ the present middle class. Th...ls, 
II The •conventional fuel' solution to the fi.Jelwcx:x:J problem may there-Fore be no 
more practicable than the -Fuelv.ood solution it is supposed to replace" 
(p3. 16). 
1-Ughes-cr-c:J(l'~Ajick ( 1985 > 
sur-vey condlcted in 
independent phenomena, 
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describes the r-esults of an ur-ban hcu.sehold energy 
Nair-obi, Kenya in 1981. She · points OJ.t that two 
the oil prices changes since 1973 and the depletion of 
non-commercial fUels, have impinged on the availability o~ energy in Kenya. 
Al tho.J.gh v-.oodfuels acco.J.nt -for 68'/. o~ Kenya's energy demand only 7"!. of 
Nairobi use this fUel - 6~!. use charcoal and 7~1. electricity. She notes that 
urbanization has influenced energy utilization as rural migrants who used 
wood and charcoal now use gas, para~in and electricity. The survey r-evealed 
a dichotO'Tl'{ between the reasons -for primary fUel usage; price and incocre in 
the case o~ lower income gro.J.ps and convenience and availability in the case 
of higher income gro.J.ps. This accords with choice of fUel, charcoal and 
par-a~in at the low end of the incore scale and gas and para~in at the upper 
end. Wood is primarily used -for heating while charcoal and gas are primarily 
used fOr cooking. Electricity on the other hand is used -for a variety of 
purposes. It is noted that the average basic energy demand -for cooking with 
gas is signi~icantly (about 50%> greater than with charcoal. Also "T,he 
average basic energy demand For electricity rrultiple end uses is larger than 
ccmparable end-use ccmbinations oF other fi.Jels" <p273). In terms of 
fUel consumption a pattern of increased use of charcoal and then a redlction 
as gas and electricity are substituted was -found. Para-ffin -for cooking on the 
other hand declined at higher incore levels. In terms of energy consumption a 
signi~icant ~inding was that mean energy consumption increased rot only as 
incore increased t::ut as the usage of a -fuel -for rrultiple activities 
increased. Regression analyses yielded the ~indings that electricity energy 
demand was incane elastic <a 1% increase in inc:ane resulted in a 1 ,58'!. 
increase in energy demand> rut that household size explains a large portion 
o~ the variation in electricity energy consumption. On the other hand 
charcoal energy had negative income elasticity <-0.23) whereby it declined as 
incomes rose and also hCl..lSehold size seems to be an important determinant of 
charcoal energy demand. In the case of para-ffin energy consumption ho.J.sehold 
size and the n...unber of para-ffin appliarces were more important determinants 
than income and although positive, the income elasticity was small <a 1% rise 
in inc:ane leads to a 0.25"!. increase in para-ffin energy demand). In the case 
of gas energy consumption only price was a determinant and was thus inccme 
inelastic. The author concludes that the results 1" •• rrust be integrated 
with other social and econanic ~actors -for effective pol icy making" 
(p278). 
2.2.4 Energy Tr-ansition - SOJ.th Africa 
2.2.4.1 Rural areas 
Early attention to the importance of biomass as an energy resource, and to 
the diminishing fUelwood resources in SOJ.th Africa was drawn by Bond <1977). 
Pr-ior to this fUelwood had been studied as one ~acet of a set of soci~ 
econcmic conditions under investigation by Clarke and Ngobese (1975>. Gandar 
<1979) SUtTYnarised the lack of attention given to -fuelwood as an energy source 
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i n South Af~ica, noting that the Depa~tment of Planning and Envj~onment in 
studies of ere~gy t~ends and consumption in 1975 and 1978 did not consider 
-fue lltO:ld. 
The field of i nterest narrowed to ~cus solely 
subsistence communities with the work of Best 
on ru~al c:bnestic erergy in 
( 1979>. Best selected three 
vi l l ages i n Lesotho, T~anskei and Kwazulu which were visited both in summe~ 
and w i nte~ and the consumption of fuel of va~ious types measured with some 
Yi gcur. The major -fuels used in these villages we~e wood, dung and parafTin, 
and the minor fuels coal, candles, c~op residues and othe~ combustible 
mater i als. I t was found that there was a la~ge va~iation in the erergy 
consumption of households on different days and also a disce~nible seasonal 
variation. The ave~age annual pe~ capita ene~gy consumption of all the 
v illages was 13,96 GJ, with a wide variation between Transkei <7,69 GJ) and 
Kwazulu <23,86 GJ). Best concluded that the availability of fi~ewood in the 
vegetation a~ound each village had a majo~ influence on the consumption of 
cbrestic ere~gy. It was noted that in some cases wanen had to walk ~~ 3 
hou~s to collect wood. Gandar < 1979> estimated the total fuelvo::Jd consumption 
i n the homelands to be 5,4 million tons pe~ anrum, based on the ene~gy 
utilisation estimates of Best <1978). 
Liengme <1983) studied the use of wood ~~ both fuel and wilding in a 
village in Gazankulu and fOund that the average daily f amily consumption of 
wood was 14.9 kilog~ams, with wide va~iations in this mass, influenced in 
part by family size. Gandar <1983> roted that rural fuelwood was seen as a 
f~ee good, a right and a necessity and estimated it contriruted between 5"/. · 
and 10% of national primary energy consumption. He concluded that wood would 
be the dominant fuel <on a per capita basis in rural areas> ~r the 
~rseeable future as it was " .. convenient, relatively chet3p, cbes not 
r eq.;.ire Fancy appliances and is renewable". 
Moller <1985) in a study with a large sample <5500>, of perceptions of basic 
needs- by. -blacks, that covered both rural and urban areas, states, 
"over R::x.J.r-f=U=ths oF rural and v.t'lite Farm blacks stated they use wood For 
cooking or heating their~· <p14>. In the townships the ratio ~r 
cooking by wood was 38"/. and heating 26%. However 45"/. of the rural firewood 
was purchased and 10"/. had to walk more than 30 minutes to collect firewood. 
Some 30"/. of the rural sample used ci.mg, "f"bst likely this is an 
indication that other more suitable -A..Jel types are not available." 
Eberhard <1986> studied erergy consumption in Sa.lth Africa from the full 
range of erergy 5a..lrces. The rural c:c::rnponent of this study consisted of six 
villages in three biocl imatic zones. It was fOund that all families in these 
villages used fuelwood and the rumber of families using parafTin ranged .from 
85"/. to 100%. Eberhard rotes, "t<bod is clearly the d:xninant -A..tel, 
although it is noticeable that other -A..Jels are extensively relied U{X)n 
particularly para-FFin and also agricultural wastes such as d.J.ng, miel ie cobs 
and stalks" <p28). Eberhard also fOund signs of woodfuel depletion, 
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such as long times ~equi~ed fOr collection and extensive commercialization of 
lf..C)Odfuel. The total anrual household .fuel expenditur-e ~anged -frO'Tl R55 to R271 
with expenditure on wood ~anging -from ~1. to 6~1., and expenditure on para-f-fin 
-f~O'Tl 22"1. to 56%, of the total expenditure on .fuels. 
Eberhard and Dickson <1987> studied two broad areas in Bophuthatswana with 
the foa.Js on -fuelwood. In the rural areas of this study 90"1. of the -fami 1 ies 
i n the survey relied on -fuellf..C)Od, of which sane 45"1. was purchased. The 
average per capita consumption of fUelwood is 404 kg which it is observed 
" .• can pared w i th studies in other .areas of SaJ. th Mr i c.a, is very 1 ow 
.and indicates a seria.J.s Fu.elwood shortage' <pU. At:o...lt hal-f of the 
average household -fuel expenditure is on para-f-fin <162 litres/annum per 
.family>. 
Tobich and Dingley <1988> surveyed 10 rural villages and -five small towns in 
the Ciskei in a study that focussed on the potential electri-fication of these 
areas. The sample size for each town or village was small and no quantitative 
date on energy consumption is provided. It was -found that para-f-fin was the 
most COTYTlClnly used .fuel, with 99"1. of rural ha.lseholds and 98"1. of urban 
households using it, while -fuellf..C)Od was used by 86% and 57,5"1. respectively. 
D ..mg is a major .fuel in rural areas. Coal and gas are minor .fuels in both 
areas. Para-f-fin accounted for about 5Crl. of the total fuel cost in the rural 
area and 44% in urban areas. 
The best estimate so -far regarding homeland fuelwood demand and supply is by 
Aron, Eberhard and Gandar <1989>. They note, "Fuelwood consumption 
varies greatly between rural, peri-,p"ba.n .and urban settlements .and the 
calculation oF fi.telwood demand is dependent on .assumptions regarding the 
split ot= pop..tl.ation between these settlerrent categ:;ries" <pS>. The 
derrographic data of Graa-f-f <1986> is c:c:mbined with existing consumption data 
-from various sources and consumption -figures of 5,45 million tons/year in 
1980, and 8,31 million tons/year in 2000 calculated. In terms of supply of 
.fuellf..C)Od six SCJUY"ces are i denti -fled with the greatest contri b..ltion -frO'Tl 
scrubland and woodland. The annual sustainable above-ground yield o-f lf..C)Ody 
bi01lass -from natural shrubland and woodlands in the homelands was estimated 
to be 11,6 million tons per annum. Of this 5,8 million tons co...Lld be regarded 
as sustainable usable fuelwood. Based on these -figures the authors calculate 
fuelwood de-ficits which are already 4 million tons per annum by 2000 and 
complete depletion in 40 years. 
2.2.4.2 Urban areas 
In a study of energy and the urban poor Eberhard ( 1984) notes the 1 arge 
disparities in cbnestic energy consumption bebeen the white and black 
population groups. The percentage of income spent on domestic energy is -found 
to decline rapidly w1th increasing income in both Crossroads and the 
relatively more a-f-fluent coloured areas surveyed. In the case o-f Crossroads 
para-f-fin was the most i mportant .fuel, follc::.r.Ed by coal and then wood. 
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The urban conponent o-f Eberhard < 1986 > is the -first rna jor study of energy use 
in informal settlements. Five peri-urban .::~reas, including Crossroads in the 
Western Cape, were surveyed by means o-f structured questionnaires. In these 
informal settlements fuelwood was sti 11 a major fuel so..Lrce al tho.;.gh the 
percentage of user.s who bought wood rather than collected it themselves was 
high. It was fOund that ~1. of the Crossroads residents interviewed used 
wood, while 100% used para-f-fin, the mean annual per capita consumption 
thereof being 96 litres. Coal consumption in this informal settlement was 
relatively high at 217 kg per capita per annum, while the usage o-f gas was 
low at a mean of 1.7 kg per capita per annum. The high incidence of wood use 
sho.;.ld be seen in the context of the large available resource in the -form of 
the Port Jackson shrubland that covers large areas of the Cape -flats. 
Eberhard <1986) fOund that per capita energy consumption in the peri-urban 
areas was not higher than the rural areas, in spite of higher disposable 
incomes and speculated that this co.;.ld be explained by the higher e-f-ficiency 
of fuels used in the -former areas. Ho.Ever his results indicate that of the 
peri-urban areas the highest proportion of household income spent on energy 
is in Crossroads, which is within the Western Cape met rope 1 i tan area. In a 
further survey of Vulindlela, one of the villages in Eberhard"s study, 
Scholtz and Dingley <1988> give a revised mean monthly fuel expenditure of 
aba..lt R64 conpared to the -figure of R29,33 -fran the Eberhard survey 
undertaken in 1984/5. 
In the peri-urban areas of Bophuthatswana studied by Eberhard and 
<1987>, 75"1. of the ho.;.seholds used -fuelwood, with an average per 
consumption of 134 kg per annum. In these areas 96% of the -families 
used para-f-fin and the consumption was 224 litre/annum per -family 
acco.;.nted fOr 50% of the mean monthly household expenditure on 







reported in Eberhard and Dickson <1987>, deal -for the -first time with energy 
transition in So....lth A-frica. They state, "Urb3niz.ation is one of the 
m.ain F.ac:tors .arFecting ha.tsehold energy tr.ansition in developing countries 
rut its e-F-Fects c.an only be veri-fied empiric.ally' <p424>. They 
contirue, "The cl.assic pattern of substitution of d.J.ng .and fi.J.elwood 
-for cCJCJl .and par.a-FFin .appears to be the ctmin.ant par.adign" (p424>. They 
conclude "Economic development~ the degree of urb3niz.ation .and the 
rel.ative .av.ai l.abil ity of biCXTidss .and conrnerci.al -Fuels .appear to be the m.ain 
determinants precipitating energy tr.ansition in BophJ.th.atSWt!Jn.a" <p425>. 
Read Consultants <1988) investigated the usage of energy in Botshabelo and 
Mangaung in the Orange Free State. The fOrmer is a resettlement camp with an 
estimated population o-f beti.Neen three and fOur hundred tha.J.sand and the 
latter a black town with a population of about 100 000. Botshabelo is not 
electri-fied while a proportion of Mangaung is. In the -former area para-f-fin 
accounted -for ~1. of total energy costs in Sl.IITY'rer rut -fell to 25"1. in winter 
when wood accounted -for 20% and coal 30"1. of total energy costs. In Mangaung 
parra-fin was still the primary fuel in summer (~/.) fOllowed by electricity 
<2S!.l, but i n winter coal 
both of which contributed 
expenditure between the 
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<2?/.l was followed by electricity and parafTin, 
201. to the total energy cost. The gap in 
electri~ied and non-electri~ied ~amilies i s 
insigni~icant, and both groups use multiple fUels in both summer and winter. 
Whi l e no quantitative data on energy consumption was collected Eberhard (pers 
comm> calculates that those with electricity are using more energy, 
particular! y use-ful energy and the cost of this use-ful energy is much lower 
than that i n the non-electri~ied group. 
Basson ( 1987) summarized sore of the avai !able data for rural and urban 
domestic energy. In this paper the in-fluence of "accelerated" urbanization on 
the use and supp 1 y of energy is bri eH y considered. He notes "Ore oF 
the most serious eFFects is in terms oF the envirorrrent, especi.ally in Scx.ith 
A-Fri c.a, .as .a result oF cheap coal and the eFFects oF its incorrect 
ccrnbu.st i orl' < p 14 > • 
2. 3 CCJ\O...US I 0\JS 
From the literature it appears that a non-Eurocentric paradigm may provide 
deeper i nsights into the process of urbanization in Sa..lth A-frica. I-f an 
historical viewpoint is taken and the process seen as "dependent 
urbanization" the pattern of contirucus rural~rban migration ~rom the 
impoverished rural areas is the inevitable result of the enduring cultural 
clash and dominance o-f the white population. A-frican urbanization is however 
a special case of Third World urbanization. The unique system of circular 
migration, the high rates of population growth, the low levels of 
urbanization and the enduring . poverty result in a process of urbanization 
that depends on the capacity o-f the informal sector to absorb the new 
urbanites. This "backwash urbanization" (Maoogunge, 1986> paradigm suggests 
that urbanization may not result in economic development - the opposite in 
-fact. This inverse correlation of high urbanization rates and low economic 
growth rates is corroborated by Potter ( 1985). 
Applying the "backwash urbanization" paradigm to Sa..lth A-frica the high rate 
of urbanization could be construed as a "backwash" effect of inappropriate 
rural policies, based on urban exclusion rather that rural development. The 
growth of the informal sector has indeed been high, al tho.J.gh rreasuring it is 
difTicult <rut see van der Berg, 1989 - the resici.Jal labo.J.r force growth -from 
1974 to 1985 was -from 24% to 38"1. of the total lat:x:1.lr force> • The level of 
poverty is seen by Wilson ~ Ramphele <1989) to be rising <altha.J.gh this view 
is challenged by others, see Financial Mail 18 August 1989). This paradigm is 
in direct contradiction to the "positive urbanization strategy" which is 
predicated on a positive relationship between urbanization and economic 
growth. Acbpting this paradigm l.oO..lld have wide effects on the growth 
scenarios of the -future of South A-frican cities and on the demand for energy 
in these cities. 
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Focussing more narrowly on informal settlements it appears that t~ese will be 
the dominant element of urban growth in the future. The permarency of these 
settlements is revealed in the few studies in these areas in South Africa, as 
is the major role played by the informal sector. At present migration appears 
to account .for only ore third of the growth rates o-f these areas. Intra-urban 
~ i gration however ~esults in high growth rates in certain areas. The spatial 
aspects o-f the demand .for erergy will be largely dictated by the patterns of 
growth o-f these settlements. In terms of electri-fication the Brazilian 
example sha.J.ld be rated where sore 70"1. o-f the informal settlements are 
e 1 ectY"i -fi ed. 
The literature survey indicates that the domestic erergy transition process 
has only recently become the subject o-f investigation. _The importance o-f the 
process to developing countries is due to the share the domestic sector has 
of total ccrrmercial erergy demand <up to three quarters in the poorer 
countries) , the rapid increase in -foss i 1 fuel usage and the high income 
elasticity of electricity. In spite of this perceived transition, macro-level 
studies of several ca.J.ntries reveal the intransigence of the subsistence 
sector to change in fuels used. This is particularly a problem in Sub-Saharan 
Africa which contains the ca.J.ntries with the highest proportions of 
traditional fuel use. 
At the macro-level the link between ecoranic development and the erergy 
transition process is reasonably clear. Certain broad indicators of 
development, ratably levels of industrialisation and urbanization, are well 
correlated with erergy consumption. The choice of fuels is ho.Ever at the 
core of understanding the erergy transition process. Some understanding of 
the rumber of -factors that in-fluence choice of fuels is gleared -fron the 
micro-level studies. Household economic characteristics - income, expenditure 
and wealth; household social charateristics - age/sex composition, sex of 
household head, labour divisions; built environment -factors - size and type 
o-f dwelling; climatic -factors, characteristics of the fuels - convenience, 
sa-fety~-- ocbur and the stock and characteristics of appliances are ore set of 
-factors. Arather set of -factors relates to the prices of -fuels. !-ere it is 
unclear whether actual prices, prices per useful erergy unit or perceived 
relative prices are dominant in the price signalling mechanism. The rumber of 
-factors acCOJ.nts -for the large variability of energy consumption among 
households reported in the literature. 
In Africa, at the micro-level, there are indications that an energy 
transition process is underway. This process is 1 arge 1 y con-fined to the 
cities where the lack of access to traditional fuels is as signi-ficant -factor 
in the process and is thus linked to the urbanization process. The transition 
is away -from traditional fuels to para-f-fin, gas and electricity. In South 
Africa traditional fuels still supply a large proportion of the rural 
household energy budget. The degree of ccrrmercial ization of wood-fuel is 
however high - indicative of fuelwood shortages. In addition there is a high 
penetration of para-f-fin in the rural areas. In the peri-urban areas o-f South 
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Africa the incidence of woodfuel usage is still high t:ut in the urban areas 
it is low. In these areas the dominant fuels are coal .and para~in. 
The literature survey reveals an underlying economic determinism in the 
approach to the a~lysis o~ the energy transition process. At the macro-level 
fUel price and income levels are the two ~actors used almost universally. At 
the micro-level additional ~actors are often introduced t:ut the model is 
still economic. The spatial dimensions ~r the demand ~r energy are rarely 
mentioned, or subsutred under the general heading of "urbanization". The 
underlying demographic variables that influence energy demand are o~ten dealt 
with in the same way. 
---dJonl In----
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3. 1 n-£0RET ICPL FRAI'"EWH< 
A ~ratrewark is rec~.lir-ed within which data collected may be organised and 
interpreted. Coi"1Sl.V"'lE!r theory O"fTers ore such theoretical -fratrSt.ork within 
which erergy transition may be explaired. Consumer theory has t~NC <:OllJOrents 
the ecoronic and the behavia..tral. Both CO'IlXlnBnts ~ consumer theory 
attanpt to explain acts ~ choice, ~ a consumer or t-a.Jsehold, at a given 
time or over a period o~ time. 
The ecoronic CClrrlJOrent is well developed <sea Deaton &c Meullbauer, 1900>. The 
theory postulates that, inter alia, COr-.utler demand is moulded by tlJdget 
constraints, which are ~ten assumed to be lirear. As the total expenditure 
~ a consumer <or household) i nc:reases the relative expenditure on di-Fferent 
categories change and may be plotted as Engel a..trVes. The sl~ ~ these 
o..Lr"VeS represent income elasticities. These a..trVes can be used to classi Ty 
goods into luxuries, recessi ties and other categories ~ goods. Within the 
t:udgetary constraint the· choice problem is approached as the maximization ~ 
utility. On a practical level choice is generally predicted along with 
substitution rates in the -form of CJioln price and cross price elasticities. 
The behavioural ccmporent of consumer theory has a ITI..ll ti-discipinary basis 
<see Sri tt, 1979) rut is cbninated by psychology and anthropology. Market 
research ~alls into the ambit of this component. The view taken is wide -
that there are cultural, individual and gra..tp i~luences on consumers - and 
that -these i~luenc:es a..ttweigh the purely ecoronic aspects of the behaviour 
~ consumers. 
That fuels c:b not behave as purely econc:mic conmodi ties has been recognised 
-for some time. Regarding the -fuel and light category an ILO <1932) report 
states "Tha.tifl the ~nti ties oF fUel a.nd 1 iiflt consumed by typica.l 
Fa.milies va.ry with inccme in every given country, the indiCdtions a.re tha.t 
this is d..te ra.ther to the size oF the c;.elling a.nd the size oF the Fa.mily 
tha.n directly to the increase in incane." Fuels are not only 
i~luenc:ed by environrental considerations, such as climate and ci-.ell ing 
characteristics, ecoromic considerations such as income and price, and 
behavioural considerations such as tastes and attitudes rut also societal 
context. 
Societies are however 
change over tii1"B. In 
rot static. The Engel a..trVes of an aveYage t-a.Jsehold 
the case of Britain, illustrated in Tigure 3.1, there 
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have been large changes - partirularly in the -food, services, tx:x..Lsing and 
transport categories. These changes indicate increasing expenditure on luxury 
items and hence an increase in average hC1J.Sehold wealth, and eq.Jally a major 
change in tastes, fashions and attitudes. 
The theory described above does not however 
countries. 1-iere ha.Lsehold wealth may be static, 
More important, hOJSehold wealth is redefined 
apply fully to Third World 
or even decline over time. 
in the transition from rural 
subsistence to urban commerce by the process of urbanization. New categories, 
such as services, vital in an urban economy, are added. An additional Third 
World phenomenon, noted in Sa...tth Africa by Loubser < 1988), is the surpassing 
of income by expenditure at lo.Er incane levels. This is dJ.e to the system of 
long term loans, a -form of "negative saving", that are not considered income 
and rarely reported. The implications of this are that the average slope of 
the expenditure curve, and hence income elasticities, is negative. Figure 3.2 
indicates this phenomena. 
When dealing with the Third World ll'klere irequal i ty is ubi qui taus, the 
d"laracteristics of the sub-population under consideration may differ 
radically from the majority, or minority as the case may be. These 
differences thus need to be scrutinized. Inequality also results in limits to 
choice which are as influential in determining choices as preferences 
themselves. 
It thus appears that the economic CCJllJOnent of consumer theory has lONer 
appl icabi 1 i ty outside -formal economic systems. The behavioral component may 
offer more insight in the in-formal sector and areas at present. In this study 
elanents of both canponents are ac:bpted. The unit of investigation is the 
ha..lsehold and energy transition is viewed within the context of the ha.Jsehold 
budget - extended, poverty stricken and semi-subsistence though that 
househo 1 d may be. 
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FIGURE 3 .1 CHANGES IN '!HE STRUCTURE OF HOUSEIDLD 
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3.2 ANALYSING ENERGY TRANSITION 
To analyse the c:bnestic erergy transition process three fundatrental questions 
have to be answered. Firstly which fUels will be used. Secondly what quantity 
of these fuels will be used. Thirdly, at what rate will fUels be substituted. 
Cross-sectional data t:x:Jth at the macro and micro scale, adequately answers 
the -first tWJ questions. The third question ha.Ever introci.Lces the element of 
time which is efTecti vel y only dealt with by time-series data. The short span 
over which data -for this dissertation was collected ruled a.tt obtaining time-
series data. As a resu.l t, the rate of .fuel substitution has to be inferred 
-fran conparisons of micro-level cross-sectional data and correlations with 
time related socio-economic variables. In addition this rate may be obtained 
by broadening the scope to include the use of macro data to allow c:::anparisons 
between ca.tntries, and by using time set ies market research data within Sa.J.th 
A-frica. 
3. 3 RE~ I"ETHJOCLCGY 
3.3.1 Introci..1ction 
3.3.1.1 The Macro-Scale. 
The research methoc:blogies uti 1 ised in this study have been dictated by the 
hypotheses that are to be tested. As the process of erergy transition is nost 
clearly discernible over the longer term and at the national scale a brie-f 
macro-5cale investigation was judged necessary. Existing data -from varia.tS 
erergy surveys, market research SUYVeyS and data on price increases -for 
varia..LS -fuels have been drawn together to -form a small and sanewhat eclectic 
macro data set. 
3.3.1.2 The Micro-Scale. 
A project anti tled "Erergy use in low inc:ane o..e11 ings in the winter rainfall 
area" was c::ormenc::ed <not by the author> under the auspices of the Erergy 
Research Institute at the University of Cape TOI«'l in 1987 and 1988. This 
project -formed the initial basis of the micro scale 
data -from the survey undertaken -for this project 
initial survey> were adopted, but, -for reasons set 
used in toto. 
investigation in that the 
(hereina-fter termed the 
a.tt below, CCI..lld not be 
As a result of the at:x:Jvementiored ac:bption of data the questionnaire used in 
the initial survey di eta ted a core of questions to be -follo,.ed in the 
subsequent surveys to allow -for backc:hed<ing and validation of the initial 
data. This meant that the r-esearch method of structured surveys was acbpted 
partially by default. In addition this questionnaire had the implicit 
hypothesis that the erergy transition process is determired solely by 
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ecoromics. This view was altered to consider social and tehavicu.r:al factors 
in the process as set cu.t belcw. In addition the scope of the study was 
broadened to include the Transvaal. 
3.3.2 Formulation of Hypotheses 
The broad hypotheses tested in this study are as follows;-
1 > There is a process of change of fuel usage by the black population 
that can be discerned over time and space and this energy transition 
process can be partially explained in terms of a variety of socio-
eooromic variables. 
2> The energy transition process is a furction of modernisation and rot 
simply the geographical aspect of urbanization. i.e. The process is rot 
a function of population moverent alone. 
3> The energy transition process di fTers between rural area, t.oo.n and 
metropolitan area. 
4> The energy transition process is a furction of choice within a given 
b..ldgetary and behavicu.ral framework. 
5> The role of eooromic factors in the process gives way to social and 
behavicu.ral factors as inc:ones increase. 
6) The ccmnercialization of energy reso..lrces and the efficacy of the 
distribution systems of these reso..lrces play a fundamental role in 
determining the nature of the transition process. 
3.3.3 Research Methooology 
3. 3. 3. 1 O'loice of method 
At the macro-scale the research method was collection and collation of 
existing data. At this scale statistics on erergy supply are more readily 
available -than statistics on energy demand. retailed information on energy 
use and distrib..ltion patterns are generally rot available. 
At the micro-scale the research method acbpted in this study was the study of 
specific areas by means of structured interviews. A n..unber of dif-ferent 
questionnaires were used -for dif-ferent purposes as set cut belcw. Groen and 
1-t..lizenga <1987> rote that most of the 1::/:X) rural energy studies that they 
examined used questionnaires. Participant observation, direct measurerent, 
key in-formants and grcu.p interviews are considered as alternative methods in 
some cases. 
3.3.3.2 Limitations of the method. 
Ore 1 imitation of questionnaire surveys is the di-fficulty in decidirg on a 
sampl irg frame in the absence of accurate figures on the total population 
under investigation. This is particularly acute in the urban areas of South 
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A-frica where underen..uneration and lack of data in inter-census years results 
in huge disparities between "o-Fficial" and "unofficial" population 
estimates. As a result the level of confidence in data is not accurately 
ascertainable. Additional limitations of questionnaires are the unsuitability 
for examining CCJITlfJlex issues, diffia.1lties in respondents understanding the 
question a-Fter translation by the interviewer, and the problem of dealing 
with the similarity of response. In spite of these limitations the technique 
is still the rTOSt cost e-ffective way of obtaining information for small 
scale investigations. 
3. 4 TI-E INITIPL SRv£Y 
3.4.1 Objectives 
In a progress report PCl...lri s <unpubl i shed> stated "The objective of the report 
is to identi-Fy the quantity, uses and type of energy used in the second <sic) 
world hcuses in the winter rainfall area of Scuth Africa and estimate the 
e-F-Fect inc:one has on energy consumption." 
The main questions set Cl...lt by Pa.J.ris were: 
1> What are the determinants of choice of energy used in urban dwellings ? 
2> ~ does inc:are e-F-Fect energy usage in urban doellings ? 
3> llllat are the inc:ome elasticities of the energy used ? 
4> ~ does energy uti 1 ization in SA c:cmpare to that in other c:o.mtries ? 
5) Does the type of dwelling a-ffect energy consumption 7 
6) l.tt'lat is the energy used -For, in what volume and at what cost ? 
7> What is the total energy use and cost, per fuel type used in second <sic> 
world dwellings in the Cape Peninsula ? 
3.4.2 The Questionnaire and Interviewers 
The questionnaire used in the initial survey is set Cl...lt in Appendix 1. This 
questionnaire had the following problems:-
1 > 1\b date or tirre of interview is given. 
2) Case n..unbeYing was not sequential and not unique. 
3> The use of tat::l.llation led to errors of incorrectly placed replies. 
4> The attitudinal questions lost relevance on translation to Xhosa. 
5> The layo...Lt of the questionnaire led to repetition and unrecessary length. 
6) The direct questions on inc:ane probably elicited -False replies, 
partia.1lary -From male respondents. 
7) The lack of socio-economic information limits the use of the data 
collected, al thoJ.gh 1 t nust be added that the original intention was to 
investigate inc:c:me elastic:i ties. 
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Students were used as intervia-.ers. The H3RC < 1988> notes that students 
generally often cb not make satis-factory interviewers and in the initial 
survey this proved to be the case with sorre of intervia-.ers. By backchecking 
by means of subsequent surveys of respondents of the initial survey it was 
fo...J.nd that a higl! percentage had not been interviewed, as set a..r.t in detail 
below. In addition data was missing on many questionnaires. As a result the 
data was suspect and required validation. 
3.4.3 Survey date, areas and sample sizes 
The survey was carried a..t.t in Winter 1987, between the months of May and 
A.J.gust, and Sumrer 1987/8, between the months of October and May. As no dates 
were given on the questionnaire the exact date cannot be ascertained. A 
fUrther major drawback is that the summer and winter samples were different 
and thus tine-series data on the same respondents co...tld not be collected. 
The areas chosen -for 
Cape town, namely ; 
the i ni ti al survey were the -formal black townships of 
Langa, Guguleth.J., Nyanga and Khayel i tsha village. In 
addition sane informal areas of l<hayeli tsha were chosen. For the 
identi-fication of the -frame the population of the -formal areas was obtained 
-fran of-ficial -figures and that of Khayeli tsha by estimating the number of 
d.Ellings and applying an occ:upancy -factor. 
A ranci:m ~ling technique was used whereby each a...elling was numbered and 
then ranc:bm n..mbers selected. The HSRC ( 19EE> notes that this technique cbes 
not give a ~letely spatially ranc:bm 5all1lle. It was also -fo..lnd that only 
respondents in the main d.Ell ings had been intervia-.ed and as a result the 
large number of backyard shack d.Ellers with di-fferent socio-eConomic 
characteristics had been missed. 
The table below sets a..t.t the number of returns in each area. 
TAELE 3.1 INITIPL SURVEY. 
PR£A a...M"ER WINT'ER TOTPL ESTI~TEO 
SPtA..E 8Pt'A...E ~ f-O..EEHl_OO 
Langa 41 30 71 3 01:/J 
Nyanga 54 29 83 2 400 
Nyanga West 28 28 1 000* 
~lethu 92 63 155 8 484 
Khayel i tsha - -formal 111 50 161 5 000 
Khaye 1 i tsha - i nforma 1 55 55 15 000* 
TOTPL 298 255 553 
* Estimate <see also chapter 5) 
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3.4.4 Coding, data entry and statistical manipulation 
The initial survey was c:oded in part by the originators of the project and in 
part by the author. Data entry was initially by rreans of punch cards but this 
was replaced by . direct entry on a l"bhawk terminal by operators. Data 
'c:leaning' and statistical manipulations ~~ere carried a.1t by means of the 
B'1DP statistical package on the l..CT Sperry mainframe. 
3.4.5 Summary of data 
The rumeric variables of the initial survey are sumnarised in Appendix 4. 
3. 5 Tl-E Fa..La,.r1JP aRvEY 
3.5.1 ObJectives 
The objectives of the Cape c:::anponent of the -follON"'"I..Ip survey ~~ere as 
-follows:-
1> To backc:heck a samp 1 e of the i ni ti al survey to asc:erta in what 
proportion of the interviews had in -fact been carried a.1t. 
2> To c:a'I1Jare results and -form a time--series data base where respondents 
had been intervi&ed before. 
3> To interview shack d.oellers in the -formal t.a.lnships and ascertain 
whether the results of the initial survey ~~ere skSEd. 
4) To increase the n..unber of respondents in the infOrmal areas c:overed 
in the initial survey. 
5) To survey the larger infOrmal areas not c:overed by the initial 
survey, namely; Khayelitsha site C, "Greenpoint", "lusaka" and 
Crossroads. 
6) To establish soc:io-ec:orcmic data on the -families in the survey. 
7) To establish data on migration rates and periods of cx:c:upancy. 
8> To provide the basis -for a further detailed ~tionnaire. 
The objectives of the Transvaal survey were to broaden the sc:ope of the study 
and to ~re energy usage and other data between the infOrmal areas of the 
Cape and Transvaal. 
3.5.2 The a..estionnaire and interviaers 
A new ~tionnaire was developed that acbpted the c:ore questions of the 
initial survey but added questions on origin, migration, age, employment, 
expenditure and other -factors. The questionnaire attempted to simpli-fy work 
in the -field and as a result was post-coded rather than pre-coded. This 
alloed the questionnaire to be dealt with in a shorter time although more 
data was c:ollected than in the initial survey. In addition an attempt was 
made to recti-fy the perceived shortc:cming of the initial survey in terms of 
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direct questions on ircone by use o-f inc:c:me categories and incane checks in 
the -form o-f expenditure questions. The attitudinal questions ~.Ere also 
crodi-fied to · allow unpronpted replies. The questionnaire was piloted in the 
Transvaal. This same questionnaire was used in both the Transvaal and -follow 
up SUYVeys and is set o.J.t in Appendix 2. 
In both the Transvaal and the Cape a single ~11 time interviBI'er was used. 
This permitted the author to ac:conpany the interviewer ~re possible and to 
c:hec:k all returns on a daily basis. Using a single intervia.er has however 
the drawback o-f rot being able to C011Jare returns -frc:m di-f-ferent interviewers 
to establish personal bias. 
In the Transvaal the interviewer was a man -frc:m Moutse who was highly 
quali-fied <unemployed sc:hool teacher> and with some experience in intervi&o~S 
-for t.t-e CSIR. In the Cape the interviewer was a Xhosa wanan who was a 
professional interviewer -for the 1-SRC. The experience o-f the interviewers was 
re-flected in the rumber o-f conpleted returns < 100"1. in both surveys> and the 
low level o-f missing data, under 4% in both cases. The high q..&al i ty o-f 
-field.o.ork and c:onstant monitoring resulted in a body ot= data with a high 
level o-f c:on-fidence. 
3.5.3 Survey dates, areas, sample sizes and randomizing techniques 
The Transvaal SUYVey was carried o.J.t in AJgust and September 1988, over a 
period o-f both cold and· warm weathe•"". The Sl..lrVey in the Cape was carried OJ.t 
-frc:m October to Oecanber 1988, again under a variety of weather conditions. 
A large sample in a single area was d"losen in the Transvaal as the level of 
con-fidence in the data was 100re important that the reed to c:cver all areas 
~i c:h was beyond the b.r.dget of the SUYVey in any event. ThE! area chosen was a 
new and rapidly growing informal settlement known as "tA.I.n..lsa" or "Pola Park". 
The Speed o-f growth had OJ.tstripped the n..vnbering proceci.Jre of the local 
authority who in any case had ro map of the area or an acCJrate population 
-figure. The sampling technique consisted of ascertaining as ac:c..J.r"ately as 
possible the n..vnber of shacks and then interviB'IIing every 20th shack. Shacks 
were returred to unti 1 a respondent was available. \l.tlSre ro respondent was 
available that rumber in the series wae abandored. Respondents were \ltohere 
possible the head of household or alternatively the person <gererally a 
woman> who did the c:ooking. 
In the Cape the address set of the initial survey was the -frame in the -formal 
areas and -for a small part of the in-formal area. Ttus \ltohere the survey wae a 
backc:heck the ~~le was a strati-fied ore within the original random sample, 
obtaired by using every nth original address - the sample obtaired is ttus 
random. The value o-f n varied -frc:m 3 to 5. In the areas llotlic:h had rot been 
dealt with in the initial survey a rand:mizing proceci.Jre of selecting blcx:ks 
<a-fter a sketch plan had been prepared) as per the HSRC <1988) technique was 
-followed. 
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The table below sets out the areas covered in the survey and the rumber o-f 
returns. 
TAa.E 3.2 TI-E Fa .. U:W-{.JP 9....R\£Y - CAPE 
GRClJPII\G SJBTOTPL % AREA RETlJRI'.S % 
Old Formal Lang a 23 12,8 
Ci..lgu 1 eth.J. 22 12,2 
57 31,7 Nyanga 5 2,8 
New Formal Khayelitsha village 40 22,2 
46 25.6 New Crossroads 6 3,3 
01 d i nt=ormal Khayelitsha Site 8 19 10,6 
Khayelitsha Site C 20 11' 1 
49 27,2 01 d Crossroads 10 5,6 
New in-formal 34 Khaye 1 i tsha 'Greenpo i nt' 34 18,9 
18,9 "Lusaka" Squatter Camp 10 5,6 
TOT PL. 180 100,0 180 100,0 
The Transvaal survey covered 67 respondents. The area is treated as a 
seperate entity. 
3.5.4 Coding, data entry and statistical manipulation 
In contrast to the initial survey the data was post-coded. Data was entered 
directly by the author onto diskette on a micro--mnputer. Statistical 
manipulation was by means at= the "Statgraphics" package at= the in-formation 
technology 1 ibrary. 
3.5.5 &.mnary at= data 
The rumeric variables at= the -follow-up survey are Sl..ll'lmarised in Appendix 4. 
The distritu.tion networks at= various types at= -fuel were the subject at= three 
-further brief structured questionnaire surveys. The objective at= this 
exercise was to obtain in-formation that was not unccvered in the cbnestic 
environnent at= the -follow up survey. The networks under study were;-
1 > Wood Gatherers. 
This questionnaire -fOcusses attention on wood which, contrary to 
expectations, is not widely used as -fuel. Some 10 wanen were interviewed and 
their tu.ndles weighed and rreasured. The survey should be considered a pi lot 
study and may not be fully representative. 
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2> Pa~a~in Selle~s. 
The pa~a~in dist~ibution netwo~k is la~ge and difTuse. As a ~esult only a 
small pa~t of the info~mal a~ea o~ Khayelitsha was cove~ed and 10 vendo~s of 
the fuel ~anging :f~an individ.lals to shop cwne~s we~e inte~ia.Ed. As sane 
aspects o~ the network had been ur-cove~ed ci.Jring the c:a.1rse of the -fall~ up 
survey the level of co~idence in this small ~ey is relatively high. 
3 > Gas Me~ chants. 
As -for the above surveys 10 interviews were ca~~ied cut, in this case on gas 
merchants. The survey covered a slightly large~ a~ea of Khyalitsha than that 
-fa~ the pa~a~in selle~s with sane inte~iews in the -fo~mal areas. As the gas 
dist~ibution system is ~elatively highly structu~ed sane co~idence may be 
placed in the ~esul ts. 
The questionnai~es used a~e set cut in Appendix 3. 
3. 7 TI-E ELECTRICITY 9...JRVEY 
The elect~i~ied households of Langa and Gugulet.tu -formed the basis of an in-
depth survey of elect~ici ty consumption patterns, patte~ns of disconnections 
and of cutstanding balances. This data was supplied by the City Ccunci 1 of 
Cape Town, as ~ead ~ran meters and ~~an reco~ded data. 
3. 8 0 I STR I B.JTIQ\JS Pf.JO Q-0 ICE CF STAT! ST I CA.. TEC-NI GlES 
O"li~qua~ed tests we~e conci.lcted on all of the rume~ic variables to test the 
Ht against no~mal o ... Lrves. Age, ~amily size, n...ambe~ of aci.llts pe~ ~amily, 
income and electricity expenditure exhibited small signi~icance levels while 
the remaining variables had ze~o. None of the o...LrVeS COJld be conside~ed to 
app~oach ~mal. This was cor~oborated by a visual check v.tlich showed a wide 
scatter of the data. 
As a result of these attributes non-parametric statistical· techniques were 
the primary analytical tools used in the analyses but these were backed up 
with pa~amet~ic techniques where the inte~pretation of both techniques 
p~ovided additional insight. Whe~e non-paramet~ic co~~elation p~oceci.l~es are 
-followed the Spearman rank correlation proceci.lre is used. This correlation 
technique is less powerful than the pa~amet~ic Pea~son correlation technique 
but is applicable regardless of the underlying distribution. The Spearman 
rank correlation coefTicient has a power~iciency of 91% in relation to the 
Pearson correlation coefTicient. That is, it is 91% as ~icient at rejecting 
the rull hypothesis. 
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3.9 CATE~IZATIClll 
A primary categorization of the Cape survey by settlerent type was carried 
a.Jt with the categories as follows:-
a> Old formal - The older established black t,a,.,nships of Langa, 
Nyanga and Guguleth.J.. 
b) New formal - The new black t,a,.,nships of Khayel i tsha village 
<Kulani Park> and New Crossroads. 
c) Old informal - The older squatter areas of Site 8, Site C 
and 01 d Crossroads. 
d) New informal - The recent squatter areas of "Lusaka" and 
"Greenpoint". 
The Transvaal survey was on a single area lfotlich -fell into category d). 
As will be seen in chapter 5 there are substantial di fTerenc::es.. in all socio-
economic characteristics between the areas, indicating the validity of this 
primary spatial categorization. Further categorization in terms of the 
character variables was then carried a.Jt and groups based on these variables 
as well as the rumeric and transforrred variables were generated. 
3. 10 A 1\lJTE Clll rEe::RIPTI'v£ TERMIN1.CEY 
The processes and relationships revealed in the analysis belON have to be 
described. These descriptions are quali-fied as they depend on treasures of 
central tendency and inexact as language cannot convey the precision of 
rumbers. An example -fran no less an authority than Keyres <1936:94> indicates 
that this is general problem. In the q..&ete belcw he sets a.Jt "Engels law" 
~ich is described in 3.1 above. 
"~ ~tal psychological law, upon floi"lich we are' entitled to 
depend with~ mnridence both a priori Fran cur kf"DIIledge oF h.Jman nature 
and From the detailed Facts oF experience, is that men are disposed, ~ 
rule and on the average, to incre.:Jse their consumption as their inc:ane 
incredSBS, but not by as fTI.J.ch as the increase in their inc:ane." 
The terms in ~tion are underlined. 
------oOoa~~-----
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~ a::ra.J"PTICN PNO TRPN3ITICN IN B:l.JD-Effl PFRICA: 
. A'A.YSIS CF EXISTir--G rATA 
PART A1 8\ERGY CD.B..J"PTICN A'ID TRPN3ITICN IN ~ PFRICA 
4.1 OBJECTIVES PIIIO OCOPE 
The objectives O'f this chapter are to assess sane cross-sectional and time-
series data available -for certain A-frican ccuntries, and to investigate the 
consumption patterns -for indications O'f eneYgy transition at a national 
scale. 
CA.Ie to the 1 imitations O'f data 14 a:::untries were selected -for the initial 
investigation O'f macro-eccncmic relationships. A more detailed analysis O'f 5 
countries then -follc:ws. At this level O'f analysis energy c:c~tion is still 
dealt with in aggregate t:ut the donestic sector is the main -fooJs O'f the 
investigation. Finally an in-depth analysis is carried OJ.t on a single 
COJ.ntry, Zimbabwe, with only the c:bnestic sector being considered. 
4.2 LIMITATIONS OF DATA 
The data available should be treated with caution. As the United Nations 
<1986:v> notes "Signi-ficant ina~cies, partio . .llarly in the coverage 
O'f traditional -forms O'f energy and energy use, sti 11 have to be overcane." 
The problem is c:::rnpOJ.nded when deal iiig with the cbnestic sector 
wherein reporting O'f energy use is at best haphazard. Traditional fUels are 
wood, ciJng and crop wastes. 
4.3 DATA USED 
On the basis O'f availability O'f energy data <United 
1987> and socio-demographic data <A-frica Insight, 
A-frican countries were selected -for analysis. 
Nations, 1983, 1985, 
1987 > 14 9...lb-Sahar an 
The socio-demographic variables selected -for analysis were; 1985 total 
population; 197o-1980 growth rates O'f the total population and urban 
population; 1985 urban population; 1985 percentage urbanized; 1985 per capita 
G\P and B\IP growth -for the period 1973-1980 or parts thereo-f. GDP WOJ.ld have 
been preferable t:ut data was not available -for all the COJ.ntries in question. 
The influence of exports on the G\P should be borne in mind. 
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The energy related variables were the 1985 quantities and the 197o-1980 
gr~th rates O'f the consumption O'f - a> total conmercial energy, b) 
electl'ici ty, c) woodfuel and d) paraffin. These variables were trans-formed, 
inter a 1 i a, to give net energy per c_ap ita -for each o-f the -fuels. The 
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The negative gr~th rates O'f the a\F are a -feature of the table, as are the 
high rates O'f population and urban gr~. It is signi-ficant that South 
Africa, which is identi-fied internally as having 'rapid urbanization' is 
ranked last in this respect. 
4. 4 CXlRREI....ATICl'J ~ YSES 
4.4.1 Relationships between socio-demographic variables 
A Spearman rank correlation analysis O'f the relationships between the socio-
demographic variables indicates the -foll~ing:-
i > There is a very strong relationship <correlation coefficient 0,81 > between 
the population gr~ rate and the urban gr~th rate. This may indicate that 
both natural increase is a major -factor in urban growth, and that rapid rural 
population growth stimulates rural-urban migration. 
ii> There is a negative relationship <correlation coefficient -o,51> between 
the level O'f urbanization and the rate O'f urban growth. This is to be 
expected in terms O'f the dynamics O'f urbanization where high gr~th rates are 
attainable at the early stages O'f the proc:ess <see Ledent, 1982>. 
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There are, signi-ficantly, no correlations with the GNP or GNP -growth and 
other socio-demographic variables. 
4.4.2 Relationships between the socio-demographic and -fuel variables 
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Spearman rank correlation ~icients. Levels oT signiTicance + ~!. 
except * level oT signi Ticance 85'1. to ~/. 
The strong correlation o-f total population growth rate and the growth rats o-f 
wood -fuel · is indicative oT the reliance oT most oT 9.J.b-Saharan Africa on 
tradi tiona! -fuels and a COnTirmation o-f the reality oT the wood-fuel &isis in 
this region. 
The energy transition process is reflected in the inTluence oT the level o-f 
urbanization on the per capita consumption o-f wood, paraT-fin and electricity. 
l.t.tli le the levels o-f signi-ficance are not high encugh to draw -firm conclusions 
the indications are that in countries with higher levels oT urbanization 
there is a shi-ft away Trom wood-fuel to paraT-fin and electricity. 
On the other hand l"'lo.Ever it appears that ~n the rate o-f urban growth is 
high the per capita consumption oT woodfuel is also higher while that oT 
electricity is lower - bearing in mind that the urban growth rate and levels 
o-f urbanization are negatively correlated. Again, the levels oT signi-ficance 
are not high erou.gh to draw Hrm conclusions, but the -finding is in line with 
the general decline in the level oT services in many rapidly growing African 
taNns <see also Potter < 1985> in this regard>. It sho...tld be noted that South 
Africa is no di-f-Ferent in this regard. On a per capita basis oT all urban 
South Africans electricity consumption has also declined over the last 
decade. 
The table illustrates the pervasive influence o-f the level o-f the ~ per 
capita on the consumption and rate o-f increase o-f consumption o-f fUels. In 
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the case o1= waodfuel there is a regative correlation with the (3\.f-1 per capita 
suggesting that the transition fran this fuel is also dependent on the 
creation o1= wealth, rather than the move to cities alone. The gr~th rate o1= 
the 13\P per capita is not related to the fuel variables in question. 
4.4.3 Relationships between fuel variables 
The fuel variables correlate to each other in sane cases as follo.-s. 
i) There is a strong regative correlation, correlation coefficient -0,61 at 
significance level 97"!., between the per capita consumption o1= waod and o1= 
electricity. This is an indication o1= the energy transition process, but, as 
will be seen bel~ the shift is via transi tiona! fuels rather than directly 
fran wood to electricity. 
ii) There is a strong positive correlation, correlation coefficient 0,60 at 
significance level 97"!., between the per capita consumption o1= paraffin and 
gr~th rate o1= the consumption o1= this fuel. This suggests increasing 
rapidity o1= ad:Jption o1= this fuel as it becO'nes more readily available. 
4. 5 INOICATICN3 CF TI-£ 8£RGY ~ITIO"J PROCESS 
~i le the sample is small the results suggest that in Sub-Saharan Africa 
there are indications o1= an energy transition process. This process is the 
shift away fran waodfuel to the use o1= paraffin and electricity. The process 
is influenced by both urbanization level and the level o1= ecoronic 
development o1= a COJ.ntry (as measured by 13\P/capi ta> but cbes not appear to 
be influenced by the rate o1= gr~ of the 13\P per capita. The population 
gr~th rate and the UYban gr~h rate are closely linked <see above> and high 
rates o1= these variables stirrulate the further consumption o1= waodfuel. 
The results rrust be seen in the light o1= severe data limitations on the ore 
hand, and a decade o1= general ecoronic dec:l ire in Sub-Saharan Africa, as 
evinced in table 4.1, on the other. The expected shift to transi tiona! fuels, 
in this case paraffin, is not as significant as expected. A deeper analysis 
is required to unc:cver the role o1= these transi tiona! fuels. 
4. 6 EI'£RGY CD'SJ"PTI O"J pt...~O ~I TI O"J IN TI-£ IXJ"ESTI C ~CTIF 
The analysis at this point foc::usses on the cbnestic sectors o1= 5 countries, 
namely Kenya, Malawi, Nigeria, Zambia and Zimbable. 
The i~rtance o1= the cbrestic sector in the energy balances o1= the countries 
in question is graphically illustrated in figure 4.1 overleaf. Even in 
Nigeria the danestic sector accounts for more than 60"!. o1= the total energy 
consumed. In Zambia the relatively large amo.Jnts o1= energy consumed by the 
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mines distorts the picture. Malawi is representative of the , poor-er African 
nations with the earestic sector acCOJnting -for 84% of the total energy 
consumed. In all these co..mtries traditional -fuels <"re of overll't'lelming 
importance in the c:bnestic sector. As a proportion of the total net energy 
consumption in this sector they acCOJnted fOr 99,2"1. in Malawi, 97,8"1. in 
Kenya, 96,~/. in Zambia, 93,2"/. in Zimbabwe and 94,8"/. in Nigeria. 
The change in total energy consumption, by -fuel, -for 5 of the ca.mtries in 
question, -for a 4 year period from 1981 to 1984 is illustrated in figure 4.2 
below. Al thCl..lgh the time series data on llt'li~ the figure is based is 1 imi ted 
several factors are apparent. Firstly, lfO:Jdftiel consumption increased in all 
the countries in question. Secondly, electricity is the -fuel that posts the 
highest growth rates. Thirdly, of the transitional -fuels, gas shows positive 
growth rates in only two co..mtries. Paraffin shows no growth and in fact 




of 1 iquid 
suggests that, in the c±:mestic sector, where energy transition is 
electricity is the cbninant substitute fOr traditional -fuels. Even 
the growth in the consumption of electricity is greater than that 
-fuels. It thus appears that at this level of analysis the 
indications of energy transition are erratic. To uncover the process analysis 
at the level of the household, and corrected fOr population growth, is 
required. 
"GURI! ~.a CHANQI!8 IN T01lU. NI!T I!NI!RGY 
OON8UMitTIONa I AFRICAN OOUNnl!a 1H11~ 
~ CHANOI! HR ANNUM 1181 - 1H4 
KENYA MALMI NIGERIA ZAMBIA ZIMBABWE 
Bill QAS -PARAFFIN -ELECTRICITY !:::::::::::) WOOD 
Souroea UllltM Net ... a. 1eM 
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FIOURI! 4.1 I!NEROY CON8UMftTION IIY UCTOR 
FIVE AFRICAN COUNTRIES ,__.. 
DOMESTIC 8-4$ 
~~~~~~~~OTHER 2S 
IND & CONS 7$ 
MALAWI - 71 TJ 
KENYA - 326 TJ 
TRANPORT lOS 
IND & CONS 2CS TRANSPORT 1C$ 
ZAMBIA - 167 TJ ZIMBABWE - 157 TJ 
OTHER 3S 
IND & CONS 20S 
NIGERIA - 1393 TJ 
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4. 7 Tl-£ CASE CF Z I MBAEW:: 
Zimbat:J..e is important fur canparison purposes with South Africa. It is 
relatively highly industrialised (second in SUb-Saharan Africa) but has an 
urbanization level of roughly halT= ·that of South Africa. It may be assumed 
that the energy transi tian pl'acess in Zimbat:J..e is, at any given time, at a 
less advanced stage than in South Africa. 
The 1986 l.J\1 data fur energy consumption in Zimbab.o.e fur the period 1981 to 
1984 is tabulated below. 
TAFL£ 4.3 1\ET 8\ERGY a::J\SJ'FITI Cl'J BY I-O.J3EJ-O....DS IN Z I MBAEW:: 
1981-84 TERAJa..LES PER PN\l..M 
1981 1982 1983 1984 
TJ TJ TJ TJ 
~ 0 0 0 0 
LPP 0 0 0 0 
LPG 182 228 182 182 
ELEC 3 572 3 562 3 342 3425 
TRAD 47 161 48 841 47 864 49 329 
TOT 50 916 52 630 51 388 52 936 
Source. l.J\II TED ~TI CN3, 1986. 
This data shc:l...lld be canpared with those of Hosier (1986) whose data is based 
an a National ho...tsehald energy survey undertaken by the Zimbat:J..e Central 
Statistical Office in 1984. The sample consisted of ~ households of lfotlich 
aver 80"1. were in rural areas. This data is likely to be IT'UCh more accurate 
than the l.J\1 H~es quoted above. As can be seen there is a h...lge disparity 
between the 113 440 TJ total of this data and the 52 936 TJ total of the l.J\1 
data fur ~1984. 
TAa...E 4.4 1\ET 8\ERGY CXNS...t'flT I Cl'J IN Tl-£ IXI"EST IC SECTOO CF ZIMBAEW::. 
1984. TERAJ0..1..ES PER ~. 
RLm.... LOIJ rEI\61 TY HIGi CEJ\eiTY TOT~ 
LR~ LR~ 
TJ % TJ % TJ % TJ % 
~ 2700 2,6 0 0 700 17' 1 3 400 3,0 
PPRPFFIN 740 0,7 100 2,8 150 3,7 990 0,9 
GAS 0 0 10 0,3 10 0,2 20 o,o 
ELEC(Don> 130 o, 1 2 570 73,0 eB) 21,5 3 580 3,1 
FlE....I.<OD 102 260 96,6 840 23,9 2 35) 57,5 105 450 93,0 
TOT~ 105 830 3 520 4 (Y9Q 113 440 
(93,3"1.) (3,1%) <3,6%) <100%) 
(Source. 1-bsier 1986> 
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The t-uge di-fferences in patterns of erergy consumption between rural and 
urban areas are evident - -for the year in question sane 241. of Zimbab.E' s 
population lived in urban areas rut consumed only 6, 7"/. of the cbnestic sector 
total ret energy. The high density areas consist of the toNnships and 
informal areas and ho..Jse scme 239 thc:usand ho..lseholds li'i"lich is 67"1. of the 
urban total. The ret energy consumption per household in these areas was 17,8 
GJ per ann..un. The !ON density areas consist large! y of the well serviced 
-formerly white su.b...lrban areas and house sane 114 thousand ho.Jseholds. These 
!ON density areas consutred 31 GJ per ha.J.sehold per ann..un. The 1.16 mi 11 ion 
rural ha..lseholds consumed 91,6 GJ per ho.J.sehold per ann...un. These -Figures 
clearly reflect the relative ef-Ficiencies of the energy conversion 
appliances, mainly -For cooking and heating, of the various areas. 
The table is signi-Ficant as it clearly illustrates the energy transition 
process in cross-sectional data terms on the basis of a large survey. 
Woodfuel is obviously critical thrCl...lgha..tt the cbnestic sector. In the high 
density urban areas coal is adopted as a transitional -fuel and there is a 
shi-Ft to electricity. In the low density areas li'i"lich are the most a-F-Fluent 
coal is aban<±lned and electricity is precbninant b..tt there is still a high 
usage of v.o:Jd, possibly as it is used -for space heating and by cb1estic 
·servants in these areas. The transition in Zimbat:N3 is thJs an urban 
phenorena as in Sa...Lth A-frica. 
The -Fi9J.res -for para-F-Fin and gas, both important transi tiona! -fuels, are 
strikingly lON. With reference to rUr-al para-f.-~in use HaYlen and David <1983> 
state "About ~/. of rural hares use para-F-Fin -for 1 ighting and the 
average· ann..aal ~tion is about 40 1 i tres. This is a national total of 30 
mi 11 ion 1 i tres per ann..un" <p104>. With reference to the urban areas 
they note that the percentage -fuel use by Freq...tency of use was as -foll01e; 
para-F-Fin 4~1., v.o:Jd 38"1., electricity 16%, coal 1,6%, LPG 1%. They also rote, 
"Urban ho.Jseholds that use · paraffin use a great deal more <160 
1 i tres/ anr-LIITI> than rural ha..J.sehol ds because it is used -for both cooking and 
1 ighting." <p105). 
On the basis of these -Fr-equency and co~tion -Figures, and sane 230 
tho...Lsand high density urban hcuseholds, the ret energy consumption -Fr-on 
para-F-Fin would be 554 TJ in the high density areas alone, canpared to 150 TJ 
reported by 1-bsier (ibid>. Similarly, -for the rural areas the consumption 
-Figure translates into 1050 TJ per ann..un, sane 40"1. higher than the -Figure of 
Hosier <ibid>. I-F this -Figure is correct it suggests that a major cbmestic 
transition to paraffin has taken place unrcticed - possibly as a result of 
sectorial bias i.e. allocating paraffin use to the agria.1l tural and 
c:c::mrercial sectors rather than the c:bnestic, and also as a resu.l t of the 
diffia.1lty of assessing end users. As important, it illustrates the 
unreliability of published data at the macr~level as the l.J'J -Figures record 
no usage of paraffin or coal in Zimbab-.te in 1984. It also indicates the 
sensi ti vi ty of national consumption -Figures to the average consumption 
figures derived fron micr~level energy studies. 
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PART 8 - a:l.JTH PFR I C'A 
4.8 OBJECTIVES AND DATA SOURCES 
The objectives of this section are the a::mtiruation of the analysis o-f energy 
transition at a national scale with Sa..lth Africa as the CCl..lntry under study. 
For the purposes of analysis several. SCl..lrces of data were considered, whether 
the collecting of energy related statistics was the overt aim or not. 1-b.Ever 
no claim is laid to universality and certain studies were not used while 
others may have been overlooked. 
4. 9 DATA FRCM II\Ol"E ~ EXPENDITIJRE REPCRTS CF ~ CF ~ RESEARCH 
l.JIJ I VERSI TY CF SCl..JTH PFR ICA 
4.9.1 General statistics. 
The atreau of Market Research of the University of Sa..lth Africa <~> has 
prepared income and expenditure reports on the various sectors of the 
population since 1960. l.>.tlile the data collection techniques <long and canplex 
questionnaires> and the disaggregation of sore of the data may be questioned, 
taken as a ~le the data set represents a large and often overlooked 
reso...trce. For any investigation of Sa..lth Africa at the national or regional 
scale it represents an excellent departure point. 
The -format of the questionnaire used has remained relatively unchanged and 
herce tirre-series data analysis is possible. The B'fl reports are aimed at the 
t:usiness market and hence reportage on energy related i terns is not paratnCl...tnt. 
The 'Fuel and Light' category is hc:lwever of great interest. A major problem 
enc:c:l...lntered is the aggregation of housing and electricity and the lack of 
data on the n...vnber of electrf-fied eifel! ings. The older reports disaggregate 
the usage of fUel and 1 ight by inc::t::m3, rut later reports cb not, and indeed 
cb not provide any detailed reporting on this category - an indication of 
it's perceived decline in importance ? 
Table 4.5 overlea-f sunmarises certain demographic and sociCH:!COnanic data 
-from various reports. 
The -following observations may be made concerning these data. 
1. The trOtivation to urbanize is clear -from any rural-urban canparison 
of income -for the sa.ne year. 
2. The problem of poverty, particularly in the rural areas, is 
encapsulated by the very low income -figures. 
3. The income -figures that are discounted -for in-flation -for the Western 
Cape sl"'oll a drop in the mean household inc:are -from 1975 to 1985. 
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TAa.E 4.5 9....M"'ARY CF VPR. I a.JS B'1R 9...JR'v£YS. r-t..L. T I PLE B.PO< I-O...SEHJ_OO 
A.~~ AREAS 
r-ETRO DATE ~ FPM 8"F It-.C It-.C It-.e EXP EXP EXP EXP 
Af'£A SIZE SIZ RAT H/H CAP 8'P F&C 1-e: TRN AL 
I. I. I. I. 
W CAPE 1970 200 5,9 .26 117 20 73 56 6 5 2,6 
1972 214 5.9 .28 22 3.7 13 55 6 5 2,6 
1975 5,7 .27 136 24 86 54 6 6 4,1 
1985 6,4 .22 130 20 81 44 9 11 1 ,s 
PRET 1971 410 5.7 .28 18 3.2 10 48 8 7 3,2 
1900 400 6,2 .27 79 12.8 44 47 9 9 1,6 
JHB 1971 320 5,1 .28 20 3,9 12 5:) 7 7 4,2 
VM_ T 1900 300 4,95 .25 69 14 51 47 9 8 4,0 
1985 293 5,54 43 11 10. 2,4 
CFSG 1985 200 5.36 .28 140 26 88 41 12 9 2,1 
ll..JRf3PIIJ 1971 400 5,7 18 3,2 11 51 7 7 2,2 
1975 420 5,7 .27 30 5.3 8,4 56 4 6 3,3 
PE 1972 324 5,3 .32 18 3,3 10 53 6 6 2,3 
1975 396 5,6 .29 37 6,5 22 54 6 6 2,7 
8. RURPL ~ f-O'El....PND T(WII. 
DATE ~ FPM 8"F It-.C It'-C It'-C EXP EXP EXP EXP 
AREA SIZE SIZ RAT H/H CAP 8'P F&C 1-e: TRN F&L 
KWAND 1979 5.54 51 4 7 5,4 
1984 600 5,81 52 4 12 6,0 
VENDA 1977 513 5,0 .23 16 3 13 57 9 2 3,7 
1900 522 5, 1 20 4 58 8 3 3,9 
~ 1981 5,5 .24 34 6 25 57 2 4 6,5 
1985 600 5,81 .24 74 13 52 47 6 5 6,1 
B:F. UYb 1977 900 5,6 30 5 49 7 7 5,0 
rur 53 5 8 7,1 
I<A'\6 1900 598 6,0 .24 28 5 20 58 5 5 4,7 
1\lJTE 
1. Inc:ane per household <HIH>, Per person <CAP> and Employed 
person (EJ"ff) are per week. 
2. Expenditure <EXP> on food~ clothing <F&C>, housing and 
electricity <H:E> , transport <TRN> and -ft..lel ~ 1 ight <F~U 
are expressed as percentages of total expenditure 
3. Underlined -figures are disco.Jnted to 1985 costs. 
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4. There is an increase in mean hc:c.Jsehold size in both urban and rural 
areas - the consequence of oven:rcwding rather than increased -family 
size. <~ 1986:10 notes " chieF anr:Jng the reasons fOr this 
phercrnen.a are the recession and ha.J.sing shortages •• " J 
5. There is ~ decrease in the eflllloyment rate over time - the 
consequence of increased unemployment and the increasing importance of 
the in-formal sector. This is an indication of the " backwash 
urbanization" phenorenon. 
6. In spite of the atove, another indicator of we Hare, the percentage 
of expenditure spent on -food and clothing, has decl ired over time in the 
urban areas indicating increasing discretionary income. 
7. The relative expenditure on housing <including electricity> and 
transport have both increased in time, indicating inter alia the 
increased real cost of energy. 
8. The relative t::l.J.dget share of -fuel and light in any one time period is 
substantially higher in the rural areas than in the metropolitan areas. 
This share would be -further increased i-f non--carmet"'cial -fuelwood was 
included. This indicates that the real "energy crisis" is still in the 
rural areas. 
9. Altha.lgh erratic, there has been a decline over time in the relative 
expenditure on .fuel and 1 ight in the urban areas. This decl ire shalld be 
seen against the backdrop of the social indicators discussed atove. In 
addition it sho.Jld be borne in mind that shHts in ore group can mask 
shi-fts in other groups. The shi-ft to electrici ty, included in the 
hcusing category, could mask a relative increase in the -fuel and light 
category of non--e lectr i Tied ha.Jsehol ds. In spite of this, -frc:m this data 
it would appear that in terms of a...Lrrent total hc:c.Jsehold expenditure 
-fuel is not a problem in the urban areas. 
10. In the rural areas, in 2 out of 3 case9, there has been a small 
increase over time in the relative expenditure on -fuel and light. 
Unchanged levels of poverty in these areas are an explanation. 
Taken as whole a picture emerges of great regional economic. disparity, of a 
slew and ambiguous increase in wel-fare in the metropolitan areas, and of a 
transition process in W"lich the relative ill'4JOrtance of -fuel and light decline 
over time. 
4. 9.2 Fuel use in the rural areas. 
A cross-sectional comparison of -fuel data -frc:m ~ reports -for 3 "honeland" 
areas is presented in table 4.6 belcw. The data on wood 111..l5t be treated with 
caution as it relates to commercia 11 y obtai ned wood and not collected 
-fuelwood. It is signi-ficant hoever that the use of wood is in inverse 
relationship to the economic wel-fare o-f the area in question, as indicated by 
the incone data in the previcus table. The table is arranged in increasing 
• urbanity' , -frc:m the wholly rural areas to the wholly urban hare land areas. 
The use of 11100d decreases rronotonically with increasing urbanity. 
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TAB..E 4.6 RELATIVE EXPENDITURE Q\J R.E....S. 1977. 
~ PREAS AND I-O'ELAND TQ.>J\S 
AREA GAS ()lCL ~D PARA CP4'Jil....E OTI€R* 
% % % % % % 
I.£NDA 1 '3 4,9 22,9 57,6 7,3 5,9 
~ 2,9 28,9 16,0 36,8 9,3 6,0 
OOAJT}-JA- Rural areas 1,3 27,8 12,9 38,2 14,0 4,9 
T~ Squatters 2,0 55,1 10,3 18,5 12,4 7,4 
Large t.a.ln 1,0 53,1 11,5 20,3 11' 1 2,8 
Total 0,9 41,4 11,8 28,8 12,9 4,0 
T~I Urban 1 '9 42,5 11,3 27,2 12,4 2,6 
* Includes meths and match. 
Paraffin is the major -fuel in the wholly rural areas. Coal is the cbninant 
fuel in the towns. The squatter areas O'f Boph..J.thatswana have a fuel use 
prO'fi le identical to the urban areas. The location O'f these areas adjacent to 
the 'border' and their function as rural dormitory areas IT'USt be barre in 
mind. 
Fo..1r O'f these areas are indicated on -figure 4.3. 
FIG....A:: 4.3 PERCENTPtGE EXPENDITURE CN FlE....S IN ~ AREAS. 1977 
R4RA 38.2 



















4.9.3 Fuel use in the urban areas. 
The data -for the urban areas is tabula ted bel ON. 
TAELE 4.7 RE:l....ATIVE EXPENDITIJRE ON FlELS. 1977. 
t'ETROPO..IT~ AREAS. 
AREA GAS ca:L ~0 PARA ~[]_£ DntR* 
I. I. I. I. I. I. 
PRETORIA 0,4 63,8 17,9 7,5 7,2 3,2 
~SBJRG 1,8 59,2 10,3 12,9 12,9 2,9 
a.CE"F'Cl\ITEIN 45,3 14,0 26,6 10,6 3,6 
PI ETERr'M I TZB..JRG 0,7 19,3 35,0 31,2 9,1 4,9 
a.JR~ 1' 1 22,2 9,0 45,7 16,8 5,0 
PE I UI~ 3,2 0,8 12,1 63,7 8,9 11,3 
EAST LCl'JOCN 1,4 7,7 4,2 68,8 6,1 10,8 
CAPE TCW\1 2,9 3,2 7,0 77,5 4,2 5,3 
* Inc 1 udes rreths and match. 
The relative importance of parafTin vis a vis coal is graphically illustrated 
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From this table and ~igure 4.4 above an inverse relationship between para~in 
and coal use in the metropolitan areas is revealed.- As a result a regional 
division into coal dominant and para~in dominant regions is possible - with 
the Transvaal and Orange Free State ~ailing into the -former region and the 
Cape into the latter. Pietermaritzburg represents a di~rent system where 
wood is still the dominant fUel. Expenditure on wood is generally higher in 
the coal dominant region than in the para~in cbninant region, possibly as it 
is used as kindling -for coal ~ires, b.Jt the pattern is not clear-a.J.t. At this 
stage, in 1977, gas was an insigniTicant item ~ expenditure, ranking on 
average belc::JN matches. Candles on the other hand were signi~icant. 
4.9.4 Fuel usage by incore grcup in Cape Town in 1972 
The usage~ black ho.Jseholds ~-fuels in the •-tuel and light• category is 
disaggregated by inc:ore and end use in a ~ report -for Cape Town for 1972, 
the last date at which this disaggregation was per-formed. The -following 
salient point~ emerge ~rom this document:-
1> For lighting para-Htn use ~alls ott slightly as inc::cme ircreasea, 
electricity use increases sharply while the use of candles is c:cratant 
across the i ncone range. 
2> For heatirq para-Hin use increases sharply in the highest inc::are 
group. Electricity · is only used to a signi~icant degree in the last two 
inc:ore groups. The use ~ c:cal -for heating increases with inc::are, as 
d:les wood, although singly these -fuels are ~minor importance. Coal and 
wood canbined are more important as a -fuel, b.Jt with an erratic pattern 
of use by i nc::cme group. 
3> For cookirq para-Hin is used by 100"/. of the loest inc::cme group, 
supplemented with coal or teal and wood canbined. The use of para-Hin 
- dlacli nes sharply with i nc:are, as opposed to coal and c:cal and wood 
canbined which increase. The use of electricity is only signi~icant in 
the highest incane groups. 
From the above it is evident that 
heatirq and cookirq. As early as 
Cape, b.Jt c:cal and wood canbined, 
para~in is the dominant -fuel -for 1 ightirq, 
1972 wood was already a minor -fuel in the 
with the wood probably used for kindling, 
were important -fuels -for cooking. Only in the case of cooking is a clear-cut 
substitution of -fuels . discernible, b.Jt even here para~in remained the 
dominant -fuel -for the highest inc::cme group. It is noteworthy that in 1972 the 
use of gas was negligible. 
1.-t.hile these Tigures are ou.t of date they serve in the development of time 
series data for the understanding of the energy transition process. 
Figure 4.5 below presents the data -for heating and cooking. 
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Fia.R:: 4. ~ FLEL LJ3E FN IN:O£. CAPE TOt-N 1972 
CXD<It\G PftlJ ~TIM;. <8a.rce 9'R 1972) 
COOKING BY lNCOME GROUP 
CAPE TOWN 1972 <Source BHR 1972> 
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4.10 ENERGY STUDIES 
As noted in the literature survey, the last cEca.de has seen an increasing 
rumber O'f So...lth African energy studies which focus attention on the use O'f 
energy by the populations in question. They highlight aspects rot covered in 
general market research surveys, particularly energy consumption and fuel 
pre-ferences. These energy studies have to date treated rural villages, small 
'haneland' ~ns and in one case a rretropolitan area, as their subjects. A 
wealth O'f in-formation is available in these studies and while a full 
c:anparison is beyond the scope O'f this dissertation the data fron several 
energy studies is conplied in table 4.8. A cautionary rote rrust be sa..mded 
that the objectives and data collection techniques O'f the studies presented 
dif-fer widely. 
In all the studies reported use is made O'f several fuels sirrul taneously. For 
those studies reporting the data fuelwood and parafTin are the dominant fuels 
in terms O'f their frequercy O'f use, the latter achieving close on full 
representation. In terms O'f expenditure the importance O'f fuelwood in rural 
areas is clear, ranging fron 23"1. to 54%, rut it is generally rot the dominant 
fuel. 1-ic::wever ron--c:onm3rcial fuels make up a proportion O'f the fuels used in 
rural areas and these are rot included. Fuelwood in the urban areas is in the 
10"1. to 20"1. range O'f the carmercial fuel rudget. ParafTin is sane 35"1. of the 
fuel rudget in the rural areas in the cases where other c:cmrercial fuels are 
used. In the urban areas parafTin ranges fron 20"1. (where electricity is 
available) to 50"1. O'f the fuel rudget. Dry batteries acc:c:unt for a significant 
proportion O'f all fuel costs, in all cases more than candles, indicating the 
penetration O'f battery driven appliances. 
Un-fortunately total ha..lsehold expenditure is rot available and the share O'f 
fuel in the total household rudget cannot be calculated. 1-ic::wever, in terms O'f 
the proportion O'f ho.J.sehold incone spent on fuel there is an i nverse 
relationship, as expected, between income and this proportion. 
The broad pattern revealed by these energy studies is that O'f widespread 
carmercialization O'f fuel wood in the rural areas and widespread use O'f 
parafTin. In the urban areas parafTin and coal are the dominant fuels and 
carmercial fuelwood and gas minor fuels. Taken as whole these energy studies 
confirm the rural urban di-fferences and the regional differences highlighted 
by the ~ data rut no tirre-series analysis is possible. Indications O'f the 
energy transition process are th.Js unexpl ici t. !.\hen conpared to the B'1R data 
in detail hoNever a rumber O'f questions are raised- particularly the 
significant dif-ferences in the expenditures on fuels found in recent energy 
studies. 
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TArLE 4.8 ~y CF ~TA FR01 CERTAIN EI\ERGY STUDIES 
A. PRELIMINARY ~TA 
t\0 ~TE PREA VIL..l..FG:: a..ASS- t\0 H/H H/H R..E... AS 
~ IFICATICN RESP SIZE It-.e W< I. It-.e 
1 1979 LESJT. Male-fi loare rural 20 5,2 7,6 14,5 
2 1986 SA 6 Villages rural 231 
3 1988 CI9<EI 10 villages rural 100 7,3 94,0 9,6 
4a/b 1987 CFS Botshabelo resset. 200 6,5 79,3 11,4 a 
5a/b 1987 CFS Mangaung to.-.ln 100 6,9 96,4 9,8 a 
6 1987 BJP. Ma-fi k /l"mab town 55 6,8 47,7 13,9 
7 1986 C.T. Crossroads metro 85 
8 1988 CI9<EI 5 to.-.lns to.-.ln 100 6,8 103,1 7,7 
9 1986 "M.. Soweto metro 60 67.2,67 
10 1986 Tvl Soweto metro 41 479,43 8,26* 
8. I. I-O..JS8-0.J)S L6 II\E Fl.E.... 
STUDY Fl.E.... PARA- ~ GAS ELEC CPt\10 DRY CAR OTH 
t\0* VOJD FFIN BAT BAT ER 
3 86 99 3 13 0 65 89 13 65 
6 76 96 42 15 4 87 38 9 38 
7 38 100 45 4 0 52 49 
8 58 98 1 16 0 65 80 11 18 
9 60 72 60 36 0 67 
10 54 48 54 50 100 70 
c. I"'EPt.J I"'OfTH_ Y EXPEND I~ CN FlE.... 
811.JDY Fl.E.... PARA- ~ GAS ELEC LJ:t.JD ~y OTI-ER 
t\0 VOJD FFIN BAT TOT 
1 R 1' 10 1' 10 
% 100 ? 
2 R 8,80 5,59 1,86 0,76 0 1 '71 16,40 
% 54 34 11 5 0 11 100 
3 R 8,75 14,16 0,53 4,46 0 2,26 6,92 [37,038,88 
% 23 36 1 11 0 6 18 5 100 
4a R 3,96 14,95 5,64 3,75 0 3,94 6,50 39,33 
% 10 38 14 10 0 10 17 100 
4b R 12,02 15,37 18,52 3,55 0 4,50 6,61 61,16 
% 20 25 30 17 0 7 11 100 
5a R 3,36 11,44 4,96 1,24 10,30 2,48 6,94 40,92 
% 12 28 12 3 25 6 17 100 
5b R 8,68 12,18 16,45 1, 76 12,50 2,68 6,81 61,26 
% 14 20 27 3 20 4 11 100 
6 R 5,30 14,00 3,50 2,30 0 3,60 28,70 
I. 19 49 12 8 13 
7 R 11,25 23,33 14,75 1,25 0 2,41 4,92 58,00 
% 19 40 25 2 4 100 
8 R 5,68 15,11 0 4,09 0 1,91 7,41 34,23 






































1. Best, M. ( 1979) Malefi loare 1979 
2. Eberhard, A.A. 1986 
3. Tobich R.G. & Dingley C.E. 1988 
4a Read Consultants 1987 
b .. .. 1987 
5a Read Consultants 1987 
b .. .. 1987 
6. Eberhard A.A & Dickson, B.J. 1987 
7. Eberhard, A.A. 1986 
8. Tobich, R.G. & Dingley, C.E. 1988 
9. Gervais, J.H. 1986 
10. .. .. 1986 



















Total pop. sampled 
UnEighted addition of samples 




Ma-fikeng/l'tnabatho peri~ban areas 
Crossroads on 1 y 
Towns in Ciskei 
Ure 1 ectr i -fi ed samp 1 e - i ncore 
below R500 
Electri-fied sample - incc:me 
below R500 
1. Means calculated over whole Sc3f11Jle not within user grCl.JP. 
2. Costs ·in rands at given date i.e. rot disCD..Lnted Tor in-flation. 
3. Useful energy consumption calculated Tor 3a, b -fran given costs, assuming 
coalbag = 25kg and ~dbag = 20kg and e-f-ficiencies as below. 
4. Efficiencies Tor use-ful energy consumption - gas 75"1., paraffin 50"1., coal 
20"1. and wood 10"/. <Source: A. Eberhard; Persc:an>. 
Figure 4.6 overlea-f presents the expenditure on -fuels -found in sane of the 
erergy studies. The study runbers relate to those in the table above. 
DRY BAT 17S 
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I'IGURI! 4.1 P!RCI!NTAGI! !XJ!ti!NDITURI! ON I'UI!L8 
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4. 11 Cll'O....US I 0\S 
From the study of cbrest i c erergy transition in Sa..lth A-frica at the national 
scale a number of tentative conclusions may be drawn. 
Firstly, a division between coal and parafTin dominated regions may be 
made. This gives rise to the question as to whether the cost of coal in 
relation to parafTin, or some other variable, dictates the relationship 
between the use of these two fuels. As the relative share of coal in the 
haJsehold fuel budget -falls in relation to the distance -fran the 
Transvaal coal mires, re-flecting the high transport cost ccmporent of 
the fuel, a strong case can be made that the price variable is dominant. 
Secondly, li't"li le there are wide ranges in the data, there are de-finite 
di-f-ferences between rural and urban erergy use patterns. In the -former 
areas fue 1 wood p 1 ays a 1 arge ro 1 e a 1 though it is not gerer a 11 y the 
dominant fuel in terms of expenditure. In the urban areas para-f-fin and 
coal are dominant. 
Thirdly, the !±mestic erergy transition process has developed -further in 
the black population of Sa..lth Africa than in other Sub-8aharan A-frican 
countries. In the rural areas of ScJuth Africa ccmnercial ization of 
wood-fuel and the use of parafTin is extensive li't"lile in the urban areas 
transitional fuels are dominant. 
Canparison of the El.lreau of Market Research Reports and the erergy studies 
cited raise -further questions. 
1 > v.tly is there a substantial di-f-ference between the proportion of fuel 
cost to total expenditure in the ~ reports, and the proportion of fuel 
cost to total inc::ore in the erergy studies ? A relationship between 
inccme and expenditure in the black areas under study could be expected 
-yet the -former studies give a range of fuel cost/total expenditure of 
3, ]WI. to 7, 1%, li't"li le the erergy studies give a range of fuel cost/mean 
inccme of 9,6% to 14,5"1., f'or rural areas. The corresponding values fur 
urban areas are 1,5"!. - 4,1% and 7.]W!.- 13,9"1.. The ratio of fuel 
costs/total expenditure should be higher than fuel costs/incane and yet 
the reverse is indicated. These di-f-ferences may be explaired to some 
extent by di -Hererces in data collection - the ~ may be under-reporting 
fuel costs li't"lile the energy study authors are over-reporting these costs. 
Inccme data may also be under-reported in the energy studies. The 
divergence of incane and expenditure, alluded to in chapter 3, may in 
itsel-f explain the di-f-ferences. 
2> v.hy is there a maJor di-f-ference in the proportion spent on coal in 
the Transkei to that in the Ciskei ? The ~ reports 55"!. in the Transkei 
in 1977, compared to 0"/. in the Ciskei reported by Tobisch & Dingley 
<1988> in 1988 ? Similarly the ~ reports that the proportion spent in 
I 
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the Bophuthatswana squatter areas in 1977 on coal was. 55"1. while Eberhard 
and Dickson <1987> report 12"1. spent in 1987. An energy transition 
process away -frc::m coal would explain this phenonena al tha.lgh the rate is 
extremely high. 
As indicated in Part A o-f this section the use o-f data at the 
only is inadequate to reveal the details o-f the cbrestic energy 
process. Energy studies are required to illuminate the process but 
these studies have a poor theoretical base and can give widely 





Energy studies are as yet in their in-farcy in Sa.lth Africa. The stress to 
date has been on statistics involving -fuels v.tlile demographic and socio-
ecoronic data, v.tlich are essential to establish the -functional relationships 
with the populations in question, are o-ften missed. Also, sample populations 
have not been revisited to allow time-series data to be assanbled. Finally, 
the -foaJs o-f energy studies has been on rural areas - villages and t.oNns, 
while the rapidly growing metropolitan areas <with the exception o-f Eberhard, 
1984 & 1987> have been overlooked. 
This dissertation attempts to redress the balance between rural and urban 
energy studies to a small extent and examines sore o-f the questions posed 




Pt-A.. YSIS CF Tl-£ FCl...l.OJH..P MJEY 
PARTl - BJ:IQ-€£Xl'01IC DATA 
The objective of this section is to present and analyse the socio-economic 
data o~ the follow-up survey in the Transvaal and the Cape. The data has been 
disaggregated into the preliminary grcups of old-furmal, new-furmal, old-
informal and new-informal areas but the analysis cqyers ~irst the whole 
sample before dealing with the aboverentiored grcups. It sho...lld te barre in 
mind that the Transvaal suryey considered a single settlement that is the 
qui ntessent i a 1 • new- i nforma 1 • area but for purposes of the ana 1 ys is it is 
listed seperately. 
5. 2 A 1\()TE Cl\1 Tl-£ AREAS 
5.2.1 The "old-formal" areas 
These areas consist of the t.c:wnships of Langa, Gugulethu and Nyanga which are 
within lOkm of the Cape Town CBD. These are indicated on ~igure 5.1, along 
with the other areas dealt with telow. 
F Ia.J;E S. 1 !LPO< RES I CENT I PL PREPS CF Tl-£ CAPE PENII\SJ...A 
S IHOH' S TC'oo11 
FALSE SA'i 
Roads ••••• • • • • • • • • 
R~lways •••• ~ ••••• 
Hosp1tals ••••••••• 
Factory A:eas ••••• 
I 
KHAYAMAHOI . JOIUI 
(Sttllenoos.:llt 
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Langa, the oldest rema1mng black t.owm;hip, was established in 1918. The 
~icial population was 23 000 in 1985 <Central Statistical Services report 
02-~1. ) This was less than the lll101=-ficial 1959 Hgure <Wilson & Ma-fe je 
1963: 4 > • The ~nsh i p ho..lses a n..unber of 1 arge haste 1 s and the Q....e 11 i ngs are 
brick with asbestos roofs. Gugulethu and Nyanga are later creations and 
together had an ~icial population of 148 000. There are a small rumber of 
flats. The majority of the dwellings are brick with asbestos roofs. In 
Gugulethu sane upgrading is occuring and the sale of dwellings to occupants 
is underway. In all 3 townships the vast majority of the dwellings are still 
rented. There are schools, shops and a rumber of services, including 
electricity, in all these ~nships. The original dwellings did not have 
electricity but some of the new houses are supplied. 
5.2.2 The " new-formal" areas 
These are New Crossroads and "Khayel i tsha village", the latter also known as 
Kulani Park, and the site-and-service section of Site B. These areas are 
situated some 15 to 20 ki lonetres fran the Cape Town CBO. All are recent 
creations - post 1982, and are reported in the 1985 census to have a 
population of 3500. The Q....e 11 i ngs are brick with t i 1 e or asbestos roofs and 
have been erected by private contractors, often specifically for sale. The 17 
schools, hasp i tal and forma 1 shopping centres serve both these areas and the 
i nforma 1 areas. The who 1 e of Khaye li tsha is nc:mi na 11 y an independent 1 oca 1 
author i ty. 
5.2.3 The "old-informal" areas 
These are portions of Site B and Site C of Khayel i tsha and Old Crossroads. 
The lll101=-ficial estimate <Black Sash, 1988> for these areas is Site C 40 000 
and Site B 100 000 <part of which is formal>. Serre 50 000 shackdwellers were 
displaced by the burning of Crossroads in May 1986 and many now reside in 
Sites 8 and C. The c:j,elli ngs consist alrrost exclusively of corrugated iron on 
wooden frames. The sites are unplanned and tiny, about 75 s~re rretres, on 
which a site rental is levied. Services in the form of taps and latrines vary 
in distribution, some areas having taps every few dwellings while others have 
them every "block". In portions of these areas straight roads have been kept 
open and some are surfaced. 
5. 2. 4 The "new-informal" areas 
These are the emergency camps and the areas where uncontrolled s~tting 
occurs. Some of the areas have names such as "Greenpoint" and "Lusaka" . Other 
areas are identified by coderumbers only, such as the ~ area. The uno-fficial 
<Black Sash, 1988> population of "Greenpoint" was 20 000 at that date. The 
dEllings are corrugated iron and a percentage are "temporary" shelters of 
builders plastic <"Black City" >. 1\b services or formal roads exist in most of 
these areas. 
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The total ofTicial black population <Cent~al Statistical Se~vices, 1985> of 
Cape Town was 245 000 in 1985, with only a por:tion of Nyanga being 
'in-formal'. In Feb~uary 1988 the uroHicial estimate <Black Sash, 1988> was 
200 000 -fo~ Khayel i tsha alore <both -fo~mat and in-fo~mal >. Such a~e the 
dimensions of ~apid u~banization and census unde~~epo~ting. 
5.3 P££ AND SEX 
The table below summa~ises the age of the ~espondents, sex of the ~espondents 
and the sex of the hcusehold head. 1\b age data was co 11 ected fo~ the 
T~ansvaal. 
TAB..£ 5. 1: FCl.LON UP 9...RJEY 1988/9 - PEE. AND SEX VARIAB...ES. 
AREA ~ AV PEE. SEX SEX 
SIZE RESP. RESP. I-£AQ-I/H 
'lJ1 'l.F 'lJ1 'l.F 
PLL CAPE 179 35,6 34,5 65,5 58,1 41,9 
a...D-F~ 57 42,1 31,6 68,4 50,9 49,1 
1\EW--F~ 40 35,3 36,8 63,2 62,5 37,5 
CLD- I 1\FORr"R... 48 32,7 25,0 75,0 64,6 35,4 
!'lEW-II'F~ 34 29,2 41,2 58,8 55,9 44,1 
T~ 67 82,5 17,5 82,5 17,5 . 
It can be seen that the average age of ~espondents indicated in column 2 is 
~anked in dec~ ining o~de~. This is indicative of ycunge~ populations in the 
in-fo~mal areas which have a di-Ffe~ent function to the old -formal a~ea, as set 
cut in trOre detail below. 
The ~espondents are precbninantly -female, and the ratios diverge between, 
parti a .. ll ar 1 y, l"ll3W and old i n-fo~ma l areas. This may not be statist i ca 11 y 
signi-ficant as -female respondents were preponderant as they were involved in 
d:Jmestic .fuel using activities such as cooking. There is a large di-Fference 
between the sex ratios of the Cape and Transvaal surveys, ciJe to the large 
precbninanc:e of men in the latter survey area. 
Of trOre signi-ficance is the sex of the ha.Jsehold head. There are very high 
ratios of -female heads o-f households and marked di-Fferences between the 
areas. The lower ~atios in the old-formal areas indicate the relative 
stability of these areas. The high ratios in the remaining areas are 
indicative of social upheaval on an unprecedented scale. There has in ~act 
been a fundamental change in the Cape Peninsula in the percentage of -female 
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corroborated the Transvaal ~inding, with an average~ 3,8 years of schooling 
with a standard deviation ~ 1, 1. The lack of data on this aspect in the 
-formal areas is an omission that sho..lld te rectiHed in future surveys. The 
B'1R <B'1R 130.14) indicates sore 58"1. of the sample has less than standard 6 
which corroborates the above. 
5. 5 I"EASJRES IF URBAN I ZATI O'J A"IJD 1'1J8 I LI TY 
The survey attanpted to ascertain the residential mobility~ respondents in 
terms of haN long they had resided at their present address and where the 
previous address had teen. The process ~ urbanization is measured over time, 
SO'TleWhat inexactly, by the length of time since leaving the ,~espcndents 
'origin'. In addition the location of this origin and the reasons -for leaving 
were ascertained and are reported telON. 
TAB...E 5. 3: Fa...LCJJJ l..fl aRv£Y 1988/9 JI1JBILITY A"IJD URBANI ZATIO'J 
AREA YRS AT PREVIa.JS 
ADDRESS ADDRESS 
.ct...L CAPE 5, 9 
13,3 80"1. oldf 
4,0 · 75"1. ol df 
25"1. ocr 
a...o II'F~ 2, 5 29"1. ocr 
1\EW I~ 0,9 62"1. oldf 
31% si·tec 












born work ~am Tkei l.oC Ci 
'l. 'l. 'l. 'l. 'l. 'l. 
50 22 28 33 33 19 
42 24 34 73 9 8 
7 48 45 85 8 
41 24 35 73 10 15 
- 80 20 see 2 tel~ 
I\OTE 1. Abbreviations; oldf - old -formal areas, si tee - Khyal i tsha, 
ocr - Old Cross Roads, Tkei - Transkei, l.oC - Western Cape 
Ci - Ciskei ~ Eastern Cape, Tok - Thckoza ~ Natalspruit. 
2. Transvaal Origins - 28"1. Transkei, ~/.Le~, Kangwane, 
Kwandebele, Gazankulu; 21% Transvaal rural, 
14% Rand townships, 14% Kwazulu. 
This table indicates the fundamental di-fTerences between the -formal and . 
informal areas in terms of their -func:tion within the urbanization process and 
within the urban economy. The -formal areas, both old and new, are the 
residential areas of houseMolds that have been urbanized -for at least one 
generation. The mcbi l i ty within the old-Tormal areas is 1~, with the mean 
time at the existing address being more than 13 years. Between 75"1. and 80"1. of 
the previous addresses were in these -formal areas, corroborating the above 
and also the lack of alternative acccmrodation in these areas. 
The in-formal areas are the catchment areas of both the rural-urban migrants, 
as evinced by the average time urbanized of between 8 and 9 years, and the 
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ha.J.seho 1 d heads, -from 1970 when the H gure was 15"/. to 1985 when i_ t was 38"/., 
as reported in ENR 130. 14. At the rate of change reported between 1975 and 
1985 <1,6% pa> an average -female househead ratio of 44% could be expected. 
The 8MR report did however not cover the new-informal areas, nor, apparently, 
backyard shacks, both of which skew the -fallON up survey toNards -female heads 
of household and thus the ratios given in the table are probably 
representative. With regard to the Transvaal the very high ratio of male 
heads indicate that the "squatter" camp surveyed has a di-fferent function to 
those in the Cape. 
5. 4 FPI'IIL Y SIZE, All.L T RATIO & Er::u:ATICJ\1 










F()_l_OW UP SURVEY 1988/9 - I-O.SEJ-0.1) SIZE AND 
N...MEE:R CF All.L TS 
AV H/H All.LTS RATIO 
SIZE PER H/H All..LT/0-!ILO 
5,48 3,15 1,4 
6,89 4,04 1,4 
5,23 2,82 1,2 
5,35 3,08 1,4 
3,62 2,15 1,5 
4,18 2,27_ 1,2 
includes teenagers younger than 18 years of age. 
* 
In this table (as with age in the previous table> there is a rapid decline o-f 
ha..lsehold sizes -from the old -formal areas cbNn. The similarity of the ratio 
o-f ad..ll ts to children indicates that it is household size rather than 
ha.Jsehold mnposition that changes -from area to area. The di-fferences in 
ha..lsehol d size reveal the di-fferences in function of the areas, with the ~ 
-formal areas being the catchment areas fur younger, smaller ha..!seholds often 
with single -female ad..llts. The table also reveals the t'Tl.llti-household use of 
Oo.ell ings in the old -formal areas where space is at a premium. 
The ENR <~ 130.14> -figure fur ha..lsehold size is 6,37 fur 1985. The 
inclusion of the informal areas with smaller household sizes is the probable 
reason fur the di-fference between this -figure and the Cape overall average 
household size of 5,48 in the -follow-up survey. 
The initial interviews of the Transvaal surveys indicated 1 i ttle or no -formal 
ed..lcation and a resistance to answering questions on this subject, probably 
ciJe to the social stigma of illiteracy, and the questions were dropped. A 
sample of 39 interviews in the informal areas o-f the Cape was carried out and 
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"over-Flow" population o-f the -formal areas, as evinced by the high _ proportion 
o-f those in the rew-infurmal areas born in the VJestern Cape and moving -frcm 
the -formal areas. The largest percentage o-f "direct" migrants, those at their 
-first address, are in the old in-formal areas, abo..lt 10"1., rather than the new 
i nfurma 1 areas. The destruction o-f 01 d Crossroads in 1984 resulted in mass 
movement to the new -formal areas, such as New Crossroads, and the new 
in-formal areas such as Khyalitsha Site C. 
When taken over the whole survey, the Transvaal has sore 30"1. o-f the sample 
urbanized fur less than 5 years, while in the Cape this group acco.Jnts fur 
24% o-f the sample. The course o-f urbanization in the -formal areas o-f the Cape 
is indicated in the -frequency histogram, H~e 5.2a. Over 60"1. o-f the sample 
population le-ft their origin over 25 years ago, indicating an urbanized 
population in these areas. There is l-uge di-f-ference between the 35-40 and 30-
35 year periods. The latter time period coincides with the prc:m.Llgation o-f 
the Cape Lat:o.lr Pre-ference Area legislation and the expulsion o-f many 
-fam i l i es between 1954 and 1958. The -frequency histogram o-f the i nfurmal 
areas, -figure 5.2b, is in direct contrast to the -formal areas. l-lere the 
populations are newly urbanised. Nearly 50% o-f the new in-formal area ~le 
has arrived within 5 years, 90"1. within 15 years. The old in-formal areas 
-follow a similar pattern. 
The majority o-f those rot born in the VJestern Cape, the -first gereration 
migrants, give the major reason fur migrating as -family reasons. Joining a 
spouse and marriage is a more ccmnon reason than work with waren. In the 
Transvaal survey, where men are in the great majority, work is the major 
reason. 
As to be expected the ong1n o-f new urbanites in the VJestern Cape is 
precbninantly the Transkei. Less expected is that the Transkei is also a 
major SOJ.rce o-f the households interviB~Ed in the Transvaal, sore 28'1. o-f the 
total. The rural areas are an important origin in the Tranvaal. 
The residential mobi 1 i ty o-f a household, the rumber o-f years at the present 
address, as will be seen below, is a variable that is highly correlated to 
other socio-economic characteristics. Depending on the direction of causality 
it could be treated as a measure o-f relative social stability in the -formal 
areas. In the in-formal areas hc:JI..ever moving more o-ften is related to a higher 
level of household wel-fare, possibly because as ho.J.sehold circumstances 
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5. 6 II\CO"E, EI"A_OYI"'ENT & EXPEND I lURE 
Incc.rne data was collected in categories <see questionnaire Appendix 2> as the 
initial few interviews in the Transvaal uncovered resistance to answering 
direct questions .on inc:c::rre. 1\b attempt was made to disaggregate inc:ore by 
scurce. The rumber o-f enp 1 oyees per i=am i 1 y and the type of= emp 1 oyment was 
recorded. Large ranges o-f incc.rnes were fa..md and the large standard 
deviations of= these data make the use of= i=requency measures as analytical 
tools pre-ferable to measures o-f central tendency. The incc.rne and employment 
variables are tabulated below. 
TAa.E 5.4: FIJ..LCW UP aJR'v£Y 1988/9 - II\CO"E AND El"A..OYI"'ENT VARIAa.ES 
I"EAN I"EAN 1\0 B'A..OYI"'ENT TYPE 
AREAS II\C/1.4< II\C/W< B'A....OY/ LN p s= F s 
H/H PERPERS H/H 'l. 'l. 'l. 'l. 'l. 
PLL CAPE 145,01 -:s7' 16 1,n 
a..oF~ 170,31 36,78 1 '78 4 9 9 16 62 
f\EW FO~ 158,05 40,59 1 '71 0 3 12 21 64 
a..o II'F~ 137,27 34,26 1, 78 0 0 25 31 44 
f\EW II'F~ 100, 16 38,07 1,82 3 0 15 41 41 
TRAI\SVM.. 208,95 1,18 8 0 21 1:1) 10 
A88REVIATICJ\S. II\C/1.4< - income per week; H/H 1-b..tsehold; 
LN - unemployed; P Pensiorer; s= seH employed; 
F I nd.J.stry; S Services, including retail and domestic 
In contiruance o-f the arerging pattern described in the sections above the 
incc.rne per ha.J.sehold per week decl ires i=rom the old-formal area down. This 
declire is of-fset by the i=all in mean i=amily sizes and in the case o-f the 
rew-in-Formal areas further ofTset by the increased ratio o-f employees per 
i=amily. The Transvaal diverges i=rom the pattern by having a markedly higher 
income and markedly lar.er employee ratio. The i=requency histograms o-f the 
Cape sample as a whole and the Transvaal are indicated in figues 5.3a & 5.3b. 
The income figure o-f the B1R ror the Western Cape was R125 per household in 
1985 <B'1R 130.14>. Figure 5.3c indicates the i=requenc:y distributions of= both 
the rollow-up survey and the B'1R data <rot adjusted Tor inflation), with the 
data aggregated as per the ~ income grc::upings. The figure indicates that 
the income distribution o-f the ~ is higher than the i=ollO<M.Jp survey in the 
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I.L - Lower limit UL -Upper limit Thousands of Rand (1985) p.a. 
The SUYVey found the rumber of earrers per household to be 1 ,39. This -figure 
is a substantia 1 drop -from the B"'R -figure o-f 1 , 52 in 1975. The reasons -for 
this drop are probably the increasing rumber o-f uremployed and sel-f-employed 
that c:b rot Tit into the category earrer. This di-f-ference in definition is 
also the probable reason -for the divergence of the -figure in the table above 
-from the B"'R Ti gure. 
The percentage -figures on employment type sha..lld be treated with sane caution 
as the stigma attached to being unemployed leads to under-erumeration of this 
-figure. Similarly the category sel-f-employed disguises underemployment. 
1\btwithstanding the above a clear trend in the increased importance of sel-f-
employment' and employment in ind..lstry in the in-formal areas is evident. 
Data on expenditure in three categories was collected. These are expenditure 
on -food, expenditure on clothing and all expenditure, each given or 
trans-formed as a -figure per week. Only total expenditure data was collected 
-for the Transvaal. 
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TARE 5.5: FQ...LCl>J-UP 9...lRVEY 1988/9 - EXPENDiruRE VARIAB....ES 
AREAS FOOD EX O..OTH EX PLL EX EXP/If\C BPISIC CAR/ 
~ H/H v.EEK H/H v.EEK H/H RATIO RATIO H/H 
PLL CAPE R61 ,42 R13,55 R113,55 0,78 0,66 0,20 
QO FO~ 90,72 23,05 170,34 1,00 0,67 0,32 
1\EW FO~ 77,98 14,66 115,21 0,73 0,80 0,23 
a_o II\FO~ 31,82 8,03 53,38 .. 0,39 0,74 0,08 
1\EW II\FO~ 32,89 6,19 37,69 0,38 1,03 0,16 
TRPN3V~ 42,69 0,25 
I\OTE. 1. EXP I If\£: RATIO = total H/H expenditure I i ncone H/H 
2. BPISIC RATIO =Food + clothing expenditure I total H/H expenditure. 
This table shONS that the -food, clothing and all expenditure are ranked in 
decreasing order as with the other tables al::x:Jve. The expenditure on basics, 
-food and clothing, tends towards the reported total expenditure in the 
informal areas <indicating the problem with quanti1=ying irregular purchases 
such as clothing). This is in line with expectations rut also suggests that 
the data in these areas ccu.ld be unreliable. The ratio a-·.: basic expenditure 
to total household expenditure increases in the informal areas, indicating 
decreasing discretionary expenditure -for non-basic purchases. Hc:w:ver the 
ratio of total ho.Jsehold expenditure to ho.Jsehold incone indicates an 
increase in discretionary inc:ore in the -formal areaEJ. I-f the data are 
reliable these seemingly contradictory results can only be reconciled by 
postulating that households in the informal areas spend largely on basics 
only and save, remit, or repay rrost of the ha..J.sehold inc:ane. 
The b.J.dget shares of -food and clothing are higher than the B'1R -figures -for 
1985 <B'1R 130.14>. The share of -food -for the Cape as a whole is 54% c:onpared 
to 361. --for the ~- Clothing is 12"1. as opposed to 8"1. <l±lwn -fran 15"1. in 1975> 
given by the EJ1R. This is probably due to the lo...er incone of the sample 
population. The car ownership ratio given in the last column is an excellent 
surrogate of 'wealth' and is in keeping with the al::x:Jve -findings. 
The access to services is governed by the location o-f a ha..J.sehold. The built 
envirorment also sets rigid limits on -floorspace. The fundamental di-fference 
in c:on-fort and security between the brick walled, asbestos roo-fed dwellings 
of the -formal areas and the wood, corrugated iron and plastic shacks o-f the 
informal areas reed not be tab.J.lated to be appreciated. It is the essence of 
the categorisation used throughcut. Serre statistics on the n..unber of 
buildings, rooms and oc:a.Jpancy are hc::J..ever of interest and are tabulated 
below. 
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TAB..£ 5.6: FCLL.ClaHJP SURvEY 1988/9 - I-OJSII\G VAAIAB..ES 
AREAS ElJILD/ Sf-JAO<S/ ReD'S! PERSCl'S/ 
SITE SITE* ElJ I LD I 1\E RCD1 
ALL C'APE 1,6 0,6 2,9 2,1 
ll.DF~ 2,4 1,3 3,5 2,1 
1\EW FOR!"R.. 1 '6 0,5 1' 1 2,4 
a..o If\FORI"R.. 1' 1 all 3,2 1,8 
1\EW If\FORI"R.. 1 ,o all 2,0 2,1 
TRA'\GJM.. 1' 1 all 2,6 1 '7 
*Shacks are 'backyard' structures in -formal areas. Average rumber over whole 
sample. 
Growth by accretion in the -form of adding on rooms and backyard shacks has 
led to the high Hgures of l:::ui ldings and shacks per site in the old -formal 
area. This response has hONever redJced the overcrONding in these areas to 
belON that of the new -formal areas where the small conventional ho...lses have 
few rooms. It is roteworthy that the old informal areas are the least crONded 
in terms of occupancy per room. 
5. 8 ro-E CORRELATICN3 EEThEEN TI-E S:X:ID-£a:Nl'1IC VAAIAB..ES 
The relationships between the numeric socio-economic variables were explored 
fOr both the Cape and Transvaal. The correlation matrices are tat:::ulated in 
table 5. 7 belON. 
There are correlations between many of the variables in the Cape, indicating 
that multicollinearity is a major problem, in keeping with other energy 
studies. This means that the variables are rot independent. A parametric 
partial correlation analysis was conducted to verify the results as this 
techni~ measures between two variables while removing the linear 
relationships with other variables, roting however that the relationships are 
largely curvilinear. There was broad agreement between the two techniques 
and the results are as -follows:-
1> In the Cape the age of the respondent is strongly correlated with 
time since leaving place of origin <years urbanized>. This is in 
agreement with the findings of Kok <1984> that rural-urban migration is 
predominantly by the young. 
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TAB.....E 5. 7 aJRRELATICl\1 t"ATRIX: SCCI~CQ\01IC VARIAa.ES: 
S~ RPN< CORRELATICl\1 CCEFFICIENTS 
A. CAPE 
VARIAa.E COlE A 8 c 0 E F G H I 
Age Respondent A 1 
Yrs at Address 8 ,40 1 
Yrs Urbanized c ,63 ,59 1 
H/H size 0 ,27 ,48 ,29 1 
1\b Ad.ll ts H/H E ,19 ,44 ,26 ,64 1 
No Employed H/H F ,26 ,39 1 
Income G ,24 ,19 ,31 ,47 1 
Expenditure H ,22 ,37 ,25 ,30 ,31 ,31 1 
No B..!ilds/site I ,22 ,33 ,26 ,31 ,29 ,11 ,44 1 
8. T~AA.._ 
VARIAa.E ClJ!:E A 8 c 0 E F G H I 
Age Respondent A nc 
Yrs at Address 8 nc 1 
Yrs Urbanized c nc ,26 1 
H/H size 0 nc ,37 1 
1\b Ad.ll ts H/H E nc ,44 1 
1\b Emp 1 oyed H/H F nc 1 
Incone G nc ,38 1 
Expenditure H nc ,34 ,44 1 
1\b a.tilds/site I nc ,31 1 
nc - not collected. 
Levels of signi~icance all ~/.or greater. 
2> In the Cape the length of tirre at the present address <residential 
mobility> is the most strongly correlated variable as indicated by the 
coefTicients in bold above. In the partial correlation analysis there 
are _ pc~sitive correlations to ad.llts per ~amily, years urbanized, food 
and clothing expenditures, and rumber of n:ons. It also had negative 
correlations with the n..unber of employees per ~ami 1 y, i ncane and total 
expenditure. There are thus conflicting interpretations of the ef=ofect of 
this mobility variable. 
3> In the Cape the n..unber of employees per ho.Jsehold was not correlated 
to any other variable as indicated above. t-Jowever the partial 
correlation analysis indicates a positive correlation to the n..unber of 
ad.llts per ~amily and food and clothing expenditure and negatively to 
total expenditure and buildings per site. 
4>In the Cape income 1s only well correlated with the number of 
employed. It is noteworthy that there is not the expected close 
relationship between income and expenditure. The partial correlation 
analysis ha,.,ever indicates that in both the Cape and Transvaal income is 
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co~~elated with the expenditu~e va~iables <food, clothing, total ) and 
the rumbe~ adll ts and employees. 
In the light of the above, ~ive majo~ va~iables can be extracted with the 
i ntent i on of ~educing the effect of multicollinearity. These major variables 
a~e, time ~~om origin, ~amily size, income, total household expenditure and 
rumber o~ tu.i ldings per site. Four o~ these have low cross-cor~elations tu.t 
total household expenditure has higher correlations. It is included due to 
its impo~tance. The co~~elation matrix is tabulated below:-
TAB....E 5. 8 a:JRRELATI Q\J ~ TR I X • PART!~ CORREL.AT I Q\J CCEFF I C IENTS 
AND S~ CORRELATIQ\J CXEFFICIENTS. CAPE 
Time Pway H/H size Incone All Expend Bid/site 
Time away PCC 1 ,o ,32 -,18 ,22 ,20 
oc:c ,'2!7 ,25 ,25 
H/H size PCC 1 ,o ,19 '10 
oc:c ,19 ,30 ,31 
Incore PCC 1 ,o ,67 ,21 
oc:c ,31 ,11 
Total Expend PCC 1 ,o -,17 
oc:c ,44 
atildings/site 1 ,o 
PCC - Partial Carr Coeffs OC:C - Spearman Carr Coeffs 
As can be seen appreciable collinearity still exists. A principal component 
analysis of the 12 socio-econc::mic variables indicate that the abovementioned 
4 variables can explain 6~1. of the variation. 
It sho...tld be roted that the picture is crore c:onplex once the whole sample is 
broken down into areas. The variables have widely difTerent correlations ~rom 
area to area, particularly time away ~rom origin and income. The di~rences 
between the Cape and Transvaal are immediately apparent ~rom table 5.7, 
al tho...tgh sorre of this can be explained by the di~rence in sample sizes. 
5. 9 CXNl...L6ICJ\IS 
In is apparent ~rom the data presented that there are wide difTerences in the 
socio-demographic and socio-econc::mic characteristics of the sample 
population. Considering the sample as a whole, ro single variable influences 
these di~rences as much as the type of d.elling of a household. This is a 
spatial variable as much as an environmental one as the location of a 
dEll ing governs access to employment and services, of which electricity is 
one. As a ~esul t a primary categorisation into rormal and in-formal, and the 
old and new c:onponents of these categories, has been made. 
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The socio-economic data collected indicates signi~icant differences in ~amily 
size, average age, income, expenditure and employment, and in ~act in all the 
variables listed, between the fOur categories of areas <and also the 
Transvaal). In terms of urbanization and the urban economy the areas have 
di -R=erent functions. The in-formal areas are acting as the overT! ow fur the 
growth and ~amily furmation of the black population of Greater Cape Town. In 
addition the "inHux" o~ migrants ~rom rural areas is to these infurmal 
areas. The evidence relating to poverty is sorewhat contradictory. The 
ha..J.sehold incores are lower in the in-formal areas rut the per capita incores 
are similar to thelt· -fnrmal COJ.nterparts. In the in-formal areas the ratio of 
expenditure on fOod and clothing to total household expenditure is higher, 
and car ownership per household is lower - both indicative of a higher degree 
o~ poverty in these areas. Paradoxically, discretionary income per ha..J.sehold 
appears to be higher in the infOrmal areas. This also calls the reliability 
o~ the income and expenditure data into question. 
These differences are vital in the search fOr clues to the energy transition 
process as they allow cross-sectional c:onparisons between different groups of 
the sample population to be made. f-b.ever, a correlation analysis of socio-
economic variables indicates that multi-collinearity is a major problem as 
each of the variables is dependent on the others to some extent. To red.lce 
this problem four major variables are chosen that have reasonably low 




~ YSIS CF TI-E FO I ClN-Lf s...RVEY 
PMT 2 - Ft.EL RELATED DATA 
6. 1 OBJECTIVES 
In this section the data relating to -fuels and erergy in the fullOH-Up survey 
are analysed. The disaggregation of the Cape sample into areas is as before. 
Thc::ughc::ut this section the c:cmron measure of central tend;!ncy, the mean <or 
average), is tab...llated and discussed. The reader is r.emind;!d that the data 
has large ranges on either side of this mean and that the mean itsel~ has 
varying degrees of accuracy, . all of which are diso..1ssed in Appendix 4. 
At this level of analysis cross-sectional indications of the erergy 
transition begin to be revealed through di~rences in -fuel expenditure and 
consumption patterns in the subgroups of the sample population. 
6. 2 Fl.E... LEE BY I-O..JSEI-O_O 
There is a small di~rence beboeen the rumber of hc::useholds reported 
purchasing -fuels and the rumber using -fuels. This is c:i..le to incomplete data 
collection rather than the ron-ccmnercial nature of sane -fuels. The reported 
purchase of -fuels by hc::useholds in percentage terms is tab...llated below. 
TAa.£ 6. 1 It-.CICEN:E CF Fl.E... LSE: % CF I-O....E8-0_DS ~II\!3 FLELS. 
AREA CANil..£ ORYBAT CARBAT cn=L WXJO PARA ELEC 
PLL CAPE 37,8 50,0 22,8 0 1,7 92,2 31,7 17,8 
Cl....D F~ 17,5 29,8 .15,8 0 0 77,2 31,6 49,1 
50,0 55,0 37,5 0 2,5 97,5 55,0 10,0 
Cl....O I~ 55,1 77,6 22,4 0 2,0 100,0 24,5 0 
1\EW II'F~ 29,4 38,2 17,6 0 3,0 100,0 17,6 0 
97,0 58,2 11,9 86,6 85,1 94,0 23,9 0 
The table indicates that a complex system of interrelationships exists 
between the varic::us -fuels. M..ll tiple -fuel use is the rule rather than the 
exception. In addition the patterns of -fuel use change by area. Fuel use over 
the whole sample and by each indivici.lal -fuel group is analysed in this 
chapter rut fuel use by rrul tiple use group is dealt with in the rext. 
The table also indicates that, according to this survey, para~in is the most 
ubi qui tc::us major -fuel, fullONed by gas in distant second place. l"tJreover this 
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is the case · even in the electri~ied areas, but with electricity in second 
place. In the Cape so ~ ha..lseholds used wood that the percentages given are 
not considered statistically valid. What is signi~icant is the complete 
absence o-f coa 1 <and charcoal > use in the Cape, canpared to the high usage o-f 
coal in the Transvaal. 
In terms o~ energy transition it is apparent that a shi~t o-f population ~rom 
informal to ~rmal will increase the incidence o-f gas and electricity 
purchase and decrease that o-f parafTin. 
6. 3 EXPENDITURE CC\1 R..E.. 
6.3.1 Whole Sample Data 
The mean weekly expenditures on -fuels, per household, as at date o-f 
collection, ~r the various -fuels and taken over the whole sample <sub-sample 
in the case o-f the areas> are tab.llated below. It rrust be borne in mind that 
this is an aggregate measure in W"lich the whole sample or sub-sample is the 
divisor and is not the actual expenditure on fuels by households. 
TAEL£ 6. 2: l"EA\1 Lt.EEKL Y EXPENDin.lt CC\1 R..E.. PER I-O.J5E-Q_O IN RANDS. 
I"EPN CF v.H1E s=t1PLE & SJI3SPt'A...E 









OLD FORMAL 0,34 0,32 0,79 0 0 
1\EWFO~ 1,04 0,65 2,09 0 0,15 
a...D II\FORM o,64 o,47 o, 71 o o,34 
1\EW I~ _ 0,47 0,38 0,80 0 0,88 









2, 16 12,00 
3,13 3,47 5,95 14,00 
3,59 7,83 1,26 16,61 
5,32 2,07 0 9,55 
3,28 1,31 0 7,12 
2,50 2,00 0 18,06 
From this table some tentative conclusions can be drawn. The greater usage o-f 
gas and the use o-f electricity leads to higher total -fuel expenditures in the · 
~rmal areas. These two -fuels together make up 67"1. and ss-1. o-f the total -fuel 
b.ldgets in the old ~rmal and new ~rmal areas respectively. 
There is a absolute decline in the expenditure on all fuels, except parafTin, 
between the ~rmal and informal categories. In the poorer informal areas 
parafTin accounts for 56% and 46/. o-f the total -fuel b.ldget in the old and new 
informal areas respectively. Again, the n..unbers using wood are so small the 
amounts are not representative. 
-· 
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The Transvaal represents a di-f-ferent system, based on coal v.t1ich <?Ccc:unts fat-
hal-f of the total energy cost there. The total -fuel cost is rruch higher than 
in the new informal areas of the Western Cape. 
The in-fluence o-f family size and income is indicated in the fOllowing summary 
table. 
TAB.£ 6.3 FLE.... EXPENDITURE PER CAPITA & 
SHARE CF If\Ol"E/EXPENDITURE 
FLE.... EXP % H/H 'lJ-i/H 
AREA PER CAP II\C EXPEND 
R/v.EEJ< 
PLL CAPE 2,19 8,3 10,6 
a...D FO~ 2,03 8,2 8,2 
1\EW F~ 3,17 10,5 6,9 
a...D II\FO~ 1 '78 7,0 17,8 
1\EW II\FO~ 1,97 7,1 18,9 
TRPNSVM.... 4,32 8,6 22,3 
This reveals that the largest portion of incane is spent on -fuels in the new 
fOrmal areas. In the remaining areas the proportion is within the narrow band 
of 8, 6% to 7, 0%, with the Cape informal areas actua 11 y having a 1 ower 
proportion than the fOrmal areas. This -finding, while indicating a consistent 
place in the hc:usehold b...ldget fOr energy, rrust be treated with cirCLUnSpection 
as the range of irmnes is wide. The share of -fuel of total hcusehold 
expenditure indicates the opposite relationship, with the informal areas 
having a rruch higher -figure. 
In terms of rrean -fuel expenditure per capita the Transvaal is more than 
ci:luble that of its Cape informal cc:unterparts. This is accc:unted fOr in part 
by the -fact that the Transvaal SI....IYVey was in winter with coal use at a peak. 
In the Cape the lowest expenditure per capita is in the old informal areas· 
which is some 40"1. lower than the new fOrmal areas. Table 6.2 reveals that 
this was the result of the use of gas and electricity. 
6.3.2 Fuel Grrup Data 
All the above are aggregate expenditures over the samples and sub-samples in 
question. When calculated within each user grrup the average expenditures of 
users in that grc:up rises signi-ficantly. This ef-fect is the result of the 
exclusion of households not using a particular fuel and gives an indication 
of the actual mean weekly e xpenditures of those using that -fuel. Both rrethods 
of calculation are used throughout this chapter. 
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TAB-E 6. 4: I"EA'J l.o.EEKL Y FLEL EXPENDITURE PER f-O...ISEl-O_O 











CBA T CXJPL l.AOJD 
GRCUP GROJP GROJP 







1,95 1,09 6,10 0 0 4,05 11,64 
2,06 1,20 5,58 0 6,25 3,68 14,24 
1,15 0,61 4,37 0 nr 5,32 8,46 
1,62 0,99 5,50 0 nr 5,66 7,92 
1,74 2,30 3,75 10,71 1,54 2,65 8,36 









nr =rot representative. Llb::Jd use rot cbrestic. see section 7.7.1 below. 
Cbat = car battery users. Expenditure is based on rumber of charges/week. 
The table indicates that the mean weekly expenditures of gas and electricity 
users are in the order of 3 times those of para1=1=in users in the rormal 
areas. In the informal areas gas users pay on average ~1. to 60% more than 
the parai=1=in users. As suggested above the Transvaal is a different system to 
the Cape with coal being the ci:Jminant -fuel. Even so, in the Transvaal gas 
users pay over 3 times as rruch ror their -fuel than parai=1=in users oo. There 
is ho.Ever rrul tiple use · of -fuels in the great majority of ha..lseholds in both 
regions and thus the Hnal picture in terms of pn.Jportionate -fuel cost is 
more complex. 
The energy transition process is again revea 1 ed by the d i 1=1=erences in 
expenditure on parai=1=in, gas and electricity. In appears that the budget 
share of expenditure rather than share of inc:are is a measure of the level of 
the process as large differences in the rormer share occur between rormal and 
informal- · areas. 
For those using them dry batteries and car batteries constitute signi~icant 
expenditures. These -fuels are rot easily substitutable in the non-electriHed 
informal areas. rA..Ie to the specialised nature of their application they 00 
rot play a major role in the domestic energy transition process. 
6. 4 l1UITITIES CF FLEL USED 
The various -fuels used are tabulated below, each in the ccnmon units in which 
they are purchased. The table is ror the whole sample, or sub-sample, and 
thus includes ron-users of each -fuel. Electricity is not included as it is 
purchased in Kwh and energy units are dealt with in the rollowing section. 
Dry batteries of many difffirent sizes are used and in pure rumber terms are 
not cc:mparable and are hence not included. 
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TAB....E 6.5 I"EAN v.EEJ<L Y Q..Jf:WT IT I ES CF R.£L L.JS::D PER f-U.JS8-0_Q 
I"EAN CF L4-CLE SPl'A-E & su~ 
AREA CAND CARBAT ~ !A(l)O PARA GAS 
1\b 1\b Kg Kg Li tr Kg 
ALL CAPE 3,3 0,25 0 6,43 3,07 
a...o FO~ 2,0 o, 19 0 5,19 3,22 
t\EW FO~ 6,2 0,38 0 6,22 6,07 
a...o II'FORMPL 3,2 0,24 0 8,56 1, 72 
t\EW I I'FORMPL 2,3 o, 17 0 5,66 1,23 
TRANSVM.. 8,4 0,19 40,67 14,'57 3,67 1,00 
Mass of wood not representative in Cape 
Assune 25kg coalbag 
Assurre 10kg woodrundle 
The old informal areas energe as the biggest vollJI'retric consurrers of 
para-Ffin. The lew -figure fur para-Ffin in the new informal areas is d.le to the 
household size e-fTect. The table reveals that it is the new -formal areas 
where gas use predominates. 
When cala.J.lated in terms of each user group ~re only those using the -fuels 
are considered a di~rent pattern emerges. 
TAB....E 6.6 I"EAN li.EEKl.. Y (}_A\fT IT I ES CF R.£L L.JS::D PER I-O..fE-O.._D 
I-O..JSEI-[LDS LSI t\G R.£L 
AREA CAND CAABAT ~ (.t.{XJO PARA GAS 
GRO..JP GROJP GRClJP GROJP GRCl..JP GROJP 
1\b No D-i* Kg Kg Litr Kg 
ALL CAPE 8,8 1' 1 2,1 0 6,97 9,52 
a...oF~ 11,4 1,2 2,0 b 6,73 10,21 
1\EW F~ 12,4 1,0 2,2 0 6,38 11,05 
a...o I 1\FORr-'A.... 5,9 1,1 1, 75 0 8,56 6,94 
1\EW II'F~ 7,3 1 ,o 2,2 0 5,65 6,96 
TRANSVM.. 8,76 1,6 1,5 40,67 14,57 3,91 4,18 
*f'lt..unber of charges per battery per week. 
It is noteworthy that in the table al::x:Jve the usage of para-Ffin di.ffurs 
markedly in the two areas where para-Ffin is the most ubi qui taus, the old and 
new informal areas, while the use of other -fuels is similar. This is again 
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ci.J.e to the · 1 arger ha.lseho 1 d size in the furmer area. Gas usage ~r househo 1 d 
is markedly similar in the two furmal areas on the . one hand and the two 
infurmal areas on the other. This suggests that an environmental variable may 
play a role. 
The .following table calculates fUel usage, within each user group, on a per 
capita basis. This removes the influence o~ ha.lsehold size. 
TABLE 6.7 ~ v.EEI<L.Y ~ITIES a= FL£L USED PER CAPITA 
I-OJS8-0_IJS US I 1\G FL£L 
AREA ~£l....ES PARPFFIN GAS 
GRClJP GRClJP GRClJP 
no litre kg 
PLL CAPE 1 '61: 1,27 1 '74 
CLD FORI'1PL 1,65 0,98 1,48 
1\EW F~ 2,37 1,22 2,10 
CLD II'F~ 1,10 1,60 1,30 
1\EW I I'FORI"R. 2,02 1,56 1,92 
TRPNSVM.. 0,35 0,94 1,00 
The summary table above indicates that on a per capita basis para~in has 
indeed a greater use in the in-formal areas. On this basis however more gas i.s 
used in the rew furma 1 areas than in the o 1 der more estab 1 i shed tawnsh ips, 
and even more than in the old furmal areas. The pattern ~ use ~ candles 
cannot be explained at this stage. 
The di~rent energy content ~ the variO.lS .ft..Lels used in the cbrestic sector 
results in di-Ffering nett energy consumption ~ich is the potential energy 
a.ltput ignoring any losses. To calculate these nett Hgures the .following 
conversion ~actors were used:-
Energy Output 
Coal - 27 MJ/kg 
Para~in - 37 MJ/kg 
Wood - 17 KJ/kg 
Car bat - 0, 36 K~ per charge 
Gas - 49 MJ /kg 
Electricity - 3,6 MJ/Kwh - 1988 unit cost 10,22c/Kwh in townships 
(Source: Eberhard, 1986> 
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Some o~ these ~igu~es difTe~ slightly ~~om the conve~sion ~igu~es _ used by the 
United Nations <1986> which a~e; Pa~a~in 43,2 MJ/kg .and Gas 45,5 MJ/kg. On 
this basis the g~oss ene~gy outputs may ove~state that ~ wood and gas and 
unde~state pa~a~in. 
In reality the va~ious appliances used fO~ difTe~ent ~els have ma~kedly 
difTerent e~~iciencies which, when considered, ~esult in a measu~e ~ the 
useful ene~gy consumed. 
These useful ene~gy Hgures a~e calculated according to the fOllOHing 
ei=-ficiencies:-
E~iciencies 
Electric Stove 80% 
Gas stove 75"1. 
Para~in stove 50"1. 
Coal stove 20"1. 
Wood stove 1 0"1. 
<Source Ebe~ha~d, 1986) 
Again some ~ these H gu~es di fTer ~rom other SC1.lrces. Prasad et a l ( 1983) 
measured the e~iciency o~ Gas stoves at 55"1. and Para~in stoves at between 
54% and 57"1.. As a resui t the useful energy Hgures cited herein may again 
overstate the cont~ibution ~ gas and understate that ~ para~in. 
Useful energy consumption Hgures are given 
terms in ~igu~e 6.1. Candles, dry batteries 
<although useful> amounts ~ energy which are 
bel OH and shOHn in percentage 
and car batteries deliver tiny 
rot considered bel OH. 
TAELE 6.8 USEFU.. EI\ERGY CXJ\S...MPTICN PER ~ PER I-OJS8-0..D I"EGAJU.LES 
II.I-O....E ~ 
AREA CC'.A.. IIOJD PARA GAS B...EC TOT~ 
PLL CAPE 0 9,4 . 118,9 112,7 76,2 317,2 
CLDF~ 0 0 96,2 118,4 209,6 424,2 
1\EW FO~ 0 5,3a 115,0 223,3 44,4 388,0 
CLD II\F~ 0 12,7b 158,4 62,5 0 233,6 
1\EW II\F~ 0 25,0c 104,7 45,1 0 174.8 
TRP4\ISVAPL 175,7 21,4 68,0 36,7 0 301.8 
I\OTE. · Wood - a 1 resp., b 2 ~eps., c 1 resp -all ron-domestic users 
rot representative. 
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The -figures generated above sha.J.ld be used with sane caution as the rrulti-
usage of -fuels results in a wide range of total net energy consumed. In 
addition the efTiciencies of the appliances have not been established under 
·Held ·conditions in Sa..lth A-frica. Even under laboratory conditions the 
efTiciencies are subject to variation. 
The figure illustrates the fUndamental di f-ferenc:e between the Cape and 
Transvaal with coal providing 58".1. of the total useful energy in the latter. 
In the Cape it is evident that in terms of useful energy gas is a nc:JW a major 
-fuel. 
Considering the area grc:ups in terms of useful energy, in the old formal 
areas ~ich inc:crporate the largest rumber of electricity users that -fuel is 
d:xninant, follcw:!d by gas. In the new formal areas gas cbninates, with 
paraffin second. In the informal areas paraffin emerges as the cbninant fuel. 
There is also a increase in the total useful energy consumed by a ha.lsehold 
in the di-fferent areas - by sore 144% fran rew informal to old formal. This 
is more than the maxiiTUill dif-ference in average ha.lsehold expenditure on fuels 
between the areas ~ich is 133".1.. 
In terms of energy transition this is of fUndamental iii1JOrtance as it means 
that a relative population shift to the formal at'·eas is acc:orpanied by an 
increase in the amount of useful energy used. This increase oc:curs hoever at 
same tirre that the budget share of fuel decreases and is relatively more than 
the increase in expenditure, ciJe to reasons of increased efficiency and price 
dif-ferentials. 
Further insight is gained by a regional and cross-country c:onparison of 
useful energy consumption in similar areas as tabulated below. 
TAB..E 6.9 ~ LEEFtL BtRGY a:::ra..J"PTICtJ IN It-.FCR'R.. ~: 
Tl-E CAPE, ~M.. Pt-10 ZIMSABE. TJ I~ PER H1..eE-CLD 
FlE... PLL. 1\eW TRPt-eJM.. ZIMBABE 
CAPE I~ I t-.FORI"R.. "HIG-i IENSITY" 
a:IPL* 0 0 4,6 0,6 
PARPFFIN 6,2 5,4 3,5 0,3 
GAS 5,9 2,3 2,5 0 
B..ECTRICITY 4,0 3,1 
A..E...LIOJO 1,1 1 ,o 
TOT~ 16,1 7,7 11' 7 5,0 
1\011::: * assume usage of coal -for 6 months per an rum 
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"GURE 1.1 PERCEN""GE SHARI! 0' 'UELS 0' 























It is striking that electricity supplies over 60"/. of the useful e_nergy in the 
Zimbal:w!an "high density" areas. The question is whether the introd..lction of 
electricity to the Sc:uth African in-formal areas wo..1ld recilce the consumption 
of transi tiona! -fuels. It is no~rthy that these areas have a higher total 
useful energy consumption wi tha..lt electricity at present. In addition, as 
indicated in table 6,8 above, gas consumption is primarily in those areas 
with electricity at present. 
6. 6 ~ a:ETS CF FLELS PIIIO UXFU.. El'CRGY a::ETS 
The di-f-ferent types of market structure in the varia...LS areas lead to 
di-fferent average costs, as set out in the table bel~. The energy costs are 
use-ful energy costs rather than rett costs prior to use and as such are 
corrected -for the di-fferent ef-ficiencies of appliances. !Abod is not included 
as the samples are too small. Dry batteries, candles and car batteries are 
also not included as their contributions are insigni-ficant. 
In the case of average costs these -appear to vary little, but again the range 
of values within each area is large. The c:::cst of candles is higher in the 
in-f-ormal areas. In the case of para-f-fin the variat.ion is proportionately 
small, except in the Transvaal area. The average CDSt of gas varies most, dJe 
to the large di-f-ferences in unit cost, depending on the size of gas container 
used. 
TAELE 6. 10 PWERPC£ a::ETS A'JO L.S:FtJ_ ~ CCST CF R..EL 
PER ~ PER Hl...eEHl_D - w-n.E ~ 
PARPFFIN GAS aa: 
c/lt c/MJ R/kg c/MJ ciMJ* 
PLL CAPE fd) 3,2 1,19 3,6 3.5 
CL.D FCR'R_ fd) 3,3 1,07 3,3 3.5 
r..ew FCR'R_ 58 3,1 1,22 3,7 3.5 
CL.D I~ 62 3,4 1,20 3,7 
1\EW II\FORI"R... 58 3,1 1,06 3,3 
TRPN3VM.. 68 3,7 1,00 3.1 
* Does rot incluc:E service charge of R2,20/tTDnth 
In the case of useful energy costs the similarity between the varia...LS ~ls 
is striking. In the Cape as a W1ol e para-f-fin is marginally cheaper than gas 
and electricity. I-f the service charge is included l"laaever gas and 
electricity reverse ranks. In the Transvaal gas is the cheapest, -foll~d by 
para-f-fin and then <not tabulated> coal llot'lich is used in braziers with very 
l0111 <approx 10"/.) e-f-ficiencies. Candles increase in costs -fran -formal to 
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informal areas, as does para~in. Gas does not share the usual pa~tern and is 
cheaper in the new informal areas. 
In terms of the above it is unlikely that useful energy cost is a factor in 
determining the choice of n1els. 
6. 7 al\CLUSICJ\S 
This chapter indicates the relative importance of the various fuels under 
consideration t:x...J.t also raises the question as to how these measures 
themselves should be ranked in importance. If ubiquity is the measure then 
paraf-fin is preeminent. In terms of useful energy consutred gas and 
electricity are the most important in the formal areas and para~in in the 
informal areas. In the Transvaal coal replaces paraf-fin. 
This chapter suggests that, on the basis of cross-sectional 
there is a relative shift of population from informal to 






gas for paraf-fin and coal. Gas appears to have a special role that allows its 
contirued consumption in spite of the use of electricity. As suggested below 
the investment level in gas appliances may explein this phenomena. 
At this level there is no indication as to how fuels are indivually chosen. 
The analysis suggests ' that unit price on a useful basis is not a 
consideration as the values for all fuels are very close. Perceived price is 
dealt with below. On an aggregate basis however the choice of fuels and the 
total amounts used allow for significantly different t:x...J.dget shares of fuel in 




INTERRELATICJ\&fi PS E£Tl.!EEN Fl.EL VPRIAa.ES ~ BX:IQ-Ea:J'01IC VMIAB...ES 
7.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter deals with the interrelationships of the fuel related variables 
with each other and with the socio-economic variables. At the outset it must 
be stressed that fuel usage appears to be determired by a broad range of 
criteria that vary with socio-economic status. In addition fuel usage varies 
greatly within each area and group and in keeping with other erergy studies 
there is a large scatter of data. The primary problem is that of 
mul ticoll ireari ty atrODQ the independent variables. As indicated in section 
5.8 a preliminary renedy is the choice of major independent variables that 
have the lowest covariances. 
As a result only certain variables were selected fur investigation; narrely 
the major socio-economic -variables, and the fuel expenditure and useful 
erergy variables. Fuel consumption is highly correlated with expenditure on 
fuels, as indicated belcw. As the latter is invariably more accurately 
reported, especially where ~ractional purchases occur, fuel expenditure is 
treated in more detail in this chapter. 
7. 2 CORRELATIO'JS E£11...EEN R..EL EXPENDin..R:: Pt~JD Ol\S...NPT!Cl'J 
The fuel variables are not independent. There are strong, rut not per-fect, 
positive correlations bet~n expenditure on each fuel and the a.rna..J.nts of 
that fuel used in the Cape and Transvaal, ranging ~rom 0,83 to 0, 99 <Spearman 
Rank correlation coefTicients . at ~1. signi~icance level>. These correlations 
are a measure of the informality of the markets fur each fuel. The ascending 
rank order in the Cape is candles <0,88>, para-f-fin <0,94>, and gas <0,95> 
which is as expected ~rom the fuel vendor study. Candles are largely tx:l..lght 
at local shops, as is -para-f-fin. 
In the Transvaal a difTerent ranking prevails. 
wood <0,83>, coal <0,87>, para-f-fin <0,95>, gas 
Both wood and coal are sold door to door in 
informal market. Para-f-fin is sold at local 
purchased at fOrmal retail outlets. 
The ascending rank order is 
<0,97) and candles <0,99>. 
the Transvaal in a highly 
shops and gas and candles 
As a result of this close correlation the patterns described in detai 1 be lew, 
with regard to the fuel expenditure variables, apply equally to the ~el <rut 
not erergy> consumption variables. 
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7 . 3 CXJRRELA T I !l\18 8E1"\.o.EEN DIFFERENT Fl£LS 
In the Cape there is a low regati ve correlation bet~Neen expenditure on 
candles and parafTin of -0,21 <Spearman Rank at 9?/. signi~icance level>. 
There i s also a ~ative correlation <-0,33 at a signi~icance level o~ 8?/.l 
between the expenditure on gas and on candles and also between the amount o~ 
candles and quantity of gas used. While these correlations d.Je ro suggest the 
direction of substitution, ~rom the ~regoing analyses it is likely that it 
is ~rom candles to parafTin and gas light. 
Using ron-parametric correlation analysis there are ro further correlations 
bet~Neen expenditure and consumption variables in the Cape. Using parametric 
analysis a weak regative correlation between the expenditure on parafTin and 
on electricity, and an even weaker regative correlation betlfEen expenditure 
on parafTin and on gas can be discerred. These canrot hoever be construed as 
evidence of shi~ts ~rom ore fuel to arother as the underlying distrib.J.tions 
are dissimilar. 
In the Transvaal there are good correlations between the expenditure on WCXJd 
and on coal at 0,54 <Spearman Rank> and the amount of WCXJd and amount of coal 
used at 0,49 <Spearman Rank>. This is an indication of the major role of WCXJd 
as kindling fur coal Hres rather than as an independent fuel. There is also 
a correlation of 0,34 bet~Neen the expenditure on parafTin and on "'--Od, and of 
0,33 between consumption of parafTin and "'--Od. It is unlikely that this is a 
direct correlation and it is probable that a socio-economic variable, fur 
instance ho..J.Sehold size, may be inHuenc;ing both variables equally. 
The absence of any correlations bet~Neen electricity and the transitional 
fuels - gas, coal and parafTin, is rotaNorthy. In the light of the strong 
correlations revealed at the macro-level in chapter 5 these would be 
expected. In terms of the gererall y accepted model of erergy transition good 
correlations between the transitional fuels themselves would also be 
expected. -These are also rot evident. All of this points to a gul~ in the 
theory between micro- and macro-economic levels. 
7.4 aJRRELATICl'J CF R...EL EXPENDITURE WITH S:CID-E£Xl\01IC VARIAB....ES 
CAPE STUDY 
7.4.1 Correlation Matrix 
The correlation matrix between the major socio-economic variables and the 
fuel expenditure variables, fur the Cape and the Transvaal, is tabulated 
bel~. As fuel expenditur-e and fuel consumption are related the patterns 
described bel~ hold -far- the r-elationships between the latter and the socio-
economic variables. The expenditures on fuels are aggregated into two 
categories. The "ma jor- fuels " category consists o~ parafTin, gas and 
electricity or coal (with "'--Od). The ''all fuels" category includes major and 
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miror fuels, the latter consisting of candles, car batteries and dry 
batteries. 
The results of the correlation analysis are as fOllows:-
i) The variables time urbanized and household size have the most 
influence on the individual fuel variables, and also on aggregate 
expenditures on major fuels. 
ii> Income appears to have ro significant correlation with the fuel 
expenditure variables on their own. 
iii) Of the fuel variables electricity and paraffin are the least 
influenced by the socio-ecoronic variables. 
i v > TI-e rumber of bui 1 dings per site and ha.lseho 1 d i ncare are weak 1 y 
correlated with the total fuel expenditure variable. 
A partial correlation analysis shews that these correlations are lower once 
the influences of ott-er variables are excluded. 
TAB..£ 7.1 FlE... EXPENDin..JRE; OJRREI...ATICJ\S WITH ta:::IO-ECX:N3'1IC 




Paraffin expend sec 
PPM 
Gas expend sec 
PPM 
Elec expend sec 
PPM 
Candle expend sec 
PPM 







Major fuels exp sec , 36 
PPM ,44 
All fuels exp sec ,~ 
PPM ,39 

























1\lJTE. 1. Signi-ficance 1 eve 1 s +95"1., except a - 90"1. to 95"1. 
2. Major fuels are paraffin, gas and electricity 
3. sec - Spearman Rank C.C. PPM - Pearson Proci.lct moment 







The correlation matrix .for the Transvaal is tabulated below. As the sample 
set is small only Spearman rank correlation ~icients were calculated. 
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TAa..E 7. 2 FLEL EXPENDITURE; CORRELATICJ\S WITH sa::ID-ECD\01IC 
VARIAa..ES. S~ RI=N< CORRELATHl'.J CXEFFICIENTS. TRP4\ISVM... 
sa:: I D-ECCl\01 I C VAR I Aa..ES 
rtEL EXPENDITURE Tirre H/H incc:me Tot H/H 
VAR.IAa..ES urbanized size week expend 
Paraffin expend ,31 
Gas expend 
Wood expend ,27 
Coal expend ,24• 
Candle expend 
Dry Bat expend ,53 
Major fUels exp ,21• ,27 
All fUels exp ,22• ,21• ,26 
NJTE. 1. Signi-ficance levels +95"1., except a - 90"/. to 95"/. 









The pattern here is di1=-ferent to that in the Cape. The environnental 
variable, the rumber of buildings per site, is the most important, -follo.o.ed 
by household size. The variable time urbanized has no in-fluence on the 
individual fUel variables and the correlations with the aggregates are not 
all at high levels of signi-ficance. Tl"le di1=-ferences in the sample sizes and 
the wholly in-formal nature of the Transvaal area under study may partially 
explain these di1=-ferences. 
The in-fluence of each socio-ecoromic variable is now considered in more 
detail. 
7.4.2 The in-fluence of the time urbanized 
Both tables al:x:Jve indicate clearly that upon aggregation of individual fuel 
expe~ditures the strength of the correlations between the two groups of 
variables - increases signi~icantly. The expenditure on major fUels (the sum of 
the expenditures on paraffin, gas and electricity> is stronolv correlated 
with the time away ~rem origin in the Cape. This variable is the single most 
important indicator of the level of 'modernisation' v.tlich is distinct ~rem 
socio-ecoromic status. The implications of this are that as a population 
"modernizes" its expenditure on -fuel wi 11 increase, whether or not incane has 
increased. 
In terms of individual f4els gas has the highest correlation to this variable 
in the Cape. It can be assumed that as a function of "modernization" the 
benefits of gas are perceived to OJ.t~igh the perceived danger of this fuel 
as described in the rext section. 
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7.4.3 The i~luence o-f hcu.sehold size 
In the Cape household size is the variable with the widest i~luence on 
individual fuels although the correlation ~icients are low. Of the 
individual fuels, . electricity and gas are signi~icantly correlated with 
household size. In the Transvaal household size is signi~icantly correlated 
with expenditure on 
the expenditure on 
para~in and is the most highly correlated variable to 
major fuels. It also has a weak i~luence on the 
expenditure on coal and wood. 
Household size i~luences expenditure primarily as a result o~ increased 
cooking requirements. Heating and 1 i ght i ng are a function o-f the rumber o-f 
roans rather than rumber o~ people. This is corroborated by the ~act that the 
fuels used ~r cooking, namely gas, electricity and para~in are the most 
signi~icantly correlated to household size. 
7.4.4 The i~luence o-f incore 
For the Cape as a whole inc:ore is not correlated with the expenditure on any 
o-f the major fuels. This is an extremely signi~icant ~inding as the energy 
transition process is generally asSLIIT'ed to be a function o-f incone. It is 
however correlated with both expenditure on major fuels and on all fuels. 
This relationship ranks in strength behind time urbanized, household size and 
total expenditure. This weak positive relationship with the expenditure on 
fuels in aggregate may not be causal and the covariance o-f the socio-ecoranic 
variables should be borne in mind. 
In the Transvaal incc:me has a strong i~luence on the expenditure on dry 
batteries -a minor fuel, and this in~luenoe is carried through into the all 
fuels category. This e-Fi=ect may be explained by a 1 ikely strong relationship 
between incc:me and the purchase o-f appliances (such as radios etc) that 
require dry batteries. Incone also has sane correlation with wood and coal 
with the latter not being signHic-.ant. 
On the basis o-f this evidence, the causa 1 role genera 11 y ascribed to i nc:ore 
in in~luencing expenditure <and hence consumption> on fuels cannot be 
supported. The 1 imi ted size o-f the sample, the wide range o-f sub-groups in 
the population surveyed, the problem o-f IT'Ul ti -cell ineari ty and the di ~icul ty 
o-f collecting reliable inc:ore data should hc::JEver be borne in mind. The role 
o-f incore cannot thus be established with aca.Jracy at this stage. 
7.4.5 The i~luence o-f total household expenditure 
In the Cape total household expenditure has a strong correlation with the 
expenditure on candles, and a weak correlation at a low signi~icance level 
with gas. Parametrically a weak relationship with para~in expenditure is 
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also revealed. The correlation with total household expenditu~e on major 
fUels is higher than that fOr income. On the other hand the correlation with 
all fUels is lower. 
In the Transvaal no correlations on any fUel category exist. The smaller 
sample may explain this in part, but the major difTerences with the Cape as a 
whole are probably due to the infOrmal nature of the Transvaal sample. 
There is a complex relationship between income and household expenditure 
which is better understood by the analysis of groups beleN. 
7.4.6 The influence o-F the rumber of buildings oer site 
This environmental variable has weak correlations with the aggregate fUel 
categories in the Cape. In the Transvaal it ranks second a-Fter household size 
in influence on major fUel expenditure and has a strong influence on gas 
expenditure. This is in line with expectations as the Transvaal survey was in 
winter when heating, which is largely a fUnction o-F the rumber o-F roc::ms, was 
at a peak. 
7.4. 7 The influence o-F other rusreric socio-economic variables 
All the other rumeric socio-economic variables were tested non-parametrically 
fOr correlations with the fUel variables. Few of signi-Ficance were revealed. 
The number employees per -Family has a correlation o-F 0,28 with expenditure on 
electricity. The mobility variable, how long at present address, has a weak 
correlation with expenditure on gas in the Transvaal, but none in the Cape. 
It is apparent that, taken as a whole, the Cape and Transvaal surveys oo not 
reveal the- strong relationships with income suggested at the macr~level. In 
particular positive relationships between income and expenditure on gas and 
electricity, and negative relationships between income and expenditure on 
para-F-Fin co .. Lld be expected. 1-bo.ever, the influence of income on individual 
-Fuels is notably absent, as is that o-F expenditure. Instead time urbanized 
and household size are the variables 11\tlich influence the expenditure on 
individual and on all -Fuels in the Cape. This suggests that the process of 
"modernization" is a fUndamental elanent in the energy transition process in 
this area. In the Transvaal the process o-F modernization would appear to have 
progressed fUrther and is no longer a -Factor. This cannot however be 
illustrated clearly at this stage where the basis of analysis is the entire 
sample. To gain fUrther insight disaggregation of the sample into groups is 
necessary. 
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7. 5 CORR8....ATICN3 WITHIN GRO..JPS 
7.5.1 Introduction 
Grouping is a powerfUl technique fOr identi~ying real relationships between 
variables by controlling the grouping variable. The technique has an i nherent 
drawback with small samples in that the size~ the groups are a fUnction o~ 
the tota l number ~ groups and the whole sample size. In addition equality~ 
group sizes i~luences the cut-points ~ the groups, rather than exogeneous 
~actors. In addition, grouped data should be interpreted with care as 
di ~rences between groups d:J rot necessari 1 y confer causality between the 
grouping variables and the dependent variables. For this reason correlations 
within groups as well as di~rences between groups are analysed. 
Grouping in terms o~ dwelling type, area groups, income and time urbanised 
were investigated. Many addi tiona! groups, particularly in terms ~ ron-
n.uneric variables, COJ.ld be envisaged -for analysis, but the scope ~ this 
dissertation precludes this. The miror fUels, candles, dry batteries and car 
batteries are rot treated individually but fOrm part ~ the "all fUels 
group". Thra.J.ghout, fUel grQ.+Ps as ~ired in chapter 6.3, are dealt with, 
rather than cross-sample averages which distort the picture in ~ava.J.r o~ high 
expenditure fUels. All missing values are dealt with on a pairwise basis. 
Onl y the Cape is dealt with in this section. 
In the tables below all ron-parametric cnrrelation coe-Fficients <Spearman 
rank> above a value of= 0, 35 and with a signHicarce level ~ ~!. <0, 05> or 
above are in bold. While the choice ~ distinguishing correlations greater 
than 0,35 is arbitrary, it helps to identi~y the most important variables. 
7.5.2 Dwelling type groups 
v.t1en groups are investigated 
and correlations gererally 
Transvaal is wholly informal 
the number ~ cases in each group is smaller, 
weaker, than the Cape study as a whole. The 
and has been dealt with above. 
The Hrst grouping is on the basis of= dwelling type. Formal dwellings -formed 
ore group while back-yard shacks and shacks in the informal areas -formed 
arother. The si gni H cant corre 1 at ions between the -formal and informal areas 
as a whole are tabulated i n table 7.3 below. 
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TAa...E 7. 3 FLEL EXPENDITURE: aJRRELATIO\IS WITH SO::ID-Ea::l\01IC 
VAR I ARES: £l.£l....L I 1\G-TYPE GROJPS. - CAPE 
SO:: I D-ECCJ\01I C VAR I AEL.ES 
FLEL EXPEND time H/H inc:one Tot H/H blds/ 
VARIAELES urbanized size week expend. site 
FORI"R. (30,2) (6,65) ( 178) (154) ( 1 '9) 
ParaHin C,27J 
Gas ,36 [ ,46] -,39 
Electricity ,45 
Major fuels ,24 
All fuels [ ,29] ,21 C,27J -
II'FO~ <8, 7) <4,4) ( 124) (63) ( 1 '4) 
ParaHin ,22 ,34 [ '20]• 
Gas ,39 [,56] -,50 
Major fuels ,26 ,20 '18 ,35 
All fuels ,23 ,26 ,31 C,25J ,30 [ ,23J 
I\OTE. 1. Signi-ficance levels +95"1., except a - 90"1. to 95"1. 
2. Major fuels are paraHin, gas and electricity. 
3. Correlation coe-f-ficients are Spearman Rank. Those in 











4. () Mean values ~ socio-economic variables - table 7.5 fOr units 
There are striking diHerences in the mean values of the socio-economic 
variables of the two gra.Jps <top 1 ine in brackets>. The substantial 
diHerences in expenditure on indivici.Jal and aggregate fuels between the two 
gra.Jps is illustrated in -figure 7.1 belcw. These diHerences are -fundamental 
to the energy transition process. Any relative shi~t in population ~rom one 
gra.Jp to the other wi 11 result in large changes in the pattern ~ energy 
demand. f-O.ever, as set OJ.t below, the socio-economic variables determining 
-fuel expenditure within each gn:x..lQ change between the two areas under study. 
·-
In the case ~ the -formal d.Elling gro.Jp time urbanized, ha..tsehold size and 
total expenditure correlate signi~icantly with diHerent individual fuels. 
Income appears to have no eHect on any ~ the fuel grgups. Total ho...tsehold 
expenditure has a strong negative relationship with expenditure on gas, 
suggesting a transition away ~rom this fuel with increasing total 
expenditure. There is however no concomitant positive relationship with 
electricity as would be expected. Instead electricity is strongly correlated 
with ~amily size. Why expenditure on gas should behave like this cannot be 
explained at this stage. 
In the informal dwelling grOJ.p the residential mobility variable is 
correlated to all the fuel variables - strongly in the case o~ paraHin, gas 
and major fuel expenditure, suggesting that fUel expenditure is strongly 
in~luenced by social stability. The mobility variable was also revealed to be 
important in the Transvaal which is wholly informal. A strong regative 
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correlation between expenditure on gas and total expenditure is revealed, 
similar to that fur furmal d.-.ell ings and is also urexplainable at this stage. 
Total household expenditure correlates positively with expenditure on major 
fuels rut this is considered spuric::us as there are 5 electricity users in the 
sample with high fuel expenditures. In this group there is an indication that 
incore plays a role." It is correlated to gas and para-f-fin parametrically, and 


















110URI! 7.1 I'ORMAL I INI'ORMAL GROUPS 
OAa 




c:J /IIFORIIAL miD FORIIAL 
ALL 
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From the table and ~igure above it appears that in terms o~ expe~diture the 
most marked difTerence is with gas and aggregate expenditure on major and all 
fuels. In addition, in both groups there is a tendency -for those ho.Jsehol ds 
with lc:wer expenditure to spend more on gas. The role ~ inc:are is more 
pronounced in the informal areas, as found by Hughes-cromwick <1985). 
7.5.3 Area groups 
I;Jhen further broken up into old and new -formal and informal areas the pattern 
becorres even more complex. The correlation matrix is tatulated be lew. 
Re-ference should be made to tables 5.1 to 5.6 that dealt with the socio-
economic variables by area group. 
TAILE 7.4 FLEL EXPENDITI.JRE; SPEARI"'A'J ~ CXJRRELATICl\S - AREA 
GRCl.JPS. CAPE 
OC.C I D-Ea:Nl'1I C VPR. I AILES 
FLEL EXPEND Time H/H inc:one Total tuilds/ haN · 
VPR.IAILES urbanized size week expend. site long 
CLD FO~ <30,7) <6,89) ( 173) ( 170> <2,4) (13,2) 
Electricity ,41 
Major fUel ,~ ,25 
All fUels ,33 
1\EW F~ (24,4) <5,23) ( 166) ( 115) ( 1 '6) <4,0) 
Parattin ,3:5 
Gas ,84 -,~ ,53 
Electricity 
Major fUel ,32 
CLO II\F~ <8,8) <5,35) ( 137) (53) ( 1' 1) <2,5) 
All fUels ,30 
1\EW II\F~ (9,2) (3,6) ( 100) (38) ( 1 '0) <0, 9) 
Para -- ,42 ,28 
Major fUels ,'S7 ,32 
All fUels '~ ,3:5 
I\OTE: See notes Table 7.4 above. 
In the old -formal areas ha.Jsehold size is the c:bminant socio-economic 
variable. It is well correlated with expenditure on electricity and on major 
-fuels. Apart ~rom a weak correlation between income and the expenditure on 
major fUels all other correlations are at low levels ~ signi~icance. 
Noticeable by their absence are paraHin and gas. This suggests that the 
importance o-f these -fuels has dec 1 i ned in this area group. 
In the new -formal areas gas has a very strong correlation with time urbanized 
and the mobility variable. On the other hand it also has a strong negative 
correlation with total expenditure. These effects appear to be contradictory 
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but could be explained by the adoption of gas by newly arrived residents as 
an interim solution and a shi~t away ~rom this, probab~y to electricity as it 
becomes available or a~rdable. 
1\k:J clear pattern _emerges ~rom the correlations in the in-formal areas. The 
lack o~ correlations in the old in~rmal areas is striking. In the new 
in-formal areas the time urbanized emerges as the dominant socio-economic 
variable. It should be remembered that these areas house the newly 
established and newly migrated households with small ~amilies wherein 
para-f1=in is the sole -fuel in many cases. The Hnding that the level of 
urbanization influences expenditure on fUels is signi~icant and is 
investigated in more depth by grouping by time urbanized belON. Also of 
importance is that income is correlated with aggregate expenditure on all 
-fuels in this area group. 
At this level of analysis the grouping into area groups c:bes not clariry the 
energy transition process IT'Uch more than the tii\Ofuld division into ~rmal and 
in-formal groups. L.lhile -fuel expenditure is a-ffected by dif-ferent scio-
economic variables in each area no clear pattern emerges. In sane of the 
areas more can be inferred ~rom the lack of correlations, such as fur gas and 
para-f1=in in the old ~rmal areas, than ~rom the coef-ficients themselves. The 
small average size of the samples is an addi tiona! ~actor in recilcing the 
confidence of interpretation. 
7.5.4 Income groups 
To test the broad ef-fect of incone on -fuel expenditure three income groups 
were created; namely lDN inc:are - belON R100/week; mid-incore - between R100 
and R175 per week and high income above R175 per week. The terms are relative 
and cut-points were determined by the reed to keep the sizes of each group 
approximately equal. 
The characteristics of these ircome groups are as -follows:-
TAa..£ 7.5 ~TERISTICS CF II\CD'E GRCl....PS. 1"EAN V~l..ES CF 
VPR. I Aa..£8. CAPE 
VAAIAa..£ La..J MID HIGi 
H/H income/wk R55,76 132,28 282,12 
Time urbanized yrs 16,7 15, 11 16,23 
H/H size - persons 5,18 5,47 5,95 
H/H expenditure/wk R68, 76 114, 18 117,00 
Buildings/site 1,50 1,66 1,69 
Yrs at address 6,62 5,14 6,38 
While there is marked divergence between incomes the similarity in mean time 
urbanized is striking. Large ranges o~ times urbanized are thus contained 
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within each group. It should also be noted that ~amily sizes are _similar and 
i ncrease slightly across the groups. Expenditure on. fUels shows a marked 
i ncrease between the low and mid-income groups but only small increases, and 
even decreases, between mid and high-income groups. 
The signi~icant correlations are tabulated below. 















































The signiHcant independent variable in the low incane group is total 
household expenditure. This suggests that fuel use in this group is indeed a 
fUnction of a Hnancial variable which is expenditure rather than inc:one. 
The mid-income group is in-fluenced by the most variables. These are time 
urbani"zed, -time at present address and household size. At this stage fuel 
expenditure is t.tus determined largely by behavioural and environmental 
variables. 
In the high-income group there is a strong correlation between time urbanized 
and expenditure on major fuels. In addition, although not a high level of 
signi~icance there is a negative correlation between para-ffin and time 
urbanized. The 'modernization' variable, time urbanized, is thus in-fluential 
at both mid and high-income levels. 
Although dependent on the reliability of the expenditure data in the low 
income group, these ~indings indicate a definite change in the variables 
relating to fuel expenditure as income changes. 
Figure 7.2 indicates the expenditure on ~ls by income group. 
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The erergy transition process is gererally seen in terms of rising inc:ores. 
The analysis by income gro.Jps indicates that there are indeed changes of 
indivici.Jal and aggregate expenditure on -fuels with rising average incones. 
Within each income group hcJ..ever these changes are determined by dif-ferent 
~actors. In the low income group household expenditure is the key variable 
while in the mid and high income groups non-economic variables come into 
play. This suggests that the erergy transition process is better 

















FIQUR. 7.1 INCOM. QIIOUN 
,U.L •xPDDITUR. P.lll w•a 
QM I!LI!O'fiUOITY MA.IOIII ALL 
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7.5.5 Time urbanized groups 
As seen above the time urbanized has a pervasive in-fluence on the fuel 
variables, as well as on other socio-ac:onomic variables. Three grOL.lps based 
on time urbanized were chosen. Firstly, a newly urbanized group of those who 
had been in an urban area fOr less than 5 years. Secondly an intermediate 
grOL.lp ~rom 5 to 15 years urbanized and thirdly an group longer than 15 years 
urbanized. The cut-points were chosen on the basis of rapid urban growth 
during the last 5 years in the Western Cape and 15 years being approximately 
the span o~ a generation. Equalizing group sizes also in-fluenced the choice 
of the cut-points. It should be noted that the groups deal with ~irst 
generation migrants only. Those born in the Western Cape are excluded at this 
stage. The characteristics of the three groups are set out below. 
TAEl...E 7. 7 ~ACTERISTICS CF Til"£ L..RBA\IIZED GRO..JPS. l"8=ttl 
VPL.LES CF VARIAEl...ES. CAPE 
VARIAEl...E 
Time urbanized yrs 
H/H size - persons 
Age respondent yrs 
















There is a marked di-f-ference in age beb-.een the three groups, in keeping with 
the age speci~ic nature of rural-urban migration. In terms o~ income the 
intermediate group is the poorest while the new and old migrants are on a 
par. 
Figure 7.3 indicates the expenditure on fUels within each fUel user group. 
Apart ~rom para~in which is relatively unchanged there is a regular increase 
in all the fUel groups. This regularity should be compared to the pattern fOr 
inc:orre groups above. This suggests that the time urbanized can be used as a 
po.-.erful predictor of expenditure, and hence consumption of fUels. This 
~igure relates only to expenditure within fUel groups. In terms o~ ~requency 
of fUel use the Hrst two time urbanized groups are similar while in the 
third grOL.lp use of para~in ~alls while there is a marked increase in the 
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"QUAl! 7.1 TIMI! URIIANIZI!D GROUPS 
OM 
FUI!L EXPI!NDITURI! PI!R WI!I!K 
I!LI!CTRICITY 
.. UI!L GROUPS 
MA.IOR ALL 
The correlations between the socio-econanic and Tu.el variables fur these 
groups are tabulated below:-
TAELE 7. 8 FLE... EXPENDITI.JRE; SPEARI'"m ~ aRREJ...ATICJ\S - TII"E 
UR~I ZED GRO.JPS. CAPE 
---- SOCIO-t:CXNJ1IC VM.IAEL£8-----
Time FLE... EXPEND 
VARIAELES urbanized 




5 - 15 YRS 








































In te~ms of the co~~elatians at high levels of signi~icance _ a patte~n 
ene~ges. 
In the newly u~banized and inte~mediate g~oups the expenditu~e an pa~a~in, 
the cbminant indi.vici..tal fuel (~~equency 100%), is inHuenced by household 
size and ~esidential mobility. Gas, which is mo~e ~~equent in the ~i~st g~oup 
<25"1.), is nat i~luenced by the sacia-ecanc::mic variables chosen. In the 
inte~mediate g~oup whe~e gas is slightly less ~~equent <2?1.) the~e is a ve~y 
high ca~~elatian with household income. This is associated with a steep 
in ave~age expenditu~e an gas fO~ those using this fuel. 
In the ~inal g~oup expenditu~e an electricity is cor~elated to the number 
t:::u.ildings, which is a rough mea~e of Haa~space, t:::u.t nat to income. In 
natewo~thy that elect~icity eme~ges in the analysis as pa~a~in and 
disappear, the lastmentianed having no signi~icant car~elatians in 
g~oup. It is also noteworthy that the i~luence of time urbanized 







In terms of understanding the energy transition process the correlation 
analysis above suggests that as the modernization process continues the 
envi~anmental and behavioural variables than i~luence the cbminant fuels are 
partially replaced by ~inancial variables. The pattern is however a complex 
one and the role of household size and residential mobility an fuel 
expenditure wi 11 have to be investigated in depth aver rruch larger samples. 
7. 6 CORRELA T ICJ\1 CF USEFLL EI\ERGY CXJ\S..MPT ICJ\1 WI TI-l SOC! Q-
EOJ\01IC VAR I Aa..ES 
v.tlen the q..tanti ties of fUel consumed are transfOrmed to c311l0..lnts of useful 
energy consumed, as per the transfOrmation described in detail in chapter 
6.5, the correlations with the socio-economic variables change. Candles and 
dry batteri-es a~e nat canside~ed as the arrounts of energy supplied ~ram these 
so..J.Y"ces a~e tiny. The correlation matrix far the Cape as a whale and the 
Transvaal is tabulated below. 
It should be roted that the Transvaal represents a di-f-ferent system in that 
coal is a major fUel and woad is associated with it. 
It is clear that the Hnancial variables, inc:::ane and expenditure, have no 
inHuence an useful energy consumption of individual fUels in either the 
Transvaal or the Cape. 1-b...lsehold size has a pervasive i~luence an most fUels 
in both areas indicating that per capita fUel consumption is important. On 
aggregation the variables time urbanized and residential mobility emerge as 
the most important in the Cape. 
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TAILE 7.9 L.JSEFLL 8\ERGY roa..MPTICl'J: S~ RPN< ClJRRELATIO'J 
CXEFFICIENTS. CAPE ~ TRAI\SVM.._ 
s:J:ID-ECD\01IC VARIAEL£8 
8\ERGY CCN9...MP Time H/H inc:ane Total blds/ haN 
VARIAB...ES ur-banized size I!Eek expend. site long 
Par-a-F-Fin Cape ,16 -,15 
Tvl ,36 
Gas Cape ,34 ,30 ,31 
Tvl ,23• ,28 
Elec Cape ,34 
Coal Tvl ,25 ,28 
Vb:Jd Tvl 
Total Ener-gy Cape ,40 ,31 ,22 ,30 ,18 ,43 
Consumption Tvl ,25 ,31 ,23 
The patter-n that emer-ges is that, i-f measured by use-ful energy consumption 
r-ather than expenditur-e, the energy tr-ansition process is lar-gely gover-ned by 
ron-econonic var-iables. The ranking o-f socio-econonic variables in terms o-f 
strength o-f correlations on major -fuels is identical to that o-f expenditure 
in the case o-f the Cape as a whole <table 7.1>. 
7. 7 aJRRELATICN3 CF VAR Ia.JS RATIOS 
The ratio o-f expenditure on individual -fuels to total expenditure on all 
-fuels was analysed. The r-esults were:-
i) The ratio o-f para-f-fin to total household expenditure is signi-ficantly 
correlated with all socio-economic var-iables. There are negative correlations 
with time ur-banized (-0,40> and residential mobility (-0,39>. This suggests 
that hOJSehold expenditure on para-F-Fin wi 11 decrease as the time urbanized 
increases, or H residential rrobi li ty increases. 
ii> "The ratio o-f electricity to total haJsehold expenditure is also 
all 
being 
signi-ficantly correlated to all the socio-economic variables. These are 
positive, with time urbanized <0,37) and residential mobility <0,43> 
the strongest. 
Yet again this is an indication o-f a transition away -from the use o-f par-a-f-fin 
and towards the use o-f electr-icity as modernization proceeds. 
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7. 8 I'1..L TI PLE R..E.... USE 
The analysis thus far has dealt with exclusionary fuel groups. These groups 
do not incorporate the multiple use of fuels which is the norm. To answer the 
question as to which fuels will be used as the energy transition process 
progresses multiple fuel use has to addressed. M..ll tiple fuel use groups may 
be classified by the characteristics of one of more objective variable. 
Relative expenditure or consumption of the dominant fuel are examples. 
A four part grouping in terms of expenditure on the dominant fuels was used 
in this study as follows:-. 
1> Paraffin Group - over 75'/. of total fuel expenditure on paraffin. 
2) Gas Group - over 75'1. of total fuel expenditure on gas. 
3l Electricity group - over 75'/. of total fuel expend on electricity. 
4) Mixed group - use of multiple fuels: resid.lal of al::x:Jve groups. 
The cut-points of 75'1. of total sample fuel expenditure are arbitrary. The 
result are fuel groups which are inclusionary in that all subsidiary fuels 
are incorporated in the group. 
Figure 7.4 indicates the relative sizes of the groups. Measured in terms of 
proportion of the total fuel expenditure of the whole Cape sample the mixed 
and gas groups are the . largest, followed by the paraffin and electricity 
groups. In terms of the n..unber of ha.lseholds in each sample however the 
paraffin group acca.lnts for over half the sample total. This illustrates the 
problem in measuring group importance in terms of expenditure alone. 
PICJURI! 7.4 WULTIP'll! 'UI!l CJROUP'8 
GROUP' 81ZI!8 
PROPORTION OF 
TO TAL EXPEND/ TURE-
PROPORTION OF 
ALL HOUSEHOLDS• 
PARA GROUP 63S 
ELEC GROUP 16S 
GAS GROUP 30Z 
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Figure 7.5 below indicates the characteristics O'f the fa..J.r -fuel gra.~ps in 
terms of the major socio-ec:cnanic variables. It is signi-ficant that both titre 
urbanized and inc:are increase regularly across the fa..J.r gro...~Ps, indicating 
that these variables can be used to predict the d"loice of -fuel gro...~P. Total 
ha..lsehold expenditure and residential mobility <period at address> are l ess 
regular with the mixed and gas gra.J.PS having similar values. Household size 
"'*" i ch is not indicated varies -from 5,1 persons -for the para-ffin gra.~p to 6,4 
persons -for the electricity gra.~p. 
"GUR. 7.1 WULTIPL. PUn GIIOUN 
80CIO-GONOWIO OHAIIAGUIU8TI08 
'ARIOU8 UNIT8 (Me tat) 
•xPDDITU-
WULTIPL. PUn GROUN 
m\\1 IIIXD elfOUI' 
... RIOD Ia ADDR .. 8 
[2] W.IIU"II tliiOIJII 
cmJ eM tllfOUI' ~ •t•tnfflt:ITY elfOfJI' 
Each grcup not only exhibits a di Ffet ent set of characteristics in terms O'f 
the socio--ec:ct anic variables but also in terms of e>ependi tures on the 
c:bninant and subsidiary -fuels as indicated in -figure 7.6. In the para-ffin 
grcup para-ffin is the only -fuel. Soma SSW!. of the whole Cape sample trus rely 
on this -fuel alone and on average spend R4,40 per week on purchasing it. 
There is a large di-f-ference in expenditure t::lebeen the para-ffin grcup and all 
three other grcups. This suggests that the energy transition process is by 
adoption of new -fuels without the inmediate abanc:bl11ent o-f the old ores. In 
the case of the mixed grcup average expenditure on para-ffin is more than in 
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the pa~a~in g~oup. In addition gas and elect~icity a~e pur.chased .fO~ simila~ 
amounts to give a weekly expenditu~e on all fuels of R14,37 in the mixed 
g~oup. The gas g~oup, whe~e gas is the dominant fuel, has the highest ave~age 
weekly expenditu~e o~ R18,76 , ~llowed by the electrici ty group at R14,80. 
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The question now arises as to how well the choice of the difTerent multiple 
-fuel groups can be predicted. Discriminant analysis is ore method where 
groups a~e identi~ied in terms of a rumber of variables. For the Cape sample 
discriminant analysis was carried out using the major socio-economic 
variables - time urbanized, household size, income and numbe~ of buildings. 
The results of this analysis are set out below:-
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TABLE 7.10 RESULTS OF DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 









Additional variables and di-f-ferent variables were tested but no improvement 
on the above was apparent. It is apparent that the prediction o~ choice 
between tTUl tiple -fuel uses grcups, and hence individ.Jal -fuel usage, on the 
basis of= the grcuping and the discriminating variables chosen is poor. The 
problem areas are the gas and mixed grcups. Di-f-ferent variables not obtained 
in the survey that highlight consumer preferences, an important element in 
choice between -fuels, discussed in the next chapter, wi 11 have to be Ta...lnd. 
7.9 REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Regression models are the standard econc:metric tool -for model! ing energy 
demand. Several multiple regression models were run with total energy 
expenditure and useful energy consumed as the dependent variables and various 
The results are tabulated be lew. 
TAa.E 7.11 RESULTS OF 1'1-L TI PLE REGRESSION MJCELS 
AREA CEPENIENT VPR.. INCEPENIENT VPR.S R2 
~CAPE Energy Time urban., H/H size, 0,27 
Expenditure Inc:one, no buildings 
All CAPE Useful Energy ditto 0,29 
Consumption 
FO~ Energy Time urban., H/H size o, 13 
Expenditure Incane 
F~ Useful Energy Time urban. , H/H size o, 13 
Consumption 
I NFORI"'A.. Energy Time urban., H/H size, o, 14 
Expenditure Incane, no buildings 
I 1\FORI"'A.. Useful Energy Time away, H/H size, 0,20 
Consumption Income, no buildings 
Given the large scatter o~ data the lew R2 ~igures achieved are not 
surprising. The higher ~igure -for the Cape as a whole suggest that larger 
sample sizes will benefit this technique. Ridge regression analysis on the 
independent variables indicates no stabilisation as theta increases, 
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suggesting that the ordinary least squares assumption c:bes not hold and non-
parametric techniques may be more sui table. I t .shOJld be noted that 
operational econorretric models can operate with R2 in the region Q1= 0,55 (eg 
Er i ckson &c Spann, 1973> and thus rru.l tiple regression may be the basis fur 
mode 1 s based on 1 arger samp 1 es. 
7. 1 0 CO\O....LJS I Cl\18 
From the examination o1= the relationships between the fUel and socio-economic 
variables it is apparent that the patterns revealed are complex. The rru.lti-
coll ineari ty o1= the socio-economic variables is p.srtly the cause. The small 
sample sizes and the limitations o1= using mainly non-parametric techniqt..les 
reduce the clarity with which relationships can be distinguished even 
fUrther. In spite o1= this a fUndamental conclusion, that fUel expenditure is 
not generally in-fluenced by inmne, may be drawn. Fuel expenditure, which is 
an element in the energy transition process, appears to be in-fluenced 
primarily by modernization, o1= which time urbanized and residential mobility 
are two components. 
Disaggregating the whole Cape sample into gro..1ps allo.-s the examination o1= 
the behaviour o1= each fUel <exclusively) in more detail by controlling the 
grouping variable. When grouped by dwelling type the most significant 
variable in the infOrmal areas is residential mobility which is a measure o1= 
social stability. When broken down fUrther into the area groups the pattern 
becones co~d. Total hOJsehold expenditure ho.-ever c:bes emerge as an 
important variable fur the lo.-.er incc:me group when grouping by incorre •. Income 
itself becorres important fur the newly urbanized when grouping by time 
urbanized. Only in the last mentioned grouping is there a pattern o1= 
increasing fUel expenditure fur all fUels. Throughout all groupings household 
size has a pervasive in-fluence, suggesting that per capita fUel consumption 
within households is an important factor. This variable should hoo.ever be 
seen as -a -c:anporent o1= household type which is also in-fluenced by the ages 
and sexes o1= the fami 1 y as well as the sex and marital status o1= the 
household head. 
The analysis o1= rru.l tiple fUel use is attempted by -forming rru.l tiple fUel 
groups that are defined on the basis of the dominant fUel having more than 
?.SI. o1= total household fUel expenditure. A clear pattern of intreasing values 
fur all the socio-economic variables across the gro..Lps is found suggesting 
that the energy transition process may best be explored in term o1= multiple 
rather than individual fUel usage. The paraffin grCLip emerges as a grCLip 
solely dependent on paraffin and making up more than half the whole Cape 
sample. This large grOJP can be described as the newly urbanized urban pCXJr. 
The dramatic increase i n e xpenditure between the paraffin gro..Lp and all three 
other groups suggests that the energy transition process is one o1= rapid 
acbption of new fUels and the slow abanci:Jnnent o1= the old ones. 
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Fran the correlation analysis it is evi ci:!nt that fuel expenditure can be 
determined by ascertaining changes in covarying soci~nomic variables with 
varying levels at= accuracy depending on the group and sample chosen. D.J.e to 
the close relationship at= expenditure on fuels and consumption of fuels, 
corroborated by the brief analysis at= consumption variables and consumption 
ratios, i t is thus possible to forecast static demand within these limits at= 
accuracy. 1-bwever, the understanding at= the energy transition process 
requires understanding the dynamics at= the choice at= mixes o~ fuels. The 
brief analysis conducted indicates that this choice at= fuels cannot be 
accurately predicted in terms of the socio-economic variables used in the 




ATTI11J!ES, p.pflLIA"Qffi A'JO AOOITICNCt., ~8 
8. 1 INTRO!l...CTICl\1 
In this sa.ti.on the attitudes of the respondents in the -follc:w-up survey to 
the -fuels and types of appliances used are presented. Unless otherwise stated 
only the Cape is dealt with. To gain -further insight into -fuel use -fa.J.r 
addi tional surveys were carried out. These were surveys of a group ~ 
~NCXJdgatherers, paraffin venc:brs, gas merchants and of electricity usage. A 
survey of -fuel prices, cc:mronly held as important determinants of -fuel 
consumption, was also carried out -for an eight year period to date. 
8. 2 TI-E ATTITUOI~ CD1P{]\£NT CF TI-E (LESTI~IRE 
Attitudes and preferences ~rds -fuels shape the erergy transition process 
bu.t are difficult to quanti-Fy. The attitudinal c:onponent of the questionnaire 
consisted of three questions regarding positive and negative attitudes to 
-fuels and preferences. This c:onponent was intended to be unstructured with 
the respondents replies recorded and translated at a later stage. This 
proceciJ.re proved to be impractical in the Held and instead the replies of 
the respondents were recorded on the questionnaire lf..lhere possible. These 
replies were CO'Jl)ared to the previous question as to why each -fuel was used. 
As the responses were dependent on the -fuel used, a twofold categorisation, 
namely electri-Fied and non-electri-Fied, was used. It sho..lld be borne in mind 
ha.Ever that multiple -fuel use is the norm <see chapter 7. 8> and thus 
attitudes to more than one -fuel exist at the same time. The attitudinal 
response - has been presented across the whole sample, with non-response 
included. The ranking of the results rather than the percentage values are of 
signi -Ficarce. 
8. 3 PCEITI'v£ ATTilUIES 
The responses to the quest ion 11 ~t cb )0..1 like atx:Jut the Fuels )0..1 are 
using ? 11 are tabu.lated below. 
From the answers it is apparent that it is the convenierce -Factor involved 
with electricity use, rather than the cost of the ft..lel, that is important in 
the electri-Fied group. It is also notewJrthy that the ec:o1 any of paraffin is 
on a par with that of electricity, illustrating the contirued usage of 
paraffin within the electri-Fied group. In the non-electri-Fied group the 
dominant positive attitude is towards paraffin econ::my with gas cleanliness 
ranked a much lower second. 
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Electricity, in the words of one respondent, is "clean, easy and manageable" 
Another states, "electricity is quicker rut para~in is cheaper" - which is 
the comnon perception and the use of para~in in the electri-fied grOJp is 
basically to reduce the monthly electricity bill. The attitude towards 
para~in is that it is "right and cheap -for me" and "the right price -for me". 
The widespread usage of para~in is th.Js as a result of its perceived economy 
- a perception that is not t:x:Jrne Cl.J.t by the analysis, in section 6.6, of -fuel 
costs in terms of useful energy wherein electricity, gas and para~in ar-e 
all -fOund to be similarly priced. 
8. 4 rtGATIV£ ATTITUCE:S 
The question "~t cbn't ):W like aba.lt the -Fuels ):W use" ? 
elicited the -following replies. 


























Clearly the expense of electricity is a cbninant theme in the electri-fied 
group. This is corrot:x:Jrated in the electricity survey below. In the non-
electri-fied group the dirtiness of paraffin is -follo..ed by the danger and 
expense of gas as the cbninant attitudes. 
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In the ~.ooerds ~ one repondent it is the "changing ~ the account" (price 
rises> that are the problem. 
8. 5 PREFEREJ\(ES 
The responses to the question " bb..tld }'00 pre-Fer to use another type ot= 





















The high percentage pre-ferring electricity in the electri-fied grC11p can be 
explained by the nul tiple use ~ -fuels and indicates a desire to move to...ards 
the use ~electricity only. The majority have ro preference fur a change, 
indicating a high level ~ satis-faction - compared to the lao~ -figure -for the 
ron-electri-fied grCl..lp. In this last mentioned grCl..lp the desire to move to 
electricity is apparent. Also roteworthy is the pre-ference fur gas in second 
place. 
In most cases preferences are quali-fied by economic considerations. One 
respondent -felt a preference -for, "electricity ....tlen I have the money", 
arother "electricity or something cheaper". Yet arother, "paraffin is the 
only -fuel r can a-f-ford". In sore cases the preference fur electricity was 
linked -to a desire fur a furmal dwelling. Appliances also played a role in 
preferences. One respondent stated, "I only have paraffin appliances", 
arother "I have a paraffin stove" . 
As indicated above, preferences relate to the cbninant -fuel used. They also 
relate to satis-faction with a particular fUel. In the case ~ paraffin 
satis-faction also appears to depend on the -fuel -formerly used. One respondent 
states, "paraffin is quick and better because ~~e cbnt make -fire c::utside 
anymore". Another cites appliances and furmer -fuel use, "~~e cbnt have pots to 
cook c::utside", referring to the previCl...lSly ubiquitous "Driepootjie". 
Cooking methods in-fluence the preference fur paraffin in conbination with 
electricity and gas as cooking "samp" requires sinl'llBring at a lao~ heat fur 
extended periods- an application ideally suited to the prirrus stove. 
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8.6 APPLIANCES 
The use of -fuels is closely mir-r-or-ed by the possession of appliances. The 
distr-ibution of these appliances accr-oss the whole sample is tabulated belcw. 
TABLE 8.4 DISTRIBUTION OF APPLIANCES 










The distr-ibution of appliances is tabulated below. 
TABLE 8.5 APPLIANCES BY FL.E.... TYPE -I. TOTPL ~ 
STavES LIG-IT FRII:EE I-£ATER 
I. I. 'l. 'l. 
Elec 15,0 Elec 20,7 17,2 6,1 
Par 52,2 Par- 43,3 0 49,4 
Gas 8,3 Gas 1,1 2,8 2,7 
Elec+par- 2,7 Candle 7,8 
Elec+gas 3,3 Cand+par 26,8 
Par+gas 18,3 
RADIO HIFI TV 
I. 'l. I. 
Elec 5,6 12,2 17,8 
Car bat 2,2 5,6 15,0 
Orybat 43,9 17,2 
It is apparent that stoves and light are basic necessities. The percentage of 
ha.Jseholds cwning TV" s is high indicating the stature of this appl iarce. The 
percentage using -fridges is lew - the -foodstu-Ff distribution systan in the 
townships red.Jces the necessity of this appliarce to a certain extent. 
The importarce of para-f-fin as the -fuel of basic necessity is appar-ent. It is 
however rotably absent in the re-frigeration sector. In the case of heating 
electri-fied households use para-f-fin heaters as electric heaters ar-e per-ceived 
to be expensive. Slightly less than hal-f of all TV sets are power-ed by car 
bat ted es. 
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The cost of appliances is a -factor in the energy transition pr-ocess. The 
minirn..un present replacanent cost of variOJS appliances is set C1lt belc.w. 
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The investment required by a hC11sehold using para-f-fin is thJs an order o-f 
magnitude less than that using gas or electricity and explains in part the 
pervasiveness of para-f-fin as a -fUel. The high investment in gas explains the 
retention of the appliances a-fter electri-fication. In the case of electricity 
the conrection and installation -fees have rot 
' ore---of-f' charges, b...lt they are a -factor -for 
system. 
8. 7 Fl£1.... VENOOR 9..PJEYS 
8.7.1 Woodgatherers 
been considered as these 
a ho.Jsehold considering a 
are 
new 
The Cape Peninsula has a large wood resa..trce in the -form of woodlands of Port 
Jackson Wi llc.w which is a -fast grc.wing invasive species. 1\bt only is this 
resa..trce extensive b...lt it is theoretical! y -freely available as the renoval o-f 
the species is a policy. In terms of distance however only the new in-formal 
areas o-f Khayelitsha, and parts of Nyanga, are within 5 kilometres of the 
rearest- -woodland. In addition, as indicated below, official pol icy is 
overridden by local constraints. 
The short survey of woodgatherers was undertaken in 1\bvember 1988 to 
ascertain some aspects of who gathered wood and what it was used -for. Six 
woodgatherers were interviewed at a point on a bridge ~re they crossed back 
into Khayelitsha a-fter assembling their b...lndles. They were part of a larger 
gro..lp of abo..lt 12 woodgatherers. The wood collection area was Port Jackson 
scrubland 1\brth of the N3 -freeway. 
Five of the respondents interviewed were II'OTlen. Their ages varied -from 35 to 
ti:J years of age. The man was 58 years of age. All of the respondents 1 i ved in 
Site C Khayelitsha where they had been between 2 and 5 years. The previous 
addresses were given as Old Crossroads in 4 cases, Guguleth..J. in ore and one 
respondent came directly -from the Transkei 2 years before. Transkei was the 
place of origin -for 5 of the respondents while the man had come some 50 years 
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before -fran the Worcester rural area. The range o-f ha.JSehold siz~ was 2 to 8 
persons. In all cases arother manber o-f the -fami 1 y was employed. 
The woodgathers had collected wood -for 2 to 4 years, except in one case where 
the activity had .begun al:x:1J.t 6 months before. Walking to and -fran the wood 
collection area took the respondents between 1 and 2 ha...trs each way and 
collecting the wood tc:x:Jk al:x:1J.t an ha.Lr. The man collected wood in a horsecart 
tc:x:Jk an unspeci-fied time to and -fran his place o-f sale <Athlone>. The 
-frequency o-f collecting trips ranged -fran 1 <the old lady> to 4 trips per 
week with the mean being 3 trips. One respondent reported c:bing 2 to 3 trips 
per day. 
Generally woodgathering was seen as part o-f a broader activity. Three 
respondents were venc:brs o-f "binnegoed" <intestines and sheeps heads) and 
used the wood themselves -for braaing this meat. Arother used the wood -for 
making Xhosa beer. Two sold the wood they collected, with the man selling it 
at 50 cents a bundle in Athlone ~ic:h made him only R3 per week. 
All the respondents used a)(es and collected dry wood only. The n-ean mass o-f 
the headloads was 12, 7S Kilograms. The load on the "perdekar" was not 
.weighed. The headloads were al:x:1J.t 3,5 metres in length, apart -fran one ll'ohic:h 
was 4, 1m long. The circ::umferences of the headloads ranged -fran 0, 75n to 1, 1m. 
The danger o-f woodgathering was stressed in each case by the wanen ...no had to 
collect in gro..&ps -for -fear o-f being raped. The distance travelled, the danger 
of. cars on the -freeway and the diffio..ll ty of -finding dry wood were other 
canplaints. It was reported that the difficulties in collecting wood had 
increased dJe to the activities of the Traffic Polic:a prd'libiting the 
crossing o-f the Freeway other than by the bridge. Also, more seriOJSly, it 
was reported that at one time woodccllecting had been prd'libited and axes had 
been con-fiscated by "cola..r.red" people in the wood collecting areas. The group 
interviewed claimed however that they rDW again had permission to collect 
wood. 
The small rumber o-f persons using wood and the large q..&anti ties they used, as 
revealed in the -follow-up SI.J.Y"Vey, is corroborated by the eviderce o-f this 
survey of woodgatherers, small thaJ.gh it may be. Wood is rDW a •specialist• 
+Us 1 and used where it imparts taste to -foodstu-Ffs. The decline in reported 
wood use -for c:bmestic purposes between the 2"1. of the -follc:w-up survey, and 
the 38"1. reported by Eberhard <1986> -for Old Crossroads c:::r:11ld be dJe to the 
increased time o-f collection -fran this t.c:Jwnship (d.Je to the development o-f 
Khayel i tsha this area is no lof"''9er woodland> and the sti-Ffer sanctions 
against collection. The destruction o-f Crossroads and the resettlement o-f its 
original population in a major -factor in itsel-f. 
Wood is still abundant and. -free but the rSSC11Yce is hardly used. That so .few 
households use wood m..r.ld indicate a maJor transition away -fran non-
a::mnercial fuel wood. The major reason -for this transition appears to be 
convenience although problems of collection also play a role. Un-fortunately 
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very little prior data exists and the ev1dence that this transition took 
place is rot conclusive. 
8.7.2 Para~in Merchants 
The para~in distribution system is a multi-level hierarchy with the top tier 
consisting of the oil companies who supply in bulk by tanker. Large shops 
fOrm the next tier and are retailers but also act as wholesalers to the local 
shops <also kna•m as "spazas" > and to the "shack" shops which are dNell ings 
that act as shops in the day. 
One area was chosen fur this brie-f survey and all those involved in 
buying and selling of para~in interviewed. The area chosen was to the 
of Site 8 and consisted of the MH area, Greenpoint and shack areas to 
west of this, as v.ell as one centre in Khayel i tsha Site B. The survey 





The establishments visited v.ere 4 dNell i ngs, 4 small shack stores and one 
supermarket in a local shopping centre. The table bel~ sunmarises sore of 
the relevant data. 
TARE 8.6 PARPFFIN I"E~S 
AREA TYPE YEARS a.FR..Y RETAIL PRICES QTY/ 
OPEN 1'1J[E BOT 51 101 201 VJ< 
Greenp Centre 2 truck 42 2,80 5,60 11,20 160? 
EC Shop 1 truck 45 12,60 700 
T Area Shop 1 truck 45 3,15 6,30 12,15 400 
T Area Shop 1 truck 45 3,15 160 
PG Area Shop 1 truck 55 25 
T Area Shack 2 mth truck 45 3,15 50 
K Area Shack 1mth collect 45 50 
Greenpt Shack 2 mth supermkt 48 175 
T Area Shack 5 mth local 45 20 
Fron the table it appears that the price per bottle varies according to the 
size of the establishment, al thcugh one small .formal shop has the highest 
price. Only the larger shops supply in larger sizes and these establishments 
sell large quantities of para~in every week. Bottles v.ere the most 
quantity sold at all the establishments. The larger shops also 
popular 
supplied 
parafTin appliances such as Primus stoves. The merchants estimated that their 
clients used between 5 to 7 bottles of paraf-fin per week, more in winter and 
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if families are large. It is apparent that the shack shops supply very small 
ama.J.nts and in terms of the above serve at:out a cbzen -fami 1 ies. 
When asked what the attitude of their clientele to paraf-fin was it appeared 
that there were mixed feelings. Ore rrerchant replied, "They think paraf-fin is 
dangerO-lS rut they cbn' t have morey for other fuels". Another, "Custoners 
believe that paraf-fin is the best for gas is dangerous and expensive". 
The paraf-fin distribution system is large and pervasive. On the basis of 
those involved fn the area surveyed several thousand rrerchants rrust operate 
in the Khayelitsha area alore. The suppliers are the 'formal' distributers 
except for the smallest of establishments and it appears that systens of 
credit operate at all levels. The parafTin distrib..ltion system is integrated 
into the formal retail system at the higher levels. The divisibility and 
reasonable ease of transport of parafTin are the raison d' etre of the smaller 
merchants who often trade only this commodity. 
8.7.3 The Gas Merchants 
Gas is distrib..lted widely in the black toNnships but the system is largely 
formal in comparison to parafTin. This is a result of the technology and 
investment required to fill gas bottles and the lack of divisibility of the 
fuel. 
The gas survey was carried out over a wider area than the parafTin survey. It 
included the area covered by the paraf-fin survey as well as portions of Sites 
8 and C. As with the parafTin survey formal shops, shack shops and vencbrs 
operating from hone were interviewed. The survey was cond...lcted in l'bvember 
1988 and 7 establishments were visited. 
The table below tabulates sore of the relevant data. 
AREA TYPE YEARS FILL/ KG/ RETAIL PRICES ~OS 
OPEN EXD-i 14< 3kg 4,5kg 7kg 9/10kg 14kg 19kg 
Site C Shop 1 F&E 6(X) 2.30 <7,50) 5,30 
Grnpt Shop 0,5 E 350 11,65 18,10 24,50 
Site C Superm 2 F&E 2,45 (6,65) 4,65 12,85 
T Area Shop 1 F&E 300 2,50 (6,60) 13,30 16,60 25,50 
Site 8 9.Jperm 1 F&E 2000 13,30 16,60 25,50 
Site BShop 0,5 F&E 200 2,20 4,95 (8,50) 
Site C Shack 1 F&E 250 2,20 4,95 12,95 
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A problem with data collection in this survey was the use o-f ret and gross 
-figures for the ~.\eight by di-f-ferent CO'Ilpanies. As a . resu.l t prices are not 
directly c:omparable. The 4,5 Kg bottle <nett> ~rom one company is equivalent 
to a lOkg bottle <gross> o-f another. From the above table it appears that 
prices are very similar, suggesting a controlled retail pric:e by the major 
gas suppliers. This may be dJe to the capital investment requir-ed by the gas 
suppliers to allow distributors to r-~ill bottles as all except ore 
establishment ~illed and exchanged gas bottles. 
In r-eply to a question regarding their customers attitudes to gas 4 out o-f 
the ~i ve replies ~.\ere that they -felt gas was dangerous. On the other hand 
when queried as to whether they 
all except ore replied in 
had heard of any customers having accidents 
the negative. The positive aspects o-f gas 
highlighted lfEre its cleanliness and speed, both in r-elation to para~in. 
In reply to a question regarding the estimate of the amount of gas the 
merchants estimated each user ~ami 1 y consumed per week the answers ranged 
~rom 2,5 kg to 7 kg, with the 4,5 kg being the approximate mean. This is 
sc::mewhat less than the 7,0 kg average in table 7,5 above. This may be dJe to 
over-reporting of use by overestimating the ~requenc:y of replac:anent. With 
regard to this ~requenc:y the merchants themselves estimated that ~amilies 
replaced their bottles every ~Neek or sec:ond week for the smaller sizes. 
8. 8 TI-E ELECTRICITY 9..JRVEY 
8.8.1 The Sample 
By courtesy of the Department of the City Elec:tric:al Engineer of Cape Town a 
sample was taken of 33 respondents ~rom the follow-up SUYVey. These were all 
elec:td~ied households in the taNnships of Langa and Gugulet~. Consumption 
for eac:h month over a 2 year period was r-ecorded, as was outstanding balance 
and the history of disc:onnec:tiors. This data was then c:ompared to data 
obtained for eac:h household ~rom the follow-up SUYVey. 
8.8.2 Socio-economic profile of sample 
The households in the sample had an average size of 7,55 <Std Dev 3,61>, 4,38 
ad..llts and 1,98 employed per household. Serre 14 of the 33 respondents were 
-first gereration urbanites with an average time urbanized of 35 years. 
Average inc:one per ~Neek was R223,83 <Std Dev 120,50> and average total 
expenditure R181,61 per week indicating a positive average disposable income. 
8.8.3 Consumption and cost 
The average consumption per household was some 423 units per month, with a 
standard deviation o~ 160 and a range -frari 151 to 785 units. This -figure is 
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well below the average of t:IXJ fur 1987/88 fur Cape Town as a whole <Anrual 
Report of City Electrical Engireer, 1987). The 1=requency distl""it:ution of the 
ha..lsehold consumption is st"'loNn in 1=igure 8.1. It is apparent that the 
distrit:ution is even over the 200 to t:IXJ unit per month range. There is 
proncunced seasonality in the average consumption of electl""ici ty as indicated 
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Three different tariffS prevailed over the period in question. The cost of 
electricity to each household was calculated -fran the· tariffS and the units 
consumed. The average monthly cost of electricity was R40, 45 with a standard 
deviation of R14, 31 and a range -fran R16 to R75. The amc:unts are rot 
di sca.J.nted fur in-flation. 
8.8.4 Outstanding balance and disconnections 
On average R676 was owing per household for electricity, with a huge range 
-fran R4 to R4993. A credit ratio of average electricity cost to the amount 
outstanding was calculated and ranged -fran 0 to 141 months, with an average 
of 17 months. This indicates great di-f-ficulty <or unwillingness> in paying 
-for electricity fur many ha..Lseholds. This is corrobor-a.ted by the -fact that 
ha..Lseholds had been disconnected O,Z7 times per ann..un on average since 1900, 
with a maxirrum of O, 8 times· per ann..un. Disconnections have all t:ut ceased in 
the 1 ast 3 years and i-f this period is i grored the average n..unber of 
disconnections per household per ann..un rises to 0,5. 
8.8.5 Correlations 
Only ron-parametric methods were judged viable c1Je to the small sample size. 
Spearman rank correlation coefTicients were calculated between pairs of 
variables as -follows. 
i) Average electricity cost correlated reasonably with the amount 
.reported by the respondents. The correlation coefTicient <a:> was 0, 73 
at 99,~1. signi-ficance level <SL>. This is similar to the correlation 
between the consumption -figure any single month and the average value 
-for the whole period. This strengthens the conviction that the data in 
the survey is reliable. 
ii> The average consumption of electricity correlated weakly with 
l"lciisehold inc:cme, 0,25 a: at ro-t. SL, and with ho...tsehold size, 0,24 a: at 
82"1. SL, indicating that the consumption of electricity is relatively 
income inelastic -for the sample in question. 
iii> The outstanding balance owed is inversely correlated, altha..Lgh 
weakly, with household ircare, at -o,Z7 a: at 88"1. SL. There is a 
slightly better correlation with -family size at 0,30 CC at 91% SL. When 
househo 1 d i rcare is trans-formed into i nc:cme per capita and i nc:cme per 
employee the correlations improve dramatically. The outstanding balance 
correlates with inc:ane per capita at -(),38 CC (96% SL> and with income 
per employee at -(),39 (96% SL>. 
iv> There is a correlation coe-f-ficient of 0,41 <98"1. SL> between 
expenditure on electricity and expenditure on all -fuels <including 
electricity>. This conpares with 0,51 <97"1. SL> -for para-f-fin -for the 
sample. 
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8.8.6 Electricity survey conclusions 
Fran the evidence gleared 1=rcm the sample it appears that inc:ore cbes rot 
determine electricity consumption. However, had the sample been broader, 
inccme may well have an e~ct, as the lower than average consumption 1=igures 
for this area suggest. At present it appears that rather than inccme it is 
the debt rurden in the form o1= the CLltstanding balance owed that is inccme 
elastic. 
It appears that the transition to electricity is by no rreans ccmplete. The 
households in the sample generally use a rumber o1= fuels with the ratio of 
electricity cost to total energy ranging 1=rcm 17/. to 100"/. with the average at 
66/.. The 1=requency of disconnections and hence anticipation o1= an interrupted 
service may explain this in part. The desire to reci..lce the total energy cost 
while maximising convenience is a further 1=actor. Figure 8.3 indicates the 
availabi 1 i ty and usage o1= electricity in the black tOHnships o1= Cape Town 
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8. 9 PRICE SJR\IEY 
An analysis of the price increases of illuminating para~in, liquid petroleum 
gas, coal and electricity since 1970 was undertaken. Wholesale prices only 
were available - ·in the case of LPG fOr resellers. In the case of coal 
pi thead prices fOr grade 0 coal was added to the cost of transport to Cape 
Town. Figure 8.4 illustrates the changes in useful energy prices in cents per 
megaja.tle of the fu..lr major .fuels over an eight year period. The 
transfOrmation to useful energy prices is as befOre. The cost of electricity 
in the black townships is understated as a ~!. to 1?1. surcharge prevailed in 
1986 to 1988. In addition the service charge fOr electricity was not included 
which would increase the overall price. 
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The -figure indicates that the ranking of .fuels in terms of decreasing 
wholesale prices is LPG, electricity, para~in and coal. A comparison with 
table 7.10 above indicates the ef-fect of the distribution svstem on prices is 
substantial. For instance coal is the cheapest -fuel on a wholesale basis but 
once bagged and distributed the price c:bu.bles to sane 3 c/1'11 retai 1 at 
present. Para-Ffin also increases to a range between 3,1 and 3, 7 c/1'11. 
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The figure is useful for establishing short term trends. It appears that this 
trend is for the price of LPG and paraffin to increase at a la,.,er average 
rate than electricity or coal. This is unlikely to continue with the 
weakening Rand and inevitable increase in oil prices. A fUture change in fUel 
price ranking wi 11. in itself have an impact on the energy transition process. 
No volurres of liquid fUels sold in Scuth Africa are publicly available in 
terms of the Strategic Minerals Act. Hence own price elasticities cannot be 
calculated. 
8. 1 0 Cll\O..l..S I Cl\18 
The survey reveals a positive attitude towards the convenience of electricity 
and the ecorcmy of paraffin. Conversely regative attitudes towards the 
expense of electricity, the dirtiress of paraffin and the danger of gas 
prevail. l,.l,t,ile not recessarily so paraffin is perceived as being the cheapest 
fUel. 
In terms of appliances, lighting and cooking appliances are universal while 
the ownership of fridges ranks lONeSt. In terms of cost there is an order of 
magnitude between the investment required for paraffin appliances as opposed 
to gas and electrical appliances. 
The short surveys of the vencbrs of some of the fUels used gives additional 
insight into the distribution networks. Wood is now used as a specialist 
fUel, for cc:mnercial cooking purposes, and some wood was for sale. The 
paraffin distribution system is large and extends fran the level of the large 
supermarket, through the shopping centre shop down to the shack shop and 
individ.Jal c:t.<.elling where small amounts are bottled for sale. The gas 
distribution network is the most cc:mnercial, with capital investment by the 
suppliers and indications of retail price maintenance. The price survey 
indicates that the effect of. the distribution system on increasing the net 
energy price of fUels is substantial. 
The electricity survey reveals that inc:ore is not correlated with the ama.mt 
of electricity used. There is I'"K:w3ver a correlation with inc::c:rre per capita 
and per employee and the outstanding balance owing, suggesting that the debt 
burden is income elastic. 
------~oOo~b~----
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9. 1 INTROil....CTICf\1 
The objective of this section is to synthesize the -foregoing analyses, to 
describe the erergy transition process in South A-frica and to disa..lSs the 
pol icy implications of the process prior to drawing conclusions. It sho..tld be 
born in mind thrc:ughc:ut that the c:c:mnents hereunder re-fer largely to the 
black population of South A-frica who are in the earlier stages of the 
transition process. 
9. 2 TI-E I:Xl"EST I C EI\ERGY TRA\SITI CN PReCESS 
From the -foregoing analyses the cbrestic erergy transition process seen as a 
whole is ore of the c:onplete substitution of biomass -fuels and the 
progressive acbption and abanc:brrnent of transitional -fuels be-fore the -final 
stage of c:onplete dependency on electricity is reached. The process is 
dynamic and varies both temporally and spatially. The process is driven by 
the search -for greater arreni ty and econc:my within the -framework of the -fami 1 y 
budget. While certain speci-fic variables explain part of the process it is 
stochastic with a variable random oomporent. 
The process can be described in terms of -fuels used and the socio-ecoromic 
characteristics of the population at a partia .. llar stage in the process. 
Figure 9.1 represents the process over time in an idealized -form. The 
abscissa is in stages ~ile the ordinate is in the budget shares of -fuels, 
expressed in terms of either use-ful erergy provided by a partia.llar -fuel, or 
of expenditure on a partia.llar -fuel. It sha..t.ld be noted that there is a 
disccntiruity between the rural and urban oomporents of the process, namely 
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9. 3 A-lASES CF TI-E ID'EST I C El\ERGY TRAI\S IT I C1'.J PRCXESS 
9.3.1 Biomass Dependency Phase 
This ~ep~esents the ~i~st phase of the p~ocess in which domestic energy is 
de~ived solely ~~om w:JOd, d.mg and c~op wastes and which takes place in the 
~u~al a~eas. In Sub-Saha~an Af~ica the majo~ity of the population in all 
ca;.nt~ies, with the exception of Sa.lth Af~ica, a~e at this stage, as 
indicated in chapter 4. 
The rural a~eas in Sa.lth Af~ica at this phase of the process a~e 1 ikely to be 
those that are isolated and solely subsistence, with little migrancy which 
WOJ.ld result in remittances, and hence no access to c:c:mnercial -fuels. These 
areas are the ones where the inmediate threat of w:JOdfuel depletion is 
g~eatest. Aron et al ( 1989> indicate the possible extent of this w:JOdfuel 
depletion which c:a.J.ld ~esul t in the c:onplete dimiru.tion of the resaJrce in 40 
years. 
9.3.2 Rural T~ansition Phase 
In Sa.lth Af~ica the evidence of the 1977 ~ data -for ru~al a~eas, and the 
later energy studies, points tcwards a transition away ~rom total biomass 
dependency already having taken place. In the ~ data para~in was the majo~ 
c:c:mnercial -fuel in the then wholly rural areas of Venda, Kangwane and 
Bophuthatswana. Only one of the energy studies reported an expenditure on 
w:JOd of greater than 50"1. of the -fuel rudget. The problem is t"loEver the 
concealment of the importance of w:JOdfuel by the non-c:c::mnercial nature of 
this good. ~dfuel will remain the prima~y -fuel of many rural subsistence 
ha.J.seholds and the depletion of w:JOdfuel ~esources will contirue as no other 
·~ree' substitute exists. B...lt li'i"lile the w:JOd itsel~ has no cost as w:JOdfuel 
becones more scarce it has to be collected ~rom a-far and the cost of 
transport i ntroc:iJc:es the price e 1 ement. Once price is i ntrod...tced compa~ i sons 
on a pri-ce basis -foll0oto1. Para~in is often cheaper and preferred in terms of 
~apidity and convenience. This train of events is fundamentally the rural 
domestic energy transition process. 
As illustrated in chapter 4 there appears to be a relationship between the 
general eccromic wel-fare of a ~egion in Sa.\th Africa, as measured by average 
incomes, and the usage of w:JOdfuel. This pattern is also observed at the 
macro-ecoromic level -for the African c:cuntries analysed. The energy 
transition away ~rom w:JOdfuel wi 11 trus partly be a furction of the 
imp~ovement of eccromic conditions in the rural areas and the overall 
transition away ~rom subsistence agriculture. Rural electri-fication may also 
play a role, rut only in non-subsistence a:mn . mities - ci.J.e to the cost of 
appliances and the pe~cei ved expense of this -fuel <see chapter 8>. The rural 
population component of the c:a.J.ntry will hcf...eve~ contirue to decline in 
relative importance, althou.gh not in absolute rumbers, as the result ~ 
rural-urban migration. 
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9.3.3 First Urban Transition Phase 
Rural-urban migration, v.tlich is a ~nent of the urbanization process, 
transplants the migrant into an urban situation where available fuels are 
both di-fferent and carmercial. This stage of the energy transition process 
may be termed "migration transition" as it depends on a spatial relocation 
process that results in a discontirui ty -fran the previa.LS stages of the 
process. 
As indicated in the literature survey the process in Sc:uth A-frica is "primary 
metropol i tanisation" v.therein migrancy oca.trs directly to one of the six 
metropolitan areas. In these areas a highly organised market for all fUels 
exists, both in the formal and informal areas, and access to -free WOCJdfUel is 
limited (see chapter 8>. As a result the newly urbanised migrant will have ro 
choice t::ut to substitute WOCJdfuel entirely by para-f-fin, Or" para-f-fin and coal, 
dapending on the metr"opoli tan area in question. This heavy c:Ependenc:e on a 
single fUel is characteristic of this stage of the energy tt"'ansition. 
This -first urban transition phase of the cbnestic energy transition pt"'ocess 
is of great importance wren rapid urbanization is taking place. However, in 
terms of the dynamics of urbanization (see de-finition chapter" 1>, rapid urban 
growth is possible looh3re the rate of urbanization is r"l,3latively low - as in 
Sc:ut.h A-frica <see table of urbanization rates d1apter 4>. In such a case the 
-first ur"ban transition is still impor"tant as the t"'elative consumption of 
fUe 3.s, both nationally and locally, changes rapidly. 
9.3.4 Second Urban Transition Phase 
Once established as an urban entity the migt"'ant indivic:iJal or haJ.sehold joins 
a comuni ty that as a whole is undergoing a process of modernisation that is 
rapid in relation to the t"Ural envirorment. A part of this modernization 
process is the sear-d1 for greater convenience and amenity -fr"an appliances 
and, ipso -facto, -fran the fUels used. 
This second urban transition phase is d1aracterised by a -falling rate of 
dapendence on para-f-fin and the use of a ITl.lltiplicity of. fUels, of llllhid1 gas 
emer"ges as a major -fuel in terms of expenditure. This stage is canplex as 
access to formal ha.LSing, formal employment, ed..lcation and services is 
spatially uneven and certain areas modernize more rapidly than others. 
This stage of the energy transition pt"'ocess is that in 11\tlich the majority of 
black ho.Jseholds in the metropolitan areas of South Africa -find themselves. 
It must be stressed that in-migrants -fran the t"Ural areas form a mirori ty of 
"new urbanites", the majority being the result of natural increase. Existing 
ha.Jseholds, and new households -formed by pet"'sons born in the urban areas may 
also be trapped in this stage of the process as a result of limited access to 
-formal ha.J.sing, gas or electricity as well as t::udgetary constraints. 
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9.3.5 Third Urban Transition Phase 
This phase o1= the erergy transition process is characterised by a partial 
adoption o1= electricity and the red...lction o1= importance o1= para-ffin, coal and 
gas. As indicated ·in the electricity survey o~ Cape Town electricity accounts 
on average fur less than hal~ o~ the total useful erergy o1= this sample. Gas 
is the dominant fUel at this stage but the expenditure on this fUel is not 
well explaired in terms o1= the variables chosen in this study. 
The rate o~ transition at this phase is a fUnction o1= the availability o1= 
electricity ~ich in turn is dependent on the extent and growth of the furmal 
housing stock as electri~ication will probably take place only in this 
sector. The relative prices of gas and electricity in terms of usefUl erergy 
do not appear to be a major ~actor in the rate of substitution. The perceived 
prices of each are nDre important but these in turn are subsidiary to the 
pr~rence fur electricity as a result o1= the greater convenience of using 
this fUel. 
It sha..lld be born in mind that at this phase, as in the previous phase, 
fl'Ul tiple usage of fUels is the norm. Fuels are retaired fur speci~ic purposes 
and the abandorment of fUels is likely to be a fUnction of the average lHe 
of appliances. The cost o~ new <and second hand) appliances may indeed be the 
controlling ~actor in fUel substitution gererally, rather than the ~actors 
relating to fUels themselves. As indicated in chapter 8 there is a huge 
difTerence in the price of para-ffin and gas or electric appliances. Similarly 
the price of electrical appliances, plus the conrection ~' may be ~actor in 
the cent i rued use of gas -fcund in the full c::w-up survey. 
9.3.6 Final Phase 
This is the phase of erergy transition prcx:ess ~rein electricity is the 
only c:bnestic -Fuel of importance and the ~ntity of electrical energy used 
is greater than that used in the previous stage. It sha.lld be noted that at 
this stage devices such as solar heating and gas stoves that break the 
nDnopoly of electricity may be installed. The ret et=-fect. of these devices is 
however small. 
A small proportion of the sample, less than ~!., were at this phase of the 
process. Frcm the Hgures available on the status of the electri Hcation of 
black townships in Sa..lth ~rica <Hansard 26 May 1987) it \IIIOUld appear that 
the national Hgure \IIIOUld be of this order as well. 
9. 4 TI£ RCLE a= I"'CERN I ZA TI CJ\1 
Frcm the analysis presented in chapter 7 it is clear that the time a 
ha.J.sehold has been urbanized is closely linked to the consumption and 
expenditure on fUels of a household. This variable can be used with others to 
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-form an inci:x o-f modernization. In this study car ownership, resici:ntial 
mobility, type of cl-Elling, TV ownership and whether born in the western Cape 
were combined to provide a rough moci:rnization index. This inci:x correlated 
well with useful energy consumption at 0,46 and total fuel expenditure at 
0, 42, both Spear:man rank correlation coefficients at high levels o-f 
significance. 1--tc:)Never a vita 1 conponent, eci.lca t ion l eve 1 , was not used as 
data on ed...lcation was collected -for only 20"!. o-f the sample. As a result this 
averue o-f analysis was not pursued further. With data on these components 
better correlations could be expected. 
While bearing the problem of multi-collinearity in mind it would appear that 
the role o-f modernization is fundamental to understanding the dc:mestic energy 
transition process. The moci:rnization process governs both the economic and 
non-economic aspects o-f energy transition. Inccrne and expenditure depend in 
part on the level of modernization of the enployed memebers o-f a ha.lsehold. 
These in turn set the budgetary constraints in terms of lotlich appliances may 
be chosen and hence lotlich fuels wi 11 be used. The preferences and attitudes 
towards these appliances and -fuels are also largely dictated by the level o-f 
moci:rni zation. The modernization process thus 1 imi ts the range of choices 
between fuels indirectly and the actual choices between -f1.1els directly. The 
energy transition process should thus be seen in terms of the process o-f 
becoming more modern, rather than si~ly bec:oning more v.ealthy. 
A reciprocal conclusion that may be drawn from this study is that instead o-f 
being treated as a dependent endogeneous variable energy consumption and 
patterns o-f use may be used to gauge the level o-f modernization. This 
confirms the view of Foley and Van I:A.Lren (1983> ~ state, "The level 
o-F erergy use, the kind o-F fuels ~nd ~ppli~nc:es, the nature or the supply 
systan, ~re ~11 ch~r~cteristics o-F~ pa.rticul~r level o-F develop-nent. They 
~re, perhaps, best seen ~S indic~tors or develop-nent r~ther th~n C~us.3l 
r~ctors oT the depriv~tion ~nd problems inherent in it." 
9. 5 PCLICY II"A....IC'ATIO\S 
9.5.1 Rural Energy Pol icy 
I-f the process of energy transition in the rur a 1 areas is as s 1 ow as 
anticipated the dependence on woodfuel will contirue -for decades, with 
consequential deforestation and envirormental problems. An energy pol icy to 
red.lce this dependence would of necessity be part of a general progra.nme o-f 
economic upl i ftment of the rural areas to speed up the transition away from 
subsistence. The red.lction of the relative price of paraffin would also be 
beneficial but the improvement of the market system, and hence accessibility 
to this fuel, would be equally important. The potential impact of rural 




Urbanization is the single most important -factor ameliorating the ama;.nt of 
domestic energy consumption of the rural sector. Rural-urban migration 
reduces the average total population growth of these areas -from over 3,~1. to 
under 1% per anrum. Considering that each biomass dependent household 
const..ureS the equivalent o-f a hectare of scrub each year the total reduction 
of wcodfu.el consumption is huge. Generally urbanization is the province of 
national regional policy. A policy of 'positive urbanization• is ostensibly 
in -fOrce <see literature survey> but land availability is now the major 
-factor in reducing the rural-urban migration rate. Energy policy will have 
some bearing on the rate of urbanization as rural energy policy, -fer instance 
rural electri-fication, will have an effect on the 'push' -factors influencing 
rural-urban migration. A clear understanding of the early stages of the 
energy transition process wi 11 -facilitate energy pol icy -formation. 
9.5.3 Urban Energy Policy 
In terms of the dynamics of the energy transition process it is in the urban 
areas that energy pol icy can have the largest impacts. The major pol icy 
instruments that c:culd be considered are:-
i > ~tic -fue 1 price i ndependerce • 
. The price of illuminating para-Ffin is now CCl..IPled to the change in 
price of diesel, ostensibly as the result of mixing of diesel and 
para-Ffin llli"len the price of the latter was lDN. As this is national! y the 
c:bninant dc:mestic -fuel in terms of rumbers an independent pricing policy 
is urgently required. This pricing policy should be -fornulated in terms 
of the acceleration of the rural energy transition process and the 
decrease in energy costs of the urban poor. The relative pricing of 
cbnestic coal and illuminating paraffin may be the key to a change away 
-from coal -for space heating, with a consequential reduction of the 
extremely severe smoke pollution problem in the townships of the 
highveld. The influence of the di-Fferential costs between coal-braziers 
and paraffin heaters wi 11 also have to be investigated in depth. 
ii> Energy policy -fer -fOrmal housing. 
The electri-fication of the black tONnships is proceeding with the 
reticulation of existing and new areas of -formal houses. Energy 
consumption may be changed with a coherent set of guidelines -fer the 
construction of energy efficient l"lo.Jses, the design of kitchens to allaN 
nultiple use of -fuels, installation of pre-payment meters, etc. 
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iii> Energy pol icy for informal ho...Lsing. 
As the informal ha.;.sing sector is gr~ing at sore two to -fa...lr tirres that 
of the formal ha.J.sing sector a coherent energy policy for this sector is 
essent i a 1 • Planning gt.Li de 1 ires to a 11 ~ II spaza 11 shops in these areas are 
necessary as the distribution of paraffin, and to some extent gas, i s 
through these outlets. The electrification of informal areas requi~es 
urgent attention. The economics of the exe~cise, the standards desirable 
and the methods of payment all reed to be investigated. 
iv ) Lease I loan of appliances 
As the price of appliances influences the cbrestic energy t~ansi tion 
process a pol icy of leasing or loaning appliances should be 
investigated. The tradition of leasing gas ~anges in local authorities 
supplying gas is well established, although disca..Lraged these days. LPG 
appliances could be made available fn:m local authorities on a far 
cheaper basis than hire-purchase. 
v) Technical assistance to black local authorities. 
Electricity sales generate an appreciable proportion of the revenue of 
many black local authorities. A policy to stimulate technical assistance 
of the electricity departments of these black local authorities by their 
white counterparts, ESCOM, government departments and the private secto~ 
could be invaluable. In addition an urgent necessity exists for new 
electricity consumer eci.lcation in the black t~nships. 
9.6 FI~ CCN:L.USICNS 
1. Data 
With respect to the data collected at the micr~level in this study it is 
apparent that the sample is too small. Larger samples would improve levels of 
confidence and permit the use of pararretric techniques. In addition larger 
~les would permit grouping and sub-grouping to be performed with sub-
samples of reasonable sizes. The lack of data on eci.lcational levels is a 
major drawback and more data is r~ired that relates to the household 
bJdget, such as levels of saving. In short better experimental design is 
r~ired to achieve higher accuracy in the results. 
2. Scope 
This study focusses on the ct:vnest i c energy transition of b 1 ack ho.J.seho 1 ds ( in 
South Africa>. 1"'\.lch can be learnt at:x:ut the final phases of the process by 
broadening the base to include other population groups, particularly the 
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colCll.lr"eds, as they have urbanized recently and generally live in formal 
electri~ied dwellings. 
3. Urbanization 
South A~rican urbanization as a type is akin to A~rican urbanization 
generally. In spite of this the governing paradigms regarding this process 
are still Eurocentric. The "backwash urbanization" of Mabogunge <1986> c:a..tld 
be used to explain the absorption of the urban grc::wth by the informal sector 
rut the vital questions as to ~urbanization influences econonic ~l~are 
and modernization are largely unanswered. Whether the existing high level of 
urbanization and econonic development in South A-frica wi 11 allc::w rapid 
modernization and consequently rapid c:bmestic energy transition remains to be 
seen. This presupposes a shi~t ~ron informal to formal i..W3llings and sectors 
whereas the opposite is oca..trring in the rretropolitan areas. 
The literature SUYVey provides ~le evidence that there is a link between 
urbanization and energy transition. The most profitable avenue of fUrther 
research on the energy transition process is the identiHcation and 
estimation of the spatial aspects of this link. Population shi~ts to the 
urban areas and natural grc::wth are ore aspect of this. The rates of movement 
between formal and informal areas within urban areas are another. 
4. Macro vs Micro 
Fran the literature survey the links between energy transition and economic 
development at the macro-level are clear. The clarity at the macro-level is 
~er not carried thro...1gh to the micro-level. At this latter level there is 
a pervasive economic determinism in the ~ace of rruch evidence that non-market 
forces are the doninant ~actors. The ~indings of this study are similar. Here 
the energy transition process is -fo...lnd to be more easily detectable by cross-
country and rural/urban comparison than at the micro-level. The problem is 
not siti'1JlY the variability of data at the latter level rut the ~act that only 
cross-sectional data is available. t-b.ooever, the case of Zimbab.E with huge 
dii=Tererces in ret energy consumption bet....een three sets of data for the same 
year, indicates the basic unreliability of macro data in 9..lb-Saharan A-frica. 
Until this reliability improves answers will thus have to be found at the 
micro-level. Here again this abovementioned case indicates that elements of 
the energy transition may be ignored or misinterpreted ~rom micro-level 
investigations i~ attention is not paid to detail. 
5. The energy transition process in Sub-Saharan A-frica. 
The 1 inkage of econonic development, as measured by S\P per capita, and type 
and consumption of ~ls, is revealed in the macro-level investigation of 
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selected African countries. It appears that the relationship between t otal 
population gr~th and the gr~th of wood-fuel consumption wi 11 result i n the 
i nevitable increase i n the dirrensions of the "wood-fuel crisis". In these 
countries energy transition is an urban process. The level of urbanization i n 
these countr i es is positively related to the per capita consumption of 
parafTin and electricity, and negatively to wood-fuel. The rate of urban 
gr~th i s however associated negatively to the per capita consumption of 
electricity. The implication, that rurgeoning cities canrot keep up with the 
requisite rate of electri~ication applies equally to the South African 
experience. 
6. A comparison with Zimbabwe 
Zimbawe may represent phases of the energy transition process through which 
South Africa has already progressed and through which sore regions (such as 
the hanelands) may still have to go. Zimbabwe reveals large difTerences in 
energy consumption patterns between rural areas, high density and 1~ density 
urban areas. In the high density areas, similar to the South African infurmal 
areas, electricity accounts fur a WI. of the useful energy consurred by 
ha.lseho 1 ds while woodfue 1 st i ll accounts fur 20"1.. In the i nfurma 1 areas of 
the Western Cape paraffin accounts fur 7CJ'I. of the useful energy consurred and 
gas the remainder rut in spite of ro electricity these areas consumed on 
average 50"1. more useful energy than their Zimbabwean counterparts. This 
suggests that useful energy consumption i s related to the level of econanic 
developrrent regardless of the -fuels available. 
7. Oorestic energy transition in South Africa - the existing data. 
An analysis of the &J.reau of Market Research <~> of LNISA research reports 
since lcrT7 provides a cross--sectional and time-series picture of the cbrestic 
energy transition process. For the period in question the rudget shares of 
household expenditure of the fuel and 1 ight category were always higher in 
the rural areas than in the urban areas. There was a relative decline in this 
category over tirre in all the urban areas while it remained static or even 
increased slightly in the rural areas. In addition, when disaggregated into 
-fuel gro...~ps, there was an decrease in the use of 111100d as the relative 
urbanity of these rural areas increased. In these rural areas para~~in was in 
1977 already the cbninant -fuel in terms of expenditure. All of these indicate 
that a process of energy transition has occ:ured over tirre rut that, unlike 
the rest of Africa, this rot solely an urban phencrneron. The largely static 
rates of -fuel and light rudget shares in the rural areas suggest that the 
energy transition process there will be a long term process in relation to 
the urban areas. 
l.\tlen dealing with these urban areas the EJ"fl data indicates that there is a 
clear pattern of an inverse relationship in the average expenditure on 
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para-f-fin to that on coal. As a result Scuth Africa can be div i ded _into a coal 
dominant region, a para-f-fin dominant region and an intermediate region where 
wood is still important. Although last available fOr 1972 fOr the Cape a 
disaggregation ~ expenditure by fUels and end use indicate that at that date 
wood was already a minor fUel and para-f-fin was dominant. Comparing this data 
to that ~ the fOllc:w-up survey the c:bnestic erergy transition in this area 
has been -from coal to gas while para-f-fin has remaired the dominant -fuel. 
The 8MR reports and various erergy studies indicate that multiple fUel use is 
the norm and this is corroborated by the -fellaH up survey. The erergy 
studies, largely cond..Lcted in the rural areas, indicate that multiple fUel 
use extends to the rural areas where wood row fOrms between 20"1. and 50% of 
the household fUel budget. This indicates that a major transition to 
c:cmnercial wood purchasing has taken place but no rate ~ substitution can be 
calculated. 
e. The socio-ecoronic data ~ the t=ollc:w-up survey. 
The -findings relating to the socio-ecoronic characteristics ~ the sample 
populations ~ the fOllc:w-up survey are in many ways as ifTl)ortant as those 
relating to fUel. Di-f-ferences in age, ha..lsehold size, time urbanized, and 
other characteristics indicate a -fundamental di-f-ference in fUnction between 
the rew and old fOrmal and infOrmal areas. The new infOrmal areas that are 
the -fastest grONing are the catchment areas -for both newly arrived rural-
urban migrants and the over-flON -from the old -formal areas. These wide 
di-f-ferences in characteristics and fUnction permit the regrouping of the 
sample but the correlations qetween most ~ the socio-ecoronic variables 
reveal that multi-collirearity prevents the isolation~ the in-fluence~ a 
single variable. l"l.lch more research is required to unravel the e-f-fects of 
these variables on each other. 
9. The fUel data ~ the -follow-Up survey. 
A much greater usage ~ gas and electricity in the -formal areas than in the 
infOrmal areas is revealed by the study. This in i tseli= is an indication of 
an incipient erergy transition in the move -from infOrmal to fOrmal. Also 
revealed is the di-f-ference in the budget share of -fuels. In the -formal areas 
these range between 7"1. and 8"1. while in the in-formal areas of the Cape and the 
Transvaal the range is from 18"1. to 22"1.. On the other hand the share ~ erergy 
as a proportion ~ household inc:are had a small range of between 7"1. and 10,5"1. 
with the fOrmal areas being at the upper end of the range. This indicates the 
that the importance of fUel is best understood in terms of total household 
expend..Lre rather than income. The non-lirear relationship between income and 
expenditure and the in-fluence ~ i=ami ly size explain these di-f-ferences. 8oth 
these aspects require additional research as their in-fluence is pervasive. 
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The study reveals that useful erergy consumption is a .far mor_e poNerful 
analytical tool than ret erergy consumption. Large. di-f-ferences of this 
quantity between the areas were fOund. These re-flect the di-fferent 
e-f-ficiencies of the appliance sets of these areas. Another aspect highlighted 
in this study is .the close similarity of average costs of all major -fuels 
when cala.;.lated on a useful erergy basis. This raises the important question 
as to whether price plays a role in the choice between -fuels. 
10. The interrelationship of socio-economic and fUel variables 
Unlike at the macro-level no strong relationships between the fuels 
themselves were fOund, apart .frc::m between coal and wood in the Transvaal 
sample. This suggests that the process of erergy transition dc::es not involve 
the simple substitution of ore -fuel -for another. 
The heart of the analytical phase of this study is the establishment of the 
relationships between the socio-economic variables and the -fuel variables. 1\b 
simple pattern was immediately apparent, probably as the result of 
multicollinearity. However certain variables emerged repeatedly as di-fferent 
groups were -formed, while others remained absent. An important .finding is the 
lack of in-fluence of inccrne on -fuel expend..tre. This absence was most 
noticeable in the -formal areas. The most pervasive variable is the time 
urbanised. !,~,hen regro..tped in terms of this variable there is an increase in 
expenditure with time urbanised -for all of the fUel groups. 
~n dealing with -fuels as groups, it is apparent that on the basis of 
categorization by cbminant fUels para-f-fin is the sole fUel -for over haH of 
the Cape sa~Jl)le with the mixed -fuel group -follc:wing. This is an indication of 
the extremely i~Jl)Crtant role that this fUel plays in the region. 
11. Attitudes and pre-ferences 
Electricity is seen as being convenient, para-f-fin as being ecoronical and gas 
as being clean. Altho...lgh electricity is perceived as being expensive it is 
the pre-ferred -fuel, partia.;.larly -for those who c:b not have it. These 
attitudes and pre-ferences are fundamental as the perceptions lead to choices 
of appliances and multiple -fuel use, such as the general case of para-f-fin 
heating in electri-fied homes. As indicated the range o-f useful energy prices 
-for variCl...IS -fuels is small and hence it appears that perceived rather than 
actual prices are important in the choice between -fuels. The cost of 
appliances is a another vi tal .factor in the energy transition process. Stoves 
and l i ghts, which are recess it i es used by a 11 in the survey, cost less than a 
tenth i-f they are para-f-fin as opposed to gas appliances. Electrical 
appliances can cost even more. A further .factor, not explored in this study, 
is the di~ion process with regard to appliances. 
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12. The woodgatherers and fuel vendors 
The very low level of wood use in the Cape revealed by the survey is a 
significant finding. The survey of woodgatherers indicates that wood is now a 
specialist fuel fOr food merchants in the townships and that its use is not 
domestic. The survey also revealed that woodgathering was a hazardous, 
arduous, time consuming occupation that brought in very little revenue. In 
addition the theoretically free access to the undeniably extensive wood 
resource was in practice constrained by traffic pol ice and land owners. In 
the light of these considerations it is small wonder that there has been a 
transition away from wood to paraffin. 
The brief surveys of the paraffin and gas merchants indicate an extensive 
formal and informal systen distriruting these fuels in the black areas of the 
Cape and the Transvaal. This distrirution systen plays a major role in 
determining not only the access of consumers to fuels rut also the final 
retail prices. Investigation of these distribution systems is a profitable 
1 i ne for further research. 
13. The electricity survey 
An additional survey of the electrified ha..lseholds in the Cape sample 
indicates that the transition to electricity is by no means c:c:mplete. The 
ho.Jseholds in the sample consurred on average scme 30"1. less electricity than 
the average for the whole Cape. t1..1l tiple fuel use was fa.lnd in over half the 
sample and, on average, electricity accounted for only 66% of the total fuel 
expenditure. That the adoption of electricity is not unproblematic is 
highlighted by the fact that the ha..lseholds in the sample ~re 17 months in 
arrears on average. A significant finding is that the income of households is 
not correlated with consumption. There is t1Q...ever a negative correlation 
between per capita income and the outstanding balance. 
This study reveals clearly that the energy transition proc:ess does not stop 
with electrification. This fuel has to go through an adoption phase and the 
subsidiary fuels have to be abandoned before the ~inal stage of sole 
dependence on electricity is reached. This study indicates that hew long this 
takes is a function of the process of modernization rather than simply the 
i nc:rease in the 1 eve l of i nc:ane. 
14. The d:Jnestic energy transition process 
To synthesize the analysis a model of the d:Jnestic energy transition process 
is presented. Six phases of the process are identi~ied - from biomass 
dependency through rural transition and three urban transitions to a final 
stage of sole dependency on electricity. The choices between fuels and 
increasing consumption of useful energy is explained in terms of the 
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modernization paradigm presented. The level o~ modernization influences the 
attitudes and preferences towards ~ls and the rate of di~sion of new 
appliances. It also influences the budgetary constraints o~ the consumer as a 
secondary ef-fect through inHuencing incone. 
Within the paradigm o~ modernization the domestic energy transition process 
canrot be adequately understood outside of the ~ratnE!\"..rk of the household 
budget. While expenditure on energy increases in monetary terms as incones 
rise the relative importance of this item declines. 1-b...lsehold budgeting 
decisions are rot well understood, especial! y at the lONer end of the scale, 
but rPquire clari~ication before the domestic energy transition process can 
be adequately modelled. Dealing with the ha.lsehold budget as an entity will 
hONSVer increase the data to be collected with consequential increased cost 
and ccmplexity. 
At this stage of the analysis, and with limited data, the descriptive model 
o~ the domestic energy transition process is the most complete model 
available. With fUrther research socio-economic variables that correlate 
better with ~1 choice and COr"lSlJtTlltion could be ~nd and a dynamic 
predictive model of the process developed. The outline of such a model is 
indicated in Appendix 5. The description of this hypothetical model suggests 
that at this stage the major i~rovements in quantHying energy demand are at 
the macro-demographic level concerning population shi~ts and housing. 
13. Implications 
Fran an understanding of the process a number of pol icy implications How 
which are set out above. One overarching implication emerges. This is the 
urgent need -for an urban energy policy that is part of a coherent national 
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A. Which fuels do you use? do you use? •••.•...••...•...•••.••.•••••.•••••••••••••.•••••.••.•••••.••.•••• 
How much did you use last month? •••••••••..•••.•••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•••••••• 
How much did you pay? ••..•...•..•.••••...•••.•..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.••••••• 
8 . Do you use it for cooking? •.••••.••••• 
How much do you use? •••••••.•••.•••••• 
What appliances do you use? 
C. Do you use it for heating? •••••.••.•••• 
How much do you use? •.•.••..•••.•..••. 
What appliances do you use? 
D. Do you use it for lighting ..••••.•.•. 
How much do you use? •.•••••..•••••.••. 
What appliances do you use? 
E . Do you use it for heating water ' 
for washing? •••••...••..•.•.•••....•.••.•.•••• 
How much do you use? •.••••..•.•.••••.•••••.••••••••••••• 
What appliances do you use? 
~ Do you use it for ironing? 
How much do you use? .••..•••••••.••..• 




Clean I Safe •.•••••••••••••••.•.• 
Reliable •••••••.•••••••••••••.••• 
Faster I Quieter •.••••••.•••••••• 
•:· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
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What electric appliances do you have? 
electric stove •.••••.•..•......• 
refrigerator •••••.••.•.•..•...•. 
electric heaters •.•••••...•....• 
Kettle ••..••••.•••.••••••..••••. 
Iron •••••••••••••••••• _ ••••••.•• 






01.1 many meals do you cook per day? ···-·······-········· 
01.1 long does it usually take you to cook a meal? 
or hot.~ long do you HEAT your house per day? (Hot.~ many 
ours?) •••••••••••• - •••• -.- •.••• ---- •• --- ·-- ·--------- •• 
hich months do you HEAT your house? ••••••••••••••.•.••• 
hat time do you svitch your lights on? •.••.•.•••.•••••• 
1at time do you svitch your lights off? --·············· 
)t.l many times a veek do you iron? ··-·-···•··--········· 
,~.~long does ironing usually last? ..••••••••••••..••.•• 
,~.~many times a t.~eek do you heat t.~ater for t.~ashing? ...•. 
11.1 long does it take for the t.~ater to heat? ----. ---. - - . 
you collect any WOOD? ............................... 
ere do you get it from? 
·..~ often? .............................................. 
u much do you collect each time? ...................... 
3t do you use it for? .................... · · · · ........ . 
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you use CAR BATTERIES? .............................. . 
\.J many have you got? ...•..•.................. · ........ . 
at do you U!Je them for? •........•...••................ 
w 1 o n g d o t h e y 1 a ·s t b!::! f o r e 'C e c h a r g i n g ? • • • • • . • . • • • • . . . • 
w much do they cost to buy? .......................... . 
w much do they cost to recharge? ..•................... 
. you use DRY BATTERIES? ..•••.••..•••.••.•••••••••••..• 
at do you use them for? 
w many do you usually buy? ............................ 
w often do you buy them? .............................. 
w much do they cost? ....•...•...•........••.•.•....... 
DESCRIPTION 
many rooms does your house have? ................... . 
:luding lounge, dinning room, bedrooms, kitchen 
toile::) 
:kind of roof coes your house have? ... ············· 
;. t c h , ~ r:- on , t i 1 e s ' a s be s to s · · · ) Have you added any insulation 
Jur ceiling? 
: kind of matet"ials are the walls mace of? 
w many people live in you!:" house? ..........•.......... 
w much money does you!:" household earn earn pet" month? 
............... 
:nt heme by peo9le wo'Cking a\o·ay from heme? ........... . 
f goods? ..•................................•.......... 
s ? •.•••••.•.••.•.••.•••••••.•••••.•••.•••••••••••..•.. 
ity g:::-ants? ........•.................... · · · · · · · · ..... . 
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WESTIONNAIRE FOR WESTERN CAPE -
CODE NUMBER 
TOWNSHIP I~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . 
rnTffivr& 'ER. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
DATE 3. TIME 4. WEATHER Warm Cold 
1988 
m •••••••.•••••• and I am doing a survey of ~1etl1er people use paraffin, wood, 
>al or otl1er fuels. The survey is for a project at the University of Cape 
>wn and does not have anytl1ing to do wi tl1 tl1e Government or the Municipality. 
--------------------------------·------------------------ -----
rnTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS Have you been interviewed before ? if so, ~1en ? 
Name of respondent Mr /Mrs/ Miss •.••.•.•••............•.•.... 
Address of respondent Street ................... ( if any ) AGE ? 
Street No ..••.........•.•. 
Sl1aek no . ................. . 
Are you the head of the household ? I 'IES I NO I 
How l ong l1ave you been at tl1is address ? ••...•••••..••.. Years 
Where were you before t11at ? •••••••.•••••••.••• 
). Fran ~1ich area (homeland) did you originally come ? ••••.••••.• 
When did you cane from tl1ere ? .•...••...••••...•.•. 
~Ask tl1em to tell you how they came to be here - ~1ere and how did they stay? 
L. What is tl1e highest grade of school achieved ? 
HOUSEHOLD 
How many people are tl1ere in your household ? (people tl1at eat togetl1er) 
I 2 I 3 I 4 l 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I 9 I 10 i 
18 years or older: Male ..••..••..• Ferna.le . •••••.•.••• 
Under 18 years: Male •..•••.•••• Ferna.le . •.••..••..• 
Number of Boarders •••.••••.••.. 



















) • F1JEL TYPE 




~kit do you use electricity for? 
:ooking Heating water Heating house Ironing 
~kit electric appliances do you use ? 
Electric Geyser Electric Fridge 
HiFi/Tape Other 
1ow rruch does it cost per month ? R ____ _ 
V11y do you use electrici cy ? ••••••.••...••..••.•.•.••.•••••••••• 
D.2 CANDLES 
ins I NO )o you use candles for light ? 
1ow many per week? (Number or Packets) 
1ow rruch does it cost ? R _____ _ 
~1ere do you buy your candles ? 
D. 3 PARAFFIN 
Vlkit do you use paraffin for? 
~ooking Heating water Heating house Ironing 
Vlkit paraffin appliances do you use? 
Other 
Other 
'rimus stove Paraffin heater Paraffin fridge 
Other 
low rruch does it cost per ~ek? R ------
low rruch do you use per week? Litres (,..,..,.foil..) Bottles ----
/here do you buy it? ....................... 
n1y do you use Paraffin? •.....•....••........ 
- 3 -
0.4 GAS 
at do you use gas for? 
Cooking Heating water Lights Ironing 
Other 
tat gas appliances do you use ? 
Gas stove Gas l1eater Gas fridge Gas light Other 
>W much does gas cost per week ? R -----
>W much gas do you use per week ? Kg -----
Lere do you btiY" it ? •.•••••••••••••••.•.••••..• 
ty do you use gas ? •.•.••••.•.•• : • • • • • • • • •••..• 
0.5 WOOD 
tat do you use wood for ? I Cooking Heating water Heating house 
tere do you make your fire ? 
>W much do you use per week ? Bundles ___ (or bags) ___ (wo:r&-~'TJ 
•w much does it cost per week ? R ____ _ 
• you btiY" it ? I YES /oo I From who ? 
· you collect it yourself how long do you have to walk to get it ? . . . . • . Hrs 
tere do you get it from ? .......•.•...•.•......... 
r:1 do you use wood ? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •••• 
0.6 COAL ( GHARCOAL (underline if used) 
at do you use it for ? I Cooking Heating water Heating house 
w much do you use per week ? Bags 
w much does it cost per Week ? R -----
ere do you get it from ? •••.•••..•.•..••••.. 
y do you use coal I charcoal ? .....•..................• 
D. 7 CAR BATTERIES 
you use car batteries for 1 HiFi TV Radio Other I 
I 
w many do you use ? 1 2 3 
"' often do you charge your batteries per roonth ? 1 2 3 4 
~re do you charge them ? 
0 0 
- 4 -
D.B CRY BATTERIES . 
Do you use dry batteries for: j Torch I Radio I Tape recorder I HiFi Ot11er . .••.•.. 
~12.C:S • . . ... . . 
11 I I I I I 
How many do you use per week ? 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
How much do they cost per week ? R 
D. 9 ATTITUDES *get them to tell you about why and how they use fuel* 
What do you like about the fuels you are using? ...•.•.......•..••.•.•...... 
W11at don't you like about tl1e fuels you use? .....•.•.••..•.•...•.•........ 
Would you prefer to use another type of fuel? ..•.•.••....•.........•..•..• 







F. ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS 
100- 150- 200- 300- 400- More tl1an 
150 200 2J:jJ 400 500 500 
1. Do you own a car? I YES J NO I 
2. Wl1e re do you VIOI"k? ( list) ................................... . 
3. How do you travel tl1ere? I BUS I TRAIN I CAR I TAXI WALK 
4. About how much do you spend per week on food ? R ____ _ 
5. About how much do you spend per montl1 on clotl1ing · ? R ___ _ 




I I I 3 1 I :lze) 1. How many buildings are on SITE ? 1 2 4 
2. How many rooms has tl1e main house ? 11 I 2 3 [ 4 I 
3. W11at are the walls of the main house made of? [ Brick /Iron/ Wood) Plastic j 
4. W11at is the roof made of ? I Iron [ Asbestos I Otl1er J 
::>. Is tl1ere a ceiling ? 6. Is tl1ere insulation ? 
7. How many attached shacks & size ? I 0 \ 1 (. .. roans) I 2 (. .. ro~l 3 (. .. ro~ j 
3. W11at are the attached dwellings made of ? \ Brick I Iron I Wood I Plastic j 
APPENDIX 3 
Gl.ESTICN\!AI RES: R.EL ye..n;re B.JWEY9 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR WOOD GATHERERS; WESTERN CAPE; NOVEMBER 1988 
0. ·coDE NUIIBER 
I. INTERVIEWER MARY IITIMKA 
2. AREA/TOWNSHIP •••••••• I I. I ••••••• I.' •••••••• I ••••••• I •• I 
3. DATE ..••••••.•.• 
4. TIME .......... . 
!'1 Mary and I a1 doing a survey on various type of fuels for a 
project for the University of Cape Town. This does not have anything 
to do Nith the 6overn1ent or llunicipality. 
A. INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS 







Shack nuaber .•••••••••••• 
l. Age of respondent? •••••••• 
4. Ha~ long have you been at above address? .••••••••.•• 
5. Where were you before that? ••••••••••••••••••• 
o. When did you come to Cape Town? ••••••••• 
7. Where were you born ? ••.•••••••.••.•••.••• 
B. WOODGATHERIN6 QUESTIONS 
1. Do you work full tiu as a woodg'ather ? YES HO 
2. ~hat other activities do you do? ••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 
l. How aany years have you been working as a woodgatherer? .••••••••• 
4. Which areas have you collected wood froa in the last 2 years ? 
(Describe) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5. How long does it take you to walk to where you cut wood? ••••••••• 
o. How long does it take you to collect the wood? ••••••••••••••••••• 
7. Do you Make several trips to cut wood every day? How aany? ••••• 
8. Do you cut woad ? YES NO 
9. What do you use to cut the wood ? AXE SAW 
10. What kind of wood do you prefer? ••••.••••••••••••••••••.• 
11. What do you collect the wood for ? HOME SELLING 
12. How aany bundles do you collect -per day? .••••••••••••••••.• 
-per week ? .••••••••••••••••• 
13. If selling: Where do you sell it? •.•••••.••••••• 
How often ? !daily, every other day, etcl .......... .. 
How •any bundles per day' ••••••••••••••• 
How such do you charge per bundle? •••••••••• 
About how euch Doney do you 1ake every week ? .••••• 
14. Who buys the wood fro• you? .••.•••••••• 
15. What probleas do you have in collecting the wood ? .••••••••••••• 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I. I I I I I I I I. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I. I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
STIONNAIRE FOR PARAFFIN MERCHANTS: WESTERN CAPE; NOVEMBER 1988 
DE NUMBER 




ME OF ESTABLISHMENT 
FE OF ESTABLISHMENT Shop in Shopping Centre Shop House 
DRESS 
.ary and I am doing a survey on various types of fuels for the 
rsity of Cape Town. The Survey has nothing to do with the 
ipality or the Government and all replies are confidential. 
IONS 
me of respondent ? 
w long has this business been located here ? 
.ere were you located before ? 
ere do you buy your paraffin ? 
w much does it cost ? 






ich is the most popular size ? Bottle 
.n the public buy Primus stoves etc here ? 
1 you have customers who buy in bulk ? 
1 you deliver ? How ? 
lo you have regular customers ? 
SL 
In what quantities 
lOL · 20L 
How many litres 
Where ? 
low much paraffin would you estimate an average family uses each 
? 
~ere do your customers buy their paraffin appliances ? 
~at are your customers feelings about paraffin ? 
to you hear of customers having accidents with paraffin ? 
[ow many litres of paraffin do you sell per week ? 
Gl.ESTI(]'MIRE ~ GAS ~9: ~I EFd'J CAFE: rp.,£MeER 19EI3 
0. COrE 1\l...MEER 




5. ~ CF ESTAELISI-f"ENT 
6. ADDRESS 
I'm Mary and I am doing a survey on variCA..ls types of -fuels -for the 
University of Cape Town. The Survey has nothing to do with the municipality 
or the Government and all replies are confidential. 
CLESTICJ\S 
1 • Name of respondent ? 
2. How long has this business been located here ? 
3. W"'ere were yCA..l located be-fore ? 
4. Do you ~ill only or exchange gas bottles also ? 
5. Is a deposit on a gas bottle necessary ? 
6. What sizes of gas bott-les do yCA..l H ll ? 
7. What an3 the retail prices ? 
e. Which is the most popular size ? 
9. Can the public ruy regulators etc here ? 
10. Do yCA..l have a.lStaners who ruy in rul k ? 
11. Do you deliver ? 
12. Do yCA..l have regular customers ? 
13. At what intervals do ~ami 1 ies replace their gas bottles ? 
14. How much gas would yCA..l estimate an average ~amily uses each week ? 
15. v.tlere do your custaners ruy their gas appliances ? 
16. What are yCA..lr customers ~lings abCA..lt gas ? 
17. Do yCA..l hear o~ customers having accidents with gas? 
18. How many kilograms o~ gas to yCA..l sell per week ? 
APPENDIX 4 
9.J1"MY STATISTICS AND STATISTICCL ~IFU.ATICN 
CF TI-E DATA 
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APPENDIX 4 
B..J"tMY STATISTICS ~ STATISTICA. ~IFU.ATICN 
CF T1-E DATA 
A4. 1 OBJECTIVES 
As the data set is r-easonably lar-ge, over- 500 inter-views in the initial 
sur-vey and 247 inter-vieNS in the Cape and Tr"ansvaal follow-up Sl.lt'"Veys, the 
var-iables n..&mer'OUS and the statistical tr"ans-fomlations many the objective of 
this appendix is to clar"i-fy the statistical attdb....ltes of the data. Sane 
measur-es of centr-al tendency and r-el iabi 1 i ty of the data are thus pr-esented 
in SUITV'I\ary form below. The analysis of the results themselves are dealt with 
in the body of the disser-tation. 
A4. 2 TI-E IN I TI ~ aJR'v£Y 
A4.2.1 Sunmary Statistics - rumeric var-iables 
The data -fr011 the initial survey was grouped into 205 variables. A -few of the 
major- rumeric vadables are SUSTYTlarised by season in the tables below. In the 
winter of 1987 198 inter-vieNS were car-ried alt in the -for-mal black areas. 
TAB...E A4. 1 INITI~ SURVEY; WINTER 1987: ~ AREAS: 
I'J...J"ERIC VARIAB...ES. 
VARIAB..E 
1 Household size 
2 Total inoome/mth 
3 Qty para-f-fin 1 tr-
4 Qty Gas kg 
5 Expend para-f-fin R 
6 Expend Gas R 






































In the SlllTV1ler of 1987/88 a tota 1 of 295 inter-vi eNS were carried alt. 1\b 
disaggregation of '-formal' and 'in-formal' was carried alt. 
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TAELE A4.2 IN IT IPL 9...JR'VEY; SJ1"'ER: PLL AREAS - 1\U'ERIC 
VPR. I AELES. 
1\() VPR.IAELE CASES I"EP4\\ RPN:X: ST ERROR ST CEV 
1 1-b...lsehold size 295 6,32 67 0,28 4,78 
2 Total inc:crre/mth 294 339,86 20(X) 21,68 371 '73 
3 Qty pa~a~in lit~es 
4 Qty Gas kg 
5 Expend pa~a~in R 295 8,92 80 0,79 13,60 
6 Expend Gas R 295 6,72 82 0,78 13,35 
7 Expend elect R 295 16,89 98 1,43 24,62 
A4.2.2 Validity of the data- Results of the Backcheck 
F~on the fullOfoM.lP su~vey the validity of the initial survey c:a;.ld be 
pa~tially checked. As the TollCJII'M...lP su~vey used the address set of the 
initial survey as the -frame the names of ha..lseholds cOJ.ld be checked fur 
simila~ity. Spellings of African names vades widely, but this was taken into 
acc:a;.nt. The ~espondents ~epl ies to the question of whether the -family had 
been interviewed be-fo~e and the simila~ity of -family sizes are also presented 
in the table below. 
TAELE AA.3 RES...L TS CF ~D-EO< 
AREA CASES 8At'E INTERV !SED EEFORE 8At'E 
~ YES 1\lJ l..JIS.Jt H/H SIZE 
'l. I. 'l. I. I. 
LPN3A 23 35 30 30 40 26 
G...GJ...ETH..J 22 55 36 50 14 9 
NYpt~J & 1\EW CR 17 82 24 71 5 29 
KYA VI LLPG:: 35 57 37 51 12 20 
KHY SITE 8 19 74 47 47 6 10 
F~on this - table it is apparent that, even i-f allowances a~e made fur 
di-f-ferent respondents in the same -family, lapses of memory, changes of -family 
size and movement of -families a signi-ficant proportion of the questionnaires 
in the initial survey a~e of doubt-fUl validity. This dubiety is ~einfu~oed by 
the visual appearance of some of the ~eturns which appear not to have have 
been p~epared in the -field and either completely or pa~tially -falsi-fied. 
The problem trus arises in selecting which data is acceptable and which is 
-falsi-fied is a statistical exercise beyond the scope of this dissertation. As 
a ~esult, unless otherwise indicated, the fullow-up survey furms the basis of 
-fUrther investigation. 
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A4. 3 TI-E FQLOIHJP SURVEY - CAPE 9...JR'Rf 
A4.3.1 Summary Statistics- numeric variables 
There are 30 numeric and 12 character variables in the primary untransfOrmed 
data set f=rc:m the Cape survey. Sane measures o-f central tendency and 
statistical attributes o-f the major untransfOrmed numeric variables of= the 
180 interviews that took place in the Sl.ltlYTler of= 1988/89 are tab.tlated 
overleaf=. 
A4.3.2 Attributes o-f the data 
One is immediately struck by the range o-f values fOr all the variables. This 
is ref=lected in the large standard deviations. The variation in samples sizes 
is ref=lected in the standard error which is gererally smaller fOr larger 
sample sizes. The variables relating to income and expenditure <7,9-11> have 
however high standard errors in spite o-f large sample sizes. This reflects 
both the reality of wide income and expenditure dispersion and the expected 
variability o-f replies. 
A4.3.3 Character variables and transfOrmed variables 
In the Cape survey sore 12 character variables were assembled. These were 
receded as numeric classif=ication f=actors to be acceptable to the statistical 
program used. The numeric variables were transfOrmed by cutl ier exclusion, 
cc:mbination and varicus mathematical operators to fOrm a set of= sorre 80 
transfOrmed variables to be used in further statistical manipulation. 
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TAEl...E A4.4 Fa....LCJ.oJ--tP Sl.JRv£Y: Sl...M'ER 1988/89. CAPE - PLL AREAS 
PART A. NJ'ERIC SCCIG-Ea:J\01IC VARIAB....ES 
1\() VARIAELE ~ A'v£. !"ED STD STD RAI'ff S<EW- KURT-
SIZE IAN CEV ERR r£88 OSIS 
1 Age Respond 179 35,6 34 14 1,04 62 0,7 -0,06 
2 Yrs @ address 178 5,9 3 8,6 0,64 50 2,7 8,3 
3 Yrs le-ft orig 135 16,3 12 15,4 1,32 66 0,98 0,06 
4 1-!sehold size 180 5,5 5 2,9 0,21 16 1,14 2,22 
5 1\b ad.ll ts 177 3,1 3 1 '7 0,13 8 1 '31 1,87 
6 1\b employed 177 1,8 2 0,8 0,06 5 0,98 0,84 
7 Income/week 177 145,11 125 97,2 7,3 499 1,33 2,28 
8 Av 1\b o-f cars 179 0,2 0,4 
9 Food expend wk 154 61,41 44 62,8 5,1 395 3, 1 12,13 
10 Cloth exp mth 117 58,68 33 67,0 6,2 395 2,7 8,00 
11 All exp wk 111 113,50 75 121,1 11,5 793 2,9 11' 47 
12 El.t.ilds/site 100 1,6 1 1' 1 0,07 8 3,1 14,64 
13 RCXJmS/build 180 2,8 3 1' 1 0,08 5 0,14 -0,53 
14 1\b shacks 66 1,6 1 1,3 0,15 7 3,0 10,90 
PART B. 1\U'ERIC FLEL -RELATED VAR IAB....ES 
1\() VARIAELE SAMPLE A'v£. !"ED STD STD ~ S<EW- KURT-
SIZE IAN CEV ERR r£88 OSIS 
15 Cost candles 68 1,59 1,2 1,4 o, 17 8,45 3,5 13,86 
16 1\b candles 68 8,9 6 9,0 1' 1 58 3,8 17.06 
17 Cost Para wk 166 4,18 3,2 3,0 0,2 20,5 2,3 6,75 
18 Li tr Para wk 166 6,96 5 5,0 0,4 34,3 2,4 7,78 
19 Cost Gas wk 56 11,65 7,5 8,7 1,2 37,5 1 '2 1,00 
20 Kg Gas wk 58 9,52 9 7,3 1,0 31,6 1,25 1,32 
21 Cost wood wk 3 1,59 17 11,9 6,9 23,8 0,33 0 
22 Kg Vb:Jd wk 4 
23 Cost elec mth 32 52,73 50 18,3 3,2 72 o, 72 -o, 14 
25 1\b car batts 41 1,1 1 0,3 0,04 1 3,4 10,1 
26 Carbat chg wk 35 2,1 2 1,3 0,23 6,5 1 '7 4, 1 
27 Cst drybat mth 90 3,89 3 2,8 0,29 14,1 1 '7 3,4 
28 Yrs sdY::loling 39 3,8 4 2,9 0,46 9 -0,03 -1,3 
1\bte: There were ni 1 returns on the cost and atl'lCl.lnt o-f coa 1 • 
A4.4.1 Summary Statistics- numeric variables 
The Transvaal survey took place prior to the Cape survey, in ~gust and 
September 1988, which is winter on the Highveld. The survey covered 67 
respondents and the primary set contains 23 numeric variables. The 
attributes o-f these variables are given below. 
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TAB..E A4.5 FCLLcw-lJP SURVEY: WINTER 1988. TR~M... 
PART A. 1\l...t'ERIC SO::I~C0\01IC VARIAB..ES 
1\() VARIAB..E ~ AV£. I"ED STD STD RP4\GE SKEW- KURT-
SIZE IAN lEV ERR 1\ESS OSIS 
1 Yrs @ address 67 1' 1 1 0,36 0,04 1 '75 1.4 3,2 
2 Yrs left orig 64 15,0 13,5 11,4 1,4 45 0,6 -0,5 
3 Hsehol d size 67 4,2 4 1,6 0,2 10 1,8 6,7 
4 No ad.ll ts 63 2,2 2 0,8 0, 1 4 1 '7 3,0 
5 No employed 67 1,2 1 0,7 0,08 4 1, 7 4,9 
6 I ncone/week 62 2CR,O 175 98,6 12,5 475 0,4 o, 1 
7 All e><p wk 59 42,7 30 33,4 4,3 190 3,2 11,8 
8 B...li lds/si te 65 1' 1 1 0,3 0,04 1 2,3 3,6 
9 Rooms/build 65 2,6 3 0,8 o, 1 4 -0,2 0,4 
PART B. 1\U'ERIC R.EL-RELATED VARIAB..ES 
1\() VARIAB..E 8Pt'A...E PNE. I"ED STD STD RP4\GE SKEW- KURT-
SIZE IAN lEV ERR 1\ESS OSIS 
11 Cost cand 1 es 65 1 '7 1,2 0,8 o, 1 3,6 0,6 -0,02 . 
12 No candles 65 1,4 1 0,7 o, 1 3 0,6 -0,006 
13 Cost Para wk 63 2,65 2,6 1' 1 o, 1 5,6 1,8 5,7 
14 Li tr Para wk 63 3,9 4 1 '7 0,2 9 1,4 3,8 
15 Cost Gas wk 16 8,4 8,7 4,6 1' 1 18 1' 1 2,3 
16 Kg Gas wk 16 4,2 4,5 2,1 0,5 8,0 0,9 1,4 
17 Cost wood wk 57 1,5 1,2 0,6 o, 1 2,5 0,7 -0,4 
18 Kg Wood wk 58 t'' 6 1 0,6 o, 1 2,5 0,7 -0,5 
19 Cost Coal wk 58 10,7 12 3,8 0,5 12,3 0,2 -0,5 
20 Coalbags wk 58 1 '9 2 0,6 o, 1 2 o, 1 -0,4 
21 Carbatro 8 1,6 1,5 0,8 0,3 2 0,8 -0,2 
22 Chargeno 8 1,5 1,5 0,5 0,2 1 0 -2,8 
23 Cost drybat 39 7,09 3,7 5,2 0,8 21,2 1,4 2,2 
A4.4.2 Attributes ~ the data 
As with the Cape survey the data relating to incone and e><pendi ture shows the 
largest standard deviations and standard errors. The ranges ~ the variables 
are large but, in spite ~ the smaller sample size, the standard errors of 
the variables are smaller than the Cape survey. 
A4.4.3 Character variables and transfOrmed variables 
Only 5 character variables were used in this survey. These were receded as 
n..ureric variables which were in turn transfOrmed into an additional set of 
variables. 
APPENDIX 5 
A HYfiOTI-ETIC€L ~TICNCL. 1'1JCEL CF TI-E IXJ"ESTIC Er:.ERGY TRANSITICl'J PROCESS 
APPENDIX 5 
A HYFUD£TICPL ~TIQ\A,. I"O!EL CF TI-E tx)'EST IC Er\ERGY TRA"§ITICN PRO fffi 
On the basis o-f the statistical analysis, and the description o-f the process 
an spatia-econometric model of the aggregate demand for fUels can be 
-forrrulated that incorporates the cbrestic energy transition process. The 
scale o~ inquiry is national but output would have to be disaggregated to at 
least the metropolitan level to be o-f practical benefit. 
The model would have the -follc:wing conponents:-
i) Demographic component 
The population growth rates by area would be modelled at this stage. Spatial 
disaggregation would be at least by major metropolitan area, homelands and 
other rural areas - or preferably, by magisterial district. A cohort survival 
model o-f reasonable sophistication would be ac::lequate. 
i i > Mobi 1 i ty and housing c:anponent 
The rural~ban migration process would be modelled using a standard 
intervening opportunities model, with 'push' and 'pull' ~actorial inputs as 
well as a modi~ication to allow fOr circular migration. An inter-urban 
mobility cc:mponent would be necessary to indicate where within a metropolitan 
area new ha.Jseholds <both migrants and existing urbanites> would be most 
likely to reside. The supply o-f fOrmal housing would be a key variable to be 
predicted as the supply o-f infOrmal ho..lsing would be the resid..lal o-f this and 
the total housing demand at any point in time. 
i i i > Demand c:anponent 
The demand fOr various fUel types would be on the basis of predicting 
probable n..unbers of households in the formal and infOrmal areas in the 
various fUel groups. The fUel" group categorisation could be according to the 
schema ad::Jpted in this dissertation, or by another variable. The ~actor 
inputs suggested are 'modernisation index' which includes ed.J.cation, ~ami ly 
size and structure, disposable income, housing type and car/tv ownership as 
well as other variables. Final total demand for a fUel is mean consumption 
multiplied by the predicted size o-f the fUel group. 
The description o-f this hypothetical model suggests that at this stage the 
major improvements in quantirying energy demand are at the macro-demographic 
level concerning population shi~ts and housing. 
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